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MAKING THh GRADE

So you want io be a space
explorer—maybe get an inter-

esting job on Mars, perhaps
a country home on the sunny side of the

moon? What would you do: A) Become a
trained NASA astronaut; B) apply for

NASA's Citizen in Space Program; or C)

be content to live vicariously through

Omni? Of course, the last response is a
good one, but for our purposes, the

answer would be none of the above. Yes,

this is a trick question.

When most Americans think of space
travel and exploration, they think oi NASA.
When this vast country was developed,

however, it was done so by individuals with

initiative, determination, and persever-

ance (perhaps a few hostile redskins and
redcoats helped motivate the early

pioneers). We pride ourselves on the

ingenuity of the individual and of private

enterprise to supply our needs, so why
should the government be responsible lor

developing our space program?
Why indeed! In this issue we take a

look at the people who are currently

gazing at the stars as the next major frontier

for capital investment. Beth Karlin. former

writer for Business Week and The Wail

Street Journal, profiles some of the

country's most dynamic businessmen

—

those who have scoured the heavens and
taken to space. They are a whole new
breed of entrepreneur, pioneering the

commercialization of space. Karlin's

"Starship Enterprise" (page 50) looks at

these hard-driven individuals.

Once you've read about the possibilities

for the industrialization ot space, you
might consider what we'll do once we're

up there. I, for one. would get a little

stir-crazy— not to mention tired of sucking
my food through a straw—spending all

my time in a liny capsule. Innovative

thinkers have foreseen the opportunities

for space and are revitalizing their skills

in preparation for the next wave.
Staff writer Kathleen Stein delved into

the future tor her article "Castles in the

Air" (page 36). At the Pratt Graduate
School of Architecture, this question was
posed: How do you design structures

that float in Earth's atmosphere, serve a
specific function, and house numbers
oi people tor indefinite periods of time?

Theoharis David, a member of the Pratt

faculty, considered the importance of

reeducating architects: "Today even the

new buildings aren't really new; they're

old because they're based on old ideas

and old technologies. We don't want
our students stillborn when they leave us."

The illustrations for "Castles in the Air"

depicting the various design solutions were
photographed by Dan McCoy.

But traveling to the heavens and living

among the stars is still a dream for most
of us. In this month's pictorial "Through the

Windows of Night Skies" (page 60) we
get to look through the eyes of the fortunate

men and women who have had the

opportunity to leave this planet and look

back at it. The photographs, supplied

by NASA, offer a glimpse of our future.

Space programs are, for the most part,

run by governments. And just what are

they doing? Jerry Grey, director of science

and technology for the American Institute

of Aeronautics and Astronautics in

Washington. DC. devised a system for

grading the world's major space programs,

from the big guys such as the Soviet

Union to fledglings like India. Grey ranks

the countries: and according to "Making
the Grade," we are ahead! (No, he doesn't

grade on a curve.) Rather than looking

at numbers (last year the United States had
about half a dozen launches, compared
with the Soviets' .approximately eight

dozen; they have also spent about twice

as many hours in space as we have),

Grey assessed the programs by taking

into accounl other information, from

computer technology to the commitment
to science education. This honor-roll

report card begins on page 70.

If you don't think you're ready to try

your luck in space or are just happy with

the way things are, you obviously haven't

spent a summer in New York. Anyone
with a slight peculiarity seems to blossom
to full bizarre potential. The heat encour-
ages lunacy. This month's fiction, "The
Dream of the Wolf" (page 42) by Scott

Bradfield, is about such an individual and
his quirk—a successful businessman
who becomes obsessed with wolves.

(Sounds like a candidate for the Oprah
Winirey Show.) This piece will be included

in a Bradfield short-story collection to

be published in September.OQ
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Tuffet Luck

I thought you would bo interested to know
that Ihe short article on arachnophobia
[Conlinuum, April 1988J was not read
by anyonG who might have benefited from

it. Most people who have this phobia,

like myself, turned (he page, found some
huge spider poised there, and threw

the magazine across the room in a

complete panic. Otherwise, your magazine
is wonderful.

Sheri Huffman

Houston

Inner Space
Concerning your article about the "wilder-

ness" and "internal pioneering" experi-

ences of space voyagers and other

explorers [Space, "Comradery," April

1988]: When I entered the monastery, I

was intrigued by the similarity between the

situation here and that of the pioneers

written about. Though not stressful, in a

monastery, we are together in a spiritual

wilderness, separated from the world,

probing internal terrain. I have experienced

minor hallucinations. Mental drift is diffi-

cult; there is enhancement of other states

of consciousness. It would be interesting

to see if "pattern recognition" is different

among contemplative monks.

Ana Martinez

Windsor, NY

Stout Hearted

I am intrigued by Mary Stout's opinions

[First Word, April 1988]. Valid points

are made: Health care is complex and
ununified; unnecessary duplication of

services exists; new technology is expen-
sive; and catastrophic-illness insurance

is needed. Curing the political, economic,

informational, and ethical ills of our

nation's health-care system is an admirable

goal. But criticizing the whole system is

not helpful, and perhaps Stout should set

her sights lower and suggest specific

solutions to specific problems. A system
"controlled and managed by consumers"
wouldn't work. Expertise is required to

manage any organization.

Dr. Alan R. Ertle

Roseburg, OR

Thrilled to Death

Not since Ihe very first time
I read H. R

Lovecraft's stories aik;i midnight have I

experienced such numbing horror as that

contained in the writings o! 'A Handful

of Horror" [April 1988]. The stories seemed
feasible in their content and acutely

horrifying in their justice. My hats (and
chills) off to the authors!

Lori Ann Almond
Maryville, TN

Ripped Off

I enjoyed reading "The Whole Universe

Catalog" [April 1988], bui why did you
make it so difficult to remove? Surely you
didn't expect me to leave it in the

magazine* where it would interfere with

the other pages'7 1 had to rip out its back
cover, then yank out the rest by main
force, and now it doesn't have the

Resource Guide on it. Also, if you cut out

the subscription coupon on its back,

you would desfroy part of the Resource
Guide and not know where to send for

some of the items.

Robert Smith

Swisher, Iowa

Other Sides of Paradise

Your article on Utopia ["Paradise Tossed,"

April 1988] was great! Politicians have
stump-speech Utopias; extremists have
Utopias excluding people and things they

dislike; philosophers have Utopias devoid

of humans; artists have Utopias of

approved art and politics. The only Utopia

that sounded safe was Roy Rogers's. I

don't know why I'm surprised by that. I can't

think of any more sensible a public figure.

Douglas Bryce

Georgetown, TX

I'm sure you know that every Sunday the

comics are in color. Well, in my Utopia,

instead of being ;usi on Sunday they

would appear every day there would be
four pages of "Cathy," "Garfield," and
"Robotman" and one whole page of "The

Far Side" by Gary Larson.

Happy Swink

eleven years old

Bothell, WAOQ
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Tfte Railway and Locomotive

Historical Society presents

THE WORLD'S
GREATEST
LOCOMOTIVES
Superb handcrafted models in solid pewter.

The first collection that captures

the adventure of railroading

in every era and throughout the world.

THEY ROLLED OUT OF THE YARDS
at Altoona, Cheyenne, Bath and

Chicago. Mechanical giants on tracks

of steel. From iron, works in England,
Germany.

. . across Europe and the

Orient. . . they signaled a world-wide
revolution in travel and commerce.
And, from the earliest wood-burners
to the newest streamlined expresses,

they have been objects Of awe—
fascinating symbols of adventure.

Now, the Railway and Locomotive
Historical Society— one of America's
oldest and most respected railroad

historical organizations— has authorized

their first collection of locomotive

models ever to capture the sweep
and drama of a century-and-a-half of

railroading, as it happened here and
around the world.

Selected by experts.
The collection will consist of 25

authentically detailed models
portraying the most important

locomotives of all time. Each has

been selected on the authority of

leading railroad experts. And each
imported sculptured miniature will

be individually cast in solid pewter,

entirely finished by hand.
Beginning with the legendary John

Bull of the 1830s, the collection will

include such important American
locomotives as Engine 999 of the

Empire State Express, which claimed

a world speed record of 112 miles per

hour in 1893. The Pennsylvania

Railroad's K-4— a pioneer on

runs like the Detroit Arrow. The
streamlined Davlight-type that came
into service in 1937, between

Los Angeles and San Francisco.

. And from other great railroading

nations of the world will be the

English-built "Flying Scotsman"...

Japan's "Asia Express," mainstay of

the Manchurian Railway in the 1930s

.. .and a Royal Bavarian Railways 3^6,

pride of the Rheingold Express.

Precise and authentic.
Each locomotive will be carefully

researched. The casting molds will be

refined by hand to ensure accuracy.

And the miniatures will show such

fine details as handrails, suspension,

fittings and cab layout — all in

hand-rubbed pewter.

These are models you will want to

examine— again and again. To inspect

the amazing 16 driving wheels that

powered the "Big Boy" over the

Rockies. . . or the sculptured

aerodynamic styling of the TGV,
today's fastest train. And there's an

expertly written commentary with

each pewter model, so you'll be a"ble

to relive the adventure of railroading

as it happened during every era.

A dramatic display.
So that you can showcase the

complete collection, an imported

hardwood wall shelf will be sent to

you at no added cost. Tracks laid

along each tier allow you to arrange

the locomotives to show the variety

of types and styles— providing a

handsome accent in the home, den
or office.

The Railway and Locomotive

Historical Society has appointed The
Franklin Mint to craft the models and

handle all subscriptions. By entering

your subscription now, you can begin

building this complete collection. .

.

bringing the excitement of railroading

and the lure of these mighty engines

into your home.

To acquire your collection, simply

sign the accompanying application,

and mail it directly to The Franklin

Mint by July 31, 1988.

I.im : One collection per subscriber

I'Iil- Railway and Locomotive

Historical Society
c/o The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for "The

World's Greatest Locomotives," con-

sisting of 25 sculptured miniatures cast

in solid pewter, to be sent to me at the

rate of one per month.
1 need send no money now. I will

be billed $27.50* for each handcrafted

miniature just before shipment. My
hardwood display shelf wiil be sent to

me at no additional charge.

"Pdis my stflfi' aid's tax

and SI. for.-iiij'i'iii^ mid haiii!!u:<.\

S|)',ii;lIiiiv

Address.-

City _



By Justine Kaplan

^^k 0^ ars is a frigid place, a myste-

I rious orb of amber ice and
I %J I dust, cold enough to freeze

the thin carbon dioxide atmosphere
that hovers beneath its pasiel-pink skies.

Desiccated, almost airless, the planet

has spawned wildly speculative science-

fiction stories and myths portraying its

chaotic terrain oi deep craters, misty

channels, polar ice caps, and mammoth
volcanoes as a densely populated Eden, or

a veritable hell.

Advances in technology now make the

exploration of Mars feasible. Martian

landings should be possible with the

development oi chemical propulsion sys-

tems for interplanetary flights and closed-

loop life-suppo't systems Hal recycle'

water and air. Robotic Viking probes have
already transmitted sutficient environ-

mental observations of Mars' surface to

provide enough data to design a perma-
nently manned Martian base, and the

United States' only scheduled mission, the

Mars Observer, is supposed to be
launched in 1992. It will orbit the planet

for several years to collect more

topographic information. In the next

century both the United States and the

Soviet Union are expected to develop

manned spacepc^s capable of assem-
bling, loading, fueling, and launching

deep-space transports to Mars. And
studies have shown that an unmanned
sample-return mission could be accom-
plished for about $2 billion by the end
ol the Nineties.

Because the likelihood of Mars explo-

ration in the next decade is good, the

California-based Planetary Society, the

largest space interest organization in the

world, is lobbying the public to support a

new initiative :hat focuses national atten-

tion on a series oi scientific missions

to Mars. Officers of the society hope to

demonstrate to public leaders and policy-

makers that there is enormous public

support for a mission to Mars as a major
exploratory goal for the U.S. space
program in the twenty-first century.

The initial signees of the Mars Declara-

tion include liberal and conservative

politicians. high-ranking mi-tary officers,

leaders of peace yiouns. astronauts.

Cause oelebre: Stellar support for a journey to the red planet.
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poels. Nobel airea'.es. oo'.bsil coaches,
university presidents, leaders of industry

and labor, and almost every administrator

oi NASA since its inception.

Astronauts Neil Armstrong. Michael

Collins', and Buzz Aldrin signed it. So did

actors Paul Newman and Gregory Peck,

former UN Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick.

former CIA director William Colby. Jimmy
Carter Walter Cronkite, Louis L'Amour,

Quincy Jones, and Steven Spielberg,

among others.

"The Mars Declaration provides a
coherent and stirring goal for an American
space program now in disarray." says
society president Carl Sagan, director of

the Laboratory on Planetary Studies at

Cornell University. Sagan authored the

document last summer in the wake of a
number of lectures concerning the need to

focus energies on Mars. "It is affordable;

it has powerful scientific, technological,

and political justifications; and, if done
cooperatively, it would command the

respect of people all over the world," he
says. "We believe that when the arguments
for Mars are understood, it will elicit very
broad public support,"

The need io form a coalition of

supporters grew alfer a series oi Planetary

Society conferences aid -eia-ed projects

made it clear that public enthusiasm
for Mars exploration "had outdistanced

the positions of government policymak-
ers"—some of whom are concerned
that setting a specific goal to explore Mars
would be premature, says Mars
Campaign coordinator Tim Lynch.

At the various events, which included

last year's Soviet-American teleconference

and the "Case for Mars
' conference in

Boulder, Colorado, society officers heard
from thousands ol people urging the

exploration of Mars, says Lynch. So the

declaration was created and presented to

a cross section of American leaders.

Louis Friedman, the society's executive

director, says interest in Mars at the

government level has moved further ahead
in the past year than ever before. In 1976,

when NASAs Outlook for Space Study

Group outlined space development goals

for the rest of the century, its fhree-

I PAGE 10Z



PEOPLES CHOICE
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Imagination ignited space travel, enthu-

siasm fueled it, and apathy grounded
it. Like a child with a new toy, the general

public soon became bored with space
rockets and moon walks. Interest stirred

again when teacher Christa McAuliffe

was chosen for Ihe January 1986

Challenger mission, flight 51 -L. Her

appointment reawakened the dream that

space travel wasn't restricted to the elite

of NASA and the military. The program

aroused pride in us—the disaster

provoked horror, perhaps even a little

patriotic shame. We turned our backs and
dismissed the space program, as if

NASA had deliberately betrayed our trust.

Perhaps exploration has taken a

backseal to annihilation. For fiscal year

1988, Congress allocated $8.86 billion for

NASA and $283.2 billion for defense,

which seems to indicate the government's

present priorities. We felt that Omni
readers, however, shared our concerns

about the future and direction of the

space program, so in the March 1988

issue, we included a questionnaire asking

for readers' opinions on the space
program. We received more than 15,000

responses. While reading the results,

keep in mind, that the Omni reader is, on

average, more intelligent, innovative,

and forward-looking than those who set

and approved the budget for NASA.
A small percentage of respondents left

questions blank or answered with "no

opinion." They felt there was a lack of

information given or that we simply had
not offered a suitable answer for them.

The first question asked whether the

Citizen in Space Program should be
suspended. Sixty percent disagreed; 36

percent felt this program should be

aborted; 4 percent had no opinion.

Former astronaut Sally Ride has

proposed the development of our

capabilities in low Earth orbit and the

expansion of robotic exploration of the

solar system. She adds that we should first

revisit the moon and then establish a
human outpost-en Mars. Seventy-five

percent of our respondents agreed, stating

that robots should perform jobs now
slotted for humans, and they placed

20 OMNI

priority on moon visits over Mars missions.

Twenty-one percent disagreed with

Ride, and 4 percent, again, had no opinion.

Some space advocacy groups, and
individuals such as author Carl Sagan and

former astronaut Michael Collins, would

like to see an immediate mission to Mars.

Fifty-four percent of the respondents

agreed; 40 percent disagreed; 6 percent

had no opinion. Of those people who
agreed to a Mars mission, 70 percent

believed this operation should be both a

manned and a robotic effort, 17 percent felt

it should be solely manned, and 13

percent said robotic only.

Seventy-four percent of the respondents

felt a Mars mission should be a coopera-

tive effort with the Soviets, as opposed to

a solo effort by the United States.

Jobs originally performed by NASA,

such as launching commercial satellites

and operating Earth-observation satel-

lites, could be handled by private compa-
nies. This would allow NASA to focus on

space exploration and development.

Seventy-eight percent agreed with this

statement. Seventeen percent felt the

realm of space should be left to the

"experts." Five percent had no opinion.

Bravo to the readers (87 percent)

who said that the President should reaffirm

NASA, and not the Defense Department,

as the leading agency for space activities.

Six percent didn't want NASA to hold

this position, and 7 percent had no opinion.

By the time we have an operating

space station, as the Soviets do, they will

have had 20 years experience on us.

Should we scale' back and rush one up
earlier? Seventy-eight percent of our

sensible respondents said no, 16 percent

said yes, and 6 percent had no opinion.

Should we continue with a full-scale

station and support the aerospace

companies in putting up cheaper, smaller

space platforms in the meantime7

Seventy-three percent said yes; 17 percent

said no. We have no inkling as to what

the remaining 10 percent think.

If space-based astronomical instruments

were automated, not requiring in-orbit

servicing by astronauts, then they would

be cheaper to produce and operate.

Seventy-five percent agreed to the

automation, while 14 percent didn't see
the logic in this and disagreed. Eleven

percent had no opinion.

Excluding the Soviet Union, should we
compete or cooperate with other

countries that are investing in space
programs? Keep in mind that leadership

costs money! Fifty-eight percent thought

we should do both, where appropriate;

34 percent wanted complete cooperation;

and only 8 percent wanted to compete.

The American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics (AIAA) recommends
that just to keep up with other nations,

NASA's budget should be approximately

$14 billion. Forty-three percent agreed

with this proposal, while 47 percent

thought we should allocate more. Ten

percent felt we should keep the budget

allotment where it is.

The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelli-

gence (SETI) is a small part of NASAs
present budget. Should funding be
stepped up? Forty-three percent said

yes, 47 percent said no, and 10 percent

had no opinion.

In the last question, we asked readers

to number the priorities that should be

assigned to each suggested goal of the

space program (number one being the

most important; two, the second most

important; and so on). The results are

consistent with the previous answers.

Top priority went to establishing the

space station as an exploration base.

Second most important was a manned
mission to and exploration of the moon;
third, establishing a colony there and
using it as a base of exploration. In fourth

place came a robotic exploration of

Mars. The Mars mission, whether solo or

a joint U.S.-Soviet venture, filled the last

two positions. Those respondents who
placed a higher priority than the last two

positions on this mission voted two to

one that it be a joint effort; those who didn't

teel a Mars mission was important did

seem to feel that the United States should

do it alone. Six percent of our readers

left the question blank.

Our thanks to those who took the time

to answer and return the cards.OQ



EDITING EINSTEIN

ART
By MarkTeich

J^^ rriving at the appointed hour of#mA 11 a.m., I
am ushered into

m \ Ruth Nanda Anshen's study

by an Asian houseboy dressed in a

starched white uniform. First I see one
entire wall filled with impeccably arranged

books, all hardcover and leather-bound

volumes with nary a paperback to disgrace

the room. Then my focus is directed

toward Dr. Anshen. wearing a flowing,

floor-length blue evening dress, adorned
with two strands of pearls, and peering

al a tome cradled in her hands. She
slowly turns to face me. gently lowers

herself onto a small sofa, then welcomes
me to her "little cell."

The scene is exactly what
I
expected

from this doctor of philosophy, chairperson

of Columbia University's distinguished

Nature of Man seminars, and member ol

the Royal Society oi Arts of London. A
lecturer and an author, Anshen has written

several books, including Anatomy of

Evil and Biography of an Idea. Above all,

however, she is the editor who conceived,

collaborated on, and guided an unparal-

leled collection of thought-provoking texts

by the twenieth century s c:'ca:osi mines.

Under her direction, such men as physi-

cists Albert Einstein, Nieis Bohr, and
Werner Heisenberg, psychoanalyst Erich

Fromm, theologian Paul Tillich, novelisl

Thomas Mann, poet W. H. Auden, Pope
John XXIII—and a solitary woman,
Margaret Mead—have contributed to her

seven major series of books.

The list of Anshen's collecled works

includes more than 130 books on global

humanitarian themes, among them the

30-volurne Religious Perspectives, the 38-

volume Credo Perspectives, and the 54-

volume World Perspectives. Has Freedom
a Future? (Praeger) is the ninth and most

recenlly published volume in her current

Convergence series.

"Information is not synonymous with

knowledge. Information is only data, parts

of the whole. Knowledge has a moral

imperative te enhance mle'eclual and
spiritual unity," Anshen says, reiterating the

theme that runs throughout all her work.

"No fact is important in itself, What is

important is ils relationship to the rest of

existence," she adds, her eyes boring into

extracted the thoughts -if ''?. s cor/tury's great minds.

me. To further command attention, she
will sometimes wave a hand, or shake a
finger, or lightly touch my arm.

Anshen's lifelong obsession with what
she calls "the unitary structure ot all

reality" flowered when she was a Boston

University doctoral cancicate in the late

Thirties. White studying under philosopher

Alfred North Whitehead, she was invited

to attend the 1936 Harvard Tercentenary

Sympos-a. a ;hree day garnering of

such scientific luminaries as Einstein and
geneticist J. B. S. Haldane.

"I didn't say a word. I was only a girl,"

Anshen says. "I just imbibed all the wisdom
.and knowledge.

I knew that I was sitting

in a very high place and that I felt

comfortable. Ever since, I've been
comfortable only in high places."

Her euphoria at the symposia, however,

was tempered by an acute sense that

something was wrong. "There was so

much fragmentation and isolation in this

galaxy o( great minds," she says, shaking

her head, "They didn't respect one
another as experts in their fields."

Before she graduated, her distress at

the "atomization of knowledge" led to

her first editorial project. Work on the eight-

volume series Science of Culture would
span the next two decades. Each volume

concentrates on a specitic topic, with

approximately 40 essays by such philo-

sophical thinkers as Einstein, Mann, and
Bertrand Russell. One volume, for example,

concerns freedom; another, language.

The overriding purpose: to show that

science, fiction, philosophy, and every

other discipline must work together if the

world's problems are ever to be solved.

For Anshen, the project became a

crusade to ferret out kindred spirits, those

European and American thinkers who
shared her vision. "We were heretics,

burning not at the stake but in our hearts

and minds with one unending plea for

unity," Anshen says. "We hoped to provide

the core of a cultural Magna Charta for

the guidance of our species." The modern
version of the thirteenth-century English

charter that guaranteed fundamental

rights and privileges would be a "recon-

ciliation of all disciplines and cultures,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 110
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SPACE AND THE '88 ELECTO

Imagine
it's 1989. There is a new President. As a candidate in

1988, the President made only vague promises about his plans

for America's future in space. Now that he's President, the

space program continues to languish in bureaucratic medi-

ocrity, underfunded and without leadership. The new President

applies his energies to fulfilling other promises: to farmers, to

ethnic minorities, to businesspeople, to special-interest groups.

But space was not made a campaign issue in 1988; there was
no ground swell of support for the civilian space program. So in

1989 it's business as usual.

The task of a politician in a democracy is to find out where the

crowd is going So he can get in front of it. But with regard to

space, the 1988 election apparently lacks a crowd to lead. The

candidates court the worker vote, the over-sixty-five vote, and
the yuppie vote. But in the absence of an identifiable space con-

stituency, debates and speeches focus on other issues.

As Omni goes to press, the 1988 presidential election appears

destined to place the mantle of space leadership on one of three

men: Vice-President George Bush, Massachusetts governor Mi-

chael Dukakis, or Reverend Jesse Jackson. In contrast to earlier

elections, each of the candidates remaining in the race has taken

some stand on space. According to Thomas J. Frieling, director

of the Campaign for Space, a grass-roots political organization

based in Bainbridge. Georgia, "In the 1980 election neither Rea-

gan nor Carter said anything about space. This time everyone in

the race has a position on the space program on record."

Based on statements provided by the candidates' campaign
offices, their priorities for space differ sharply on the issue of the

Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), the so-called star-wars system

that would disable incoming nuclear weapons.
"I am committed to a vigorous SDI program," said Bush. "The

Soviets have been working on strategic defenses much longer

and harder than we have—indeed, well before my time at the

CIA in the mid-Seventies."

"I strongly oppose the administration's militarization of space,"

said Dukakis. "Star wars and anti satellite weapons not only make
our nation less secure, they divert funds and attention from more
important space research efforts." Dukakis has characterized

SDI as a "fantasy" of the Reagan administration.

'A new direction in space policy requires abandonment both

of the star-wars program and of the development of antisatellite

weapons," said Jackson. "Star wars is a cruel hoax. It offers an

impossible technological solution to a political problem. It will

cost over a trillion dollars il pursued and in the end will not pro-

duce a defense but an arms race in the heavens."

Bush has also voiced support for "Mission to Planet Earth,"

which would deploy more Earth-sensing satellites and require

development of a heavy-lift launch vehicle such as the ones now
being proposed to lift the large payloads that may one day be
required by the SDI program. Dukakis supports "stable funding"

for the Venus Radar Mapper the Mars Observer, the Advanced
X-Ray Astrophysics Observatory, and the Hubble Space Tele-

scope and would "appoint skilled managers at NASA who will

restore professionalism and competence to our space program."

Jackson speaks a great deal of including other nations in Amer-
ica's space plans. "In order to revitalize the U.S. space program.

it must truly be a program that all humanity can embrace."

With respect to Mars, the 1988 candidates only hini at Ameri-

cans on the red planet, possibly with Soviet crewmates.

'A joint U.S.-Soviet mission to Mars is an idea that has great

potential to bring our peoples together," according to Jackson,

"We . . . should begin discussions with the Soviets on the feasi-

bility of sending a human crew to Mars in a joint U.S.-Soviet

mission, with involvement by other nations as well,"

"We should explore with the Soviet Union and other nations the

feasibility and practicality of joint space engineering activities

that might pave the way to a joint manned mission to Mars," said

Dukakis in one of his policy statements.

And in George Bush's view, "we should make a long-term

commitment to manned and unmanned exploration of the solar

system. There is much to be done—further exploration of the

moon, a mission to Mars, probes of the outer planets,"

But talk of studying feasibility and long-term commitment really

doesn't give a seasoned space observer goose bumps. None
have committed themselves to a timetable, and in response to

an Omni survey, all three candidates said they would only main-

tain NASAs current funding level. You can't go to Mars with that

kind of money. And unless there is a strong, vocal space vote,

no candidate will promise to support such projects. So what can
a space enthusiast do? Imagine it's 1989.—RANDALL BLACK
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COOLING VOLCANOES

Do volcanic eruptions

really affect world climate, or

does it just seem that way
to those o! us living (trough a

cooler-than-usual summer
following a large eruption?

Geologist Stephen C.

Porter believes they not only

affect world climate but

produce cooling trends se-

vere enough tG cause the

advance of glaciers.

Porter, presently the direc-

tor of the Quaternary Re-

search Center at the Univer-

sity of Washington in Seattle,

compared historical and
geologic evidence of glacier

activity with atmospheric

acidity over the past 1 ,500

years, as determined by

a Danish analysis of a 404-

meter-deep ice core from the

Greenland ice sheet.

"The ice core provides a

remarkably complete record

which

Engineers are studying ways otproduoiriB 2CJ25C

A swarm could- weed a fiela o' croon one could inspect s ipm: ecralt in orbit.

GNAT ROBOTS

"Imagine a one-chip robot

the size of a gnat. It flies,

crawls, or swims like a boat.

It has microsensors onboard

[hat allow it to see, smell,

or feel. What could we do with

such machines?" asks Anita

Flynn of MIT's Artificial Intelli-

gence Laboratory.

She and her MIT colleague

Rodney Brooks are swarm-

ing with.ideas. If you want to

check on an O-ring inside

a rocket booster before liftoff.

send in a tiny, crawling, sen-

sor-laden robot. Gnat robots

with moisture sensors could
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fly over farming areas and

determine which fields were

thirsty. "Then they would

swoop down onto a smart

valve that controls the irriga-

tion system and tap a mes-

sage into the touch sensor on

top of the valve," Flynn says.

Brooks imagines an army

of knife-tipped, beetle-size-

robots wandering around

crops and cutting down
weeds. "So much for herbi-

cides." he-muses. Insecticid-

al robots are also on his

cybernetic wish list.

"Gnat robots might inspect

the outside ot the space
station, be employed as for-

ward scouts for a Mars-

rover, or be used as atmos-

pheric probes for planet

explorations," Flynn adds.

Is this all just science

fiction? Not according to

Flynn and Brooks and other

micromachine.engineers

at Bell Laboratories and at

the University of California at

Berkeley, who already have

made silicon gears small

enough to fit on the cross

section oi a human hair.

Machine parts like these

might becomecomponents
Of the minuscule motors

that would, propel the tiny

robots.— Ivan Amato
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Sulfuric acid droplets are

produced in-chemical reac-

tions between water vapor

and sulfur dioxide gas emit-

ted by volcanoes.

"Within a decade or so
after an eruption," he adds,

"small mountain glaciers

in middle latitudes began to

rsadvance, You see this

happening not just once but

repeatedly throughout

the record."

The most pronounced
recent fluctuation was after

the great Tambora eruption in

the East Indies in 1815.

"Following Tambora, many of

the glaciers in the Alps and
northwestern America
reached their greatest ex-

pansion since the end of the

last ice age ten thousand

years ago," he says.

The significance of Porter's

research may lie in the future.

"Scientists are- predicting a

warming of the atmosphere

due to increased levels of

carbon dioxide," be says.

"Volcanic eruptions may
dampen that effect."

—Cathy Stone

ISLAND OF STINKS

Belgian environmentalists

are in a furor over a proposal

to build a huge island of

garbage in the North Sea thai

would accommodate ap-

proximately 6 million metric
'

tons of waste. Critics are

calling the project 'Ash Can
Island," "The Cursed Isle,"

and "Island of Stinks."

The island, to be located a

few miles offshore from

some of Belgium's favorite.

beaches, would be two miles

in diameter and surrounded

by a wall up id 80 feet high.

Backers of the project-claim

that there is no suitable

alternative because the flat-

lands of Flanders offer no
ecologically acceptable sites

for waste disposal.

On the other hand, Fer-

nand Peuteman, president of

Westtoe r isme, a company
that promotes travel and
vacations along the coast,

says, "Construction of such

an island would be suicide

for the coastal area, where the

tourism industry generates

twenty-five thousand jobs.

Just thinking of it sends chills

up my spine."

There are plans for the

future of the gigantic trash

can, however, which should

please Peuteman. Once
full, it will be covered with dirt

and plantings and turned

inloaiourist attraction.

—Judson Gooding

ARTIFICIAL SENILITY

Your senile old. Aunt Sarah

may not be senile at all.

Research indicates that drugs

may be the cause of some
cases of forgetfulness.

confusion, and other symp-
toms found among the aged.

Dr. Eric Larson and col-

leagues Walter Kukull, David

Buchner, and Burton Reifier

found that more than 10

percent of the 308 patients in

their study showed marked
improvements when specific

medications were withdrawn.

The most common culprits

were tranquilizers, blood

pressure medicines, and an-

algesics such as aspirin.

range of patients, from those

who were mildly forgetful

to those who could no longer

walk or talk.' The medica-

tions, they found, had caused

dementia to develop or' had
exacerbated preexisting

conditions of dementia. Says
Larson, "The aged brain is

more susceptible to the

adverse effects of drugs. If a
drug makes you a little

'dingy' at fifty, there will be a
greater effect at eighty."

The ability to eliminate a
drug is dependent on both

kidney and liver function,

he explains. 'A drug that lasts

twelve to twenty-four hours

in a young person may
last forty-eight io ninety-six

hours in a person decades
older," Larson says. And,

he adds, the way to detect

whether dementia is a drug

side effect is to withdraw

medication, which should be

done under a doctor's super-

vision.—Cathy Stone

^'%A
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ACOUSTIC LEVITATION

A riddle: How do you lift

something without touching

it? The answer emerging

from recent research: ultra-

sound. In fact, a team of

scientists at Intersonics, Inc.

of Northbrook, Illinois, has

recently accomplished what

may be the first earthbound

feat of ultrasonic prestidigita-

tion, lifting a one-ounce
steel ball bearing using noth-

ing but sound waves.

The quest began in the

Seventies, when Intersonics

founder Roy Whymark emp-
tied his pipe in front of a

blaring stereo speaker. Sure

enough, the ashes hovered

in the air for a few seconds

before drifting groundward. A
decade or so later, Interson-

ics scientists, in collaboration

with DelbertDayofthe
University of Missouri at Rolla,

took full advantage of

the weightless environment

aboard the space shuttle

Challenger to acoustically

levitate samples of glass and
ceramics, Recently came

Small 01

.

levitated by ultrasonic w
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the obviously more difficult

trick of accomplishing acous-

tic levitation In the presence

of Earth's gravitalional (ield.

Why bother? The answer,

according to Intersonics

president Charles A. Rey, is

that the making of new
materials—especially

glasses, ceramics, and metal

alloys— is often limited

because the materials them-

selves react chemically

with the walls of whatever

vessel is holding them.

By using a "containerless

container"—i.e., ultrasound

—

science may be able to

create what Rey calls a "vast

new range" of materials,

including ultrahigh-speed

glass fibers for advanced
communications systems and

superpure ceramics for

room-temperature supercon-

ductors, "It's all very excit-

ing," Rey says.— Bill Lawren

"The one serious conviction

that a man should have

is that nothing is to be taken

too seriously."

—Samuel Butter

OLD TIRES

A Connecticut company
has developed a way to

recycle the 2 billion used tires

that now clutter up the coun-

tryside. Typlax Products,

Inc., of Cheshire plans to turn

old rubber into a finely ground

powder that can be blended

with polyolefin plastics and
fashioned into everything

irom bumper guards tor cars

to highway safety cones.

The people at Typlax,

which has a patent pending,

are cagey about just how
they manage to separate

rubber in the tires from the

steel, glass, and synthetic fi*

bers that reinforce them, a

long-standing, major problem

in the tire recycling business.

"It's a two-stage process,"

says a spokesman, "The tires

are fed into a grinder that

cuts them into chips, and then

the reinforcing fibers are

separated before the rubber

is ground into powder."

Until now, there has been
no cost-effective way to

blend old rubber with plas-

tics. But Typlax says its

method of bonding not only

preserves the properties

of both rubber and plastic but

also yields materials up to

four times as tough as un-

modified plastics. The com-
pany is now exploring ways
to use even the tire cords.

—George Nobbe

"If the leader strides forward

too fast he may be hidden

from his followers by the

curvation of the earth."

—George lies

"Lawyers were children once,

I suppose." —Charles Lamb

"The more crap you believe,

the better off you are."

—Charles Bukowski



RA1LGUNST0THE
RESCUE?

If took Voyager four years

to travel the 750 million miles

from Earth to Saturn, but a

new propulsion system might

be able to speed tins

the same distance

the time, li an engir

Jet Propulsion Labor

(JPL) in Pasadena. California,

is right, powerful Earth-

orbiting launching devices

called railguns could be
used within 20 years to hurl

tiny research craft off on

space research missions.

Railguns—which have been
drawing attention since the

inception of Reagan's star-

wars program—generate
short, extremely powerful

electrical pulses that, in turn,

generate incredible electro-

magnetic force.

JPL's Ross M. Ji

microspacecraft.

less than 11 pounds

carrying only one or two

scientific instruments, would

augment conventional craft

launched by chemical fuel

rockets from earthbound

pads. We already have the

railguns—capable of accel-

erating small projectiles to

ten kilometers per second.

Now all we need are the

microelectronics, says the

engineer. "NASA could

launch perhaps ten to fifty

small, relatively inexpensive

spacecraft per year, along

with one large, expensive one
every few years," he says.

—George Nobbe

"Christ died for our sins. Dare

we make bis martyrdom
meaningless by not

committing them?"
—Jules Feiffer

suggests that they are actually more sexuai

NUDES? PRUDES!

Does nudity imply "lewd-

ify"? Not if you're a nudist,

according to Marilyn Story, a

home economist at the

University of Northern Iowa,

in Cedar Falls.

In a study of 100 social

nudists and 100 nonnudists,

Story found that nudists

actually appear to be more
sexually repressed than

the norm, Against a 23-item

checklist of sexual and other

behavior, both groups re-

ported equal experience in

six "socially acceptable"

sex acts,.among them mas-

; turbation and oral sex. The
nudists, however, were
less experienced in six of the

twelve activities regarded

as unacceptable or morally

ambiguous: premarital sex

without intention to marry, ad-

olescent homosexual activity,

extramarital sex, group sex,

|

"taking unfair advantage," and

!
sexual contact with a mem-

:
ber of the family.

I Story believes that "nudists

|
mentally separate nudity

and sex, and they see nude
bodies as 'natural' and
'pure' rather than sexually

arousing." She notes that

most nudist camps "have

rules against holding hands,

kissing in public, dancing

nude, staring, calling attention

to one's body, or telling

sexual jokes." Such relatively

prudish behavior may ex-

plain why nudists felt greater

guilt over their sexual pasts

than the nonnudists, yet had
a greater desire to engage
in sexual behavior they

had not experienced.

"Nudists are in a bind,"

Story says. "They retain more
guilt about their sexual be-

haviors but at the same time

want to have experienced

a wider variety of those

behaviors."—Vince Bozzi
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VITAMINS AND l,Q,

Two Welsh researchers

administering intelligence

tests to schoolchildren have

discovered that vitamin-

mineral supplements added
nine points to the children's

nonverbal I.Q. test scores,

causing a bit of a flap in

British medical circles.

"The implication is that

dietary deficiencies are ham-
pering neural function in

these children . . .
whose diet

seems in many ways typical

of British society," says David

Benton of the admittedly

small-scale study (90 sub-

jects) of twelve- and thirteen-

year-old boys and girls.

The youngsters in the study

by Benton and Gwilym Rob-

erts ate their usual diets,

which contained slightly less

than the recommended
amounts of most minerals

and such vitamins as thia-

mine, folic acid, and vitamin

D. For eight months 30 of

them took supplements, 30

got placebos, and 30 took

nothing at all. "The results

were spectacular," says

Benton. Only those who took

i the supplements showed
i
improved scores.

|
Benton, replying to a

|

deluge of critical letters that

; poured in to Lancet, the

j
British medical weekly, says

an as-yet-unpublished study

by Stephen Schoenphaler

i at the California State College,

!
Stanislaus, in Turlock sup-

j

ports him. The Californian re-

j

ports six-point increases in

I nonverbal intelligence of

the adolescents studied.

—George Nobbe

Did Einstein take his vitamins? A study of 90 British schoolchildren

found that vitamin supplements raised their I.Q. scores.
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PPING

Depth recorders attached

to female elephant seals

show they dive deeper than

any other marine mammal
clocked, says University

of California, Santa Cruz biol-

ogy professor Burney Le

Boeuf, whose research is

aimed at solving the biome-

chanical mystery behind

the seals' remarkable ability

to dive deep—and stay there

for a long time.

Le Boeuf and his research

team have found the average

elephant seal dives for 20
minutes to about 500 meters

and can reach a maximum
depth of 900 meters during a

48-minute dive. Prior to

these findings the Antarctic

Weddell seal held the record

at 600 meters.

Le Boeuf believes the

seals can do this because

they have about 2.5 times as

much blood per pound as

a human and a very high red-

blood-cell count (red blood

cells carry oxygen}.

What are they doing down
there? Le Boeuf suspects

they're feeding. He points out

that the bulk of the biomass,

"the squid, the fish, and
the mollusks," swim at about

500 meters, and the elephant

seal is the only mammal
feeding at that depth.

Interestingly, Le Boeuf

thinks that the seals are

sleeping part of the time they

dive. On land they hold their

breath while snoozing, 25
minutes at a stretch, so

it makes sense that they

would do the Same thing a!

sea.—Paul McCarthy

"It a person offend you, and
you are in doubt as to whether

it was intentional or not, do

not resort to extreme

S
measures; simply watch

' your chance and hit him with

a brick."

—Mark Twain

"When we try to pick out

anything by itself, we find it

is tied to everything else

in the universe"
—John Muir



JAPANESE GENE
FACTORIES

The map of human genes
may eventually have a "made
in Japan" label. The Japa-

nese government is consid-

ering building a factory

where robots will analyze

genes as efficiently as other

Japanese factories produce
everything from cars to

computer chips.

Harvard biologist and
Nobel laureate Walter Gilbert

is among ihe scienfists who
have urged an effort to

compile all the information

found in the DNA, or genetic

material, of a human being

—

a process that will enable

researchers to pinpoint

genetic factors in disease.

But the sheer size of the

project has made il a tedious

job that, with current technol-

ogy, could take decades.
According to Gilbert, each

year the most a single re-

searcher can work out is

about 50,000 bases of fin-

ished DNA sequences

—

patterns of chemical groups

arranged along broken
strands of DNA thai act as

guideposts for finding genes.

"Close to three million bases

of h'umanDNA have already

been sequenced," he says.

"But the genetic materia!

of a human consists of three

billion pairs of DNA."

The U.S. Department of

Energy is researching auto-

mated tools to make genetic

sequencing 10,00.0 times

faster than it is now. But ac-

cording to Akiyoshi Wada
of the University of Tokyo, ro-

bots designed by Seiko

Corporation can already ana-
lyze genetic material at

speeds human researchers

can only dream of.

At a recent symposium on
human genetics at Brookha:
ven National Laboratory,

Wada predicted that 120 of

the robots will beseqi
genes at Ihe rale of 1 miliio

base pairs a day in Japani

gene-analysis "facte

about three years.

CANNIBALS

Perhaps at the risk of

eaiing a relative, some 1,300

species—insects, fish,

lions, and bears—routinely
resort to cannibalism, a

practice that made Marina

Crump, a biologist at the

Universily of Florida, wonder
what, if any, benefits they

derive from such diets.

Experimenting with female

mosquito fish and Costa
Rican Ireefrog tadpoles, she

discovered that cannibalistic

poles grew into larger

frogs than their more fastidi-

ous siblings, while the em-
bryos of cannibalistic mos-
quito fish developed more
quickly than those from

noncannibalistic mothers.

Crump wonders if such
cannibals can recognize and
avoid eating their own rela-

tives. "Evolutionarily speaking,

that would be advanta-

geous," she says, if only

because such a practice

inevitably reduces the mating

population. To find out,

Crump will next study spiders

and an Argentinian frog

called Lepidobatrachus.

"To most men, exj

like the stem light

ship, which illuminati

the track it has passi
—Samuel C

"As we acquire m-

knowledge, thing:

become more con

but more mysteric

—Alber,

"Astronomy compels the

soul to took upwards and
leads us from this world into

another."

—Plato
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FEELING ROBOTS

A major drawback to robots

has been their inability to

imitate the remarkably subtle

human sense of touch. Sci-

entists at Georgia Tech Re-

search Institute hope to cor-

rect that deficiency by next

year, when they expect to

perfect electrically conduc-

tive gripping pads tor robots.

The Georgia scientists

have created the cybernetic

equivalent of soft hands:

grippers made of a soft gel

wrapped in a rubberlike

membrane to give the robot

the approximate sensitivity

of human fingers.

"What we're frying to do is

give the robot a three-dimen-

sional sensing capability

with material that's very simi-

lar to human flesh," accord-

ing to Jan Gooch, a project

direcfor at Ihe research in-

stitute, "industrial robots

sense at only one point. They

know only whether there's

pressure or not."

With the Georgia Tech

pads, however, tactile sensors

inside can pick up the pres-

su re poi nts of whatever

object the robot grips. Elec-

tronic signals in the form

of three-dimensional patterns

then travel to a micropro-

cessor, which identifies the

object and tells the robot

what to do with it.

Gooch says the pads
could have a wide impact on

any number of manufactur-

ing processes and on the

handling of hazardous mate-

rials, Of course, if they work

as expected, a lot of older

robots could be out of work.

Of that possibility, Gooch
says, "That's their problem."

—George Nobbe

Grippe's made from a soft gel and wrapped in a rubberlike

membrane will soon give robots the. sensitivity of-human hands.

THE KILLING OF A
GULF

The environment, not Iraq

or Iran, may ultimately be

the biggest loser in the

"

extended Persian Gulf war.

The war "is an ecological

disaster in the making for the

Persian Gulf." says University

of California at Davis bio-

chemist Richard C rid die.

Criddle has been involved

there, oxidizing in the heat

and forming a pavement.

Nothing grows there, not even

because it is so toxic."

Ids that 20' to 30
of the fringe reefs off

rortions of the Bah-

rain and Qatar coasts have

died, and catches of edible

fish and shrimp in ihe gulf

have fallen off drastically.

Though travel restrictions

make a thorough assay of

ecological damage in the gulf

impos! ible, Criddle says,

"The situation is bad right

now, a disaster." And a May
14 Iraqi air raid set fire to

five more tankers, including

the 564,739-ton Seaw'se
Grant, the largesf ship afloat.

lation and tides are

two
evaporation

some bays
' twice that

result,

in the

have

to a precarious en-

vironment and are living

on the edge of survival be-

uni'que condt-

loel Schwarz

in "research in the gulf for the

last seven years. He says

approximately 400 oil tankers

have been damaged during

the war along with a number
of oil wellheads, sending

uncounted thousands of gal-

lons of oil into a fragile envi-

ronment. "I have walked

along miles of beach on the

Arabian side of the gulf

that look like a paved road,"

he says. "The oil just lays

ft is much more
comfortable to be mad
and not know it than to be
sane and have one's doubts."

—G. B. Burgin

"A man must have a certain

amount of intelligent

Ignorance to get anywhere."

—Charles F. Kettering

"Immortality—a fate worse

than death."

—Edgar A. Shoaff

"Posterity is just around the

corner."

—George S. Kaufman





4The foundations of your buildings and
ideas are in the sky. Their light is in your eyes when you

search for us ail ... a better world, you say$

markets. "Twentieth-century physics,

Woods says, "has been the great adven-

ture of the mind. But the influence of mod-

ern physics on architecture has hardly be-

gun. Architecture is slow to receive the new,

especially when it is dangerous."

Perhaps Woods and the other faculty

members at Pratt Graduate School of Ar-

chitecture in New York City are the dan-

gerous threat. Trying to anticipate the fu-

ture, they fear that architecture won't be

prepared for the next millennium; the de-

sign of houses, cities, high-rise structures;

the construction of buildings in extreme

environments such as jungles, deserts,

underwater, in space, and even in the sky

—

the troposphere, up to about seven to ten

miles above the earth's surface.

"Very few architects look to the sky, since

they are so often obsessed with conceiv-

ing artifacts or shelters," wrote the gifted

Florentine architect and futurist Giuliano

Fiorenzoli. "I do care, my friend, that the

foundations of your buildings and ideas are

to be found in the sky. Their light is in your

The form of Tsimbidaros's ozone-replenishing

machine- evolved bm soaring and hovering

techniques of birds. The circular structure

(upper left) is the living area; to the right, an

ozone !usion tank, inverted and dorsal views

of design (lower right). Garaa's "Ions of Stub-

born Time" (lelii. a'Chi'ecvjrs! chromosomes,

generating "seeds" for !he design of an ar-

chaeological museum above the Amazon.
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eyes when you search for us all—a possi-

ble balance between the forces of the uni-

verse in a world of philosophers and artists

. . . a better world, you say."

Fiorenzoli i&addressing Woods, his

friend, fellow architect, and fellow profes-

sor at Pratt. Along with John Johansen,

leading American architect; Michael Webb,

a founder of the radical British architec-

tural group' Archig ram; and Theoharis

David, chairman of the graduate school of

architeclure, these men make up the odd-

bunch faculty at Pratt.

.
Johansen has always been a renegade

and freethinker. At the age of seventy—

a

vigorous seventy—he's trying to infuse ar-

chitecture with new ideas and numbers

from science. The ideas of Webb's group

Archigram have had enormous impact on

high-tech design; structures that "move"

and do all kinds of things with tube-and-

wing assembly; constructions from the

Pompidou Center in Paris to the Lloyd's of

London building, once described as an oil

refinery and concrete plant synthesized

with elements of English "neogothik." The

sets of Ridley Scott's film Blade Runner, lor

example, are the spiritual children of Ar-

chigram 's wild urban dreams.

Chairman David, a slender, bearded ar-

chitect in his mid-forties with offices in

Bahrain, Cyprus, and New York, has a clear

idea of what the Pratt graduate program

hopes to accomplish. "When students

come here they re already -rchitects; some
have worked and some have their own of-

fices. They come to us because they're

asking the same questions the faculty is

asking; What the hell's going to happen

next? What kinds ol new buildings may ex-

ist?" The faculty, David claims, must focus

on the future—question it, try to predict

what's going to happen. "We don't give a

damn," David insists, "about style and styl-

ization. Today even the new buildings aren't

really new; they're based on old ideas and
old technologies. We don't want our stu-

dents stillborn when they leave us."

And so in order to stimulate the grad stu-

dents, to make them "as bold as Frank

Lloyd Wright or [Alexandre-Gustave] Eif-

fel—he really shook things up when he built

the tower," the faculty proposed the fall 1987

semester prqecl. So once Architecture and

con: ;nl.'.;t; on paoess
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Without the dream one

would have found no occasion

for a division of the

world—Friedrich Nietzsche

THE DREAM OF THE WOLF
BY SCOTT BRADFIELD

Last
nig hi I dreamed I

was Canis lupus tunda-

rum, the Alaskan tundra

wolf." Larry Chambers
said, confronted by hot

Cream of Wheat, one jelly

doughnut, black coffee wiih

sugar. "I was surrounded

by a vast white plain and
sparse gray patches of

vegetation. I loped along al

a brisk pace, quickening

the hot pulse of my blood. I

lelt extraordinarily swift,

hungry, powerful. . .

." Larry

gripped his doughnut;

red jelly squirted across his

knuckles. "My jaws were

enormous, my paws heavy
and callused." He took a

bite, chewed with his mouth

open. "My pelt was thick

and white and warm. The
cold breeze carried aromas

of fox. rabbit, caribou.

rodent, fowl, mollusk. . .

."

"Caroline!" Sherryl

Chambers reached for the

damp dishcloth. "Eat over

(he table, please. Look

at this. You dripped cereal

all over your now shoes."

Caroline gazed up intently

at her father, her chin

propped against the table

edge. Her fist gripped a

grainy spoon,

"I heard a noise behind

me, and I turned." Larry

warmed his palms against

the white coffee cup. "The

mouse hesitated—just

for a moment—and then

quickly I pounced, pinned

him beneath my paw.

His eyes were wide with

panic, his tiny heart fluttered

wildly. His fear blossomed

in the air like pollen—"

"What did you do.

Daddy? What did you do to

'.hO :"!"OLSe?"

Larry absently observed

the clock radio. "KRQQ

helicopter watch for Mon-

day. March twenty -third." the

radio said. "An overturned

tanker truck has traffic

backed up all the way to

Civic Center, , .

."

."I ate him." Larry said.

The time was eight-fifteen.

"Caroline, finish your

cereal before it gets cold."

"But Daddy's a wolf

again, Mommy. He caught

a mouse, and he ale it."

"I'm practically certain it

was the tundarum." Larry

said, and pulled on his

sport coat.

"Please, Caroline. I won't

ask you again."

"But I want the rest of

Daddy's doughnut"
"Finish your cereal. Then

we'll discuss Daddy's
doughnut."

"I think I'll stop by the

library again tonight." Larry

got up from the table. His

PAINTING BY ROBERT SCHULTZ



spoon remained gripped by the thicken-

ing cereal like a fossil in La Brea.

"Sure, honey. And pick up some milk on
the way home, will you? Try to remember,"

"I will," Larry said, "I'll try," recalling the

brilliant white ice, the warm, easy taste of

the blood,

'And here—bend over." Sherryl mois-

tened the tip of a napkin with her lips,

"There's jelly all over your face."

"It's the blood, Daddy. It's the mouse's
blood."

"Thanks," Larry said, and went into the

living room.

Caroline watched the kitchen door swing

shut. After a few moments she heard the

front door open and close.

"Daddy forgot to kiss me good-bye."

Sherryl spilled pots and pans into the

sink. "Daddy's a little preoccupied this

morning, dear."

Caroline thought for a moment. The bit-

ten jelly doughnut sat in the middle of the

table like a promise. "Daddy ate a mouse,"

she said finally, and made a proud little

flourish in the air with her spoon.

Canis lupus youngi, Canis lupus cras-

sodon, Canis niger rufus, Larry thought,

and boarded the RTD at Beverly and Fair-

fax. The wolf, he thought. The wolf of the

dream, the wolf of the world. He showed
the driver his pass. Wolves in Utah, north-

ern Mexico, Baffin Island, even Hollywood.

Wolves secretly everywhere, Larry thought,

and moved down the crowded aisle. El-

derly women jostled fitfully in their seats

like birds on a wire.

"Larry! Hey—Spaceman!"
Andrew Prytowsky waved his Wall Street

Journal. "Sit here." He removed his brief-

case from the window seat and placed it

in his lap. "Rest that frazzled brain of yours.

You may need it later."

"Thanks," Larry said, squeezed into the

vacant seat, and recalled an afternoon nap.

Canis lupus chanco, Tibetan spring, cre-

puscular hour. His pack downed a goat.

Blood spattered the gray dust like droplets

of quivering mercury,

"That's earnings, Larry. That's retire-

ment security." Andrew shook the Ameri-

can Stock Exchange Index at him, as if re-

proving an unhousebroken puppy. "Fifteen

points in two weeks, just like I promised.

Consolidated Plastics Inc.—plastic bul-

lets, the weapon of the future
—

"

Larry gazed out the smudged window.

Sidewalk vendors sold hot dogs, lemon-

ade, and pretzels outside the natural his-

tory museum. Behind them, ancient bones
surfaced occasionally from the bubbling

tar pit.

"—in the long run we're not just talking

safety. We're talking variable income and
easy liquidity." Prytowsky slapped Larry's

chest with the rolled-up newspaper. "Hey

—

Spaceman. You even listening to me?"
The traffic light turned green, the RTD's

clutch connected with a sudden sledge-

hammer sound. "Sure," Larry said, and the'

bus entered Beverly Hills, Exorbitant hood
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ornaments flashed in the sun like graBs

"Easy liquidity interest variations. I'll think

about it, I
really will." Canis lupus arabs,

pallipes, baileyi, nubilis, monstrabilis, he

thought. The wolves of the dream, the

wolves of the world.

"Still having those nutty dreams of yours.

Spaceman? Your wife told my wife. You

dream you're a dog or something?"

"A wolf. Canis lupus. It's not even- the

same subspecies as a dog."

"Oh." And rev; discarded his newspaper
under his seal. "Sure."

"Wolves are far more intelligent than any
dog. They're fiercer hunters, loyaler mates.

Their social organization alone
—

"

"Yeah— right, Spaceman. I'll bet in your

dreams you really raise hell with those stu-

pid dogs—hey, Larry, old pal?" Andrew
said, and got off with his briefcase at West-

wood Boulevard.

As the bus approached Twenty-sevenlh

Street, Larry moved back through the

crowd of passengers who stood and sat

^Wolves in Utah,

northern Mexico, Baffin Island,

even Hollywood.

Wolves secretly everywhere,
' Larry thought, and

moved down the crowded aisle.

Women jostled in

seats like birds on a wireJ

about with newspapers, magazines, and
detached expressions as they vacantly

chewed Certs, peanuts from a bag, im-

passive bubble gum, like a herd of grazing

buffalo, while the wolf—the well ol Larry's

mind—roamed casually among them,
searching out the weak, sickly, and injured,

the ones who always betrayed themselves

with a brief and anxious glance: the elderly

woman with an aluminum walker, the gawky
adolescent with a bad complexion and
crooked teeth. Wolves in Tibet, Montana,

South America,. Micrones>a. Larry thought,

disembarked at Twenty-fifth Street, and
entered Tower Tire and Rubber Company.
He showed his pass to the security guard,

then rode a humming elevator to the twelith

floor. When Larry stepped into the foyer,

the secretaries, gathered around the re-

ceptionist's desk, exchanged quick, sig-

nificant expressions like secret memoran-
dums. Larry heard them giggling as he

disappeared into the maze of high white

partitions that organized office cufcu'ctes like

discrete cells in an ant farm..

Larry entered his office.

'Are you ready for Monday?" Marty Ca-

brillo asked.

Larry hung his coat on the rack, turned.

The marketing supervisor stood in front

of Larry's bookshelf, gazing aimlessly at

the spines of large gray Accogrip binders.

"Frankly," Marty said, "I'd rather be in

Shasta. How was your weekend?"
"Fine, just fine," Larry said, sat down at

his desk and opened the top drawer.

"I thought I'd drop by and see if the Or-

ange County sales inventory was ready.

Didn't mean to barge in, you know."

"Certainly, Help yourself" Larry ges-

tured equivocally with his right hand, rum-

maged in the desk drawer with his left.

"Ed Conklin called from Costa Mesa and
said he still hasn't received the Goodyear
flyer. I told him no problem— you'd gel back

to him. Right?"

"Right." Larry slammed shut one drawer,

pulled open a.noiher. "No problem. Here
we are. . .

." He removed a large faded
green hardcover book. One of the book's

corners was bloated with dog-eared
pages. Larry wiped dust and bits of paper

against his trousers. The Wolves of North

America: Part One, Classification of Wolves.

Marty propped one hand casually in his

pocket. "I hope you don't take this the

wrong way or anything, Larry. ... I mean,
I'm not trying to pull rank on you or any-

thing. But maybe you could try being just

a little more careful the next few weeks or

so. Think of it as a friendly warning, okay?"

Larry looked up from his book.

"Il's not me, Larry." Marty placed his

hand emphatically over his heart. "You

know me, right? But district managers are

starting to complain. Late orders, unitem-

ized bills, harmless stuff like thai. Nothing

I couldn't cover for you. But the guys up-

stairs aren't so patient—that's all I'm trying

to say. I'm just saying it's my job, too."

Finally Larry located the tundarum's
subspecies guide. Type Locality: Point

Barrow, Alaska. Type Specimen: No. 16748,

probably female, skull only U.S. National

Museum; collected by Lt. P. H. Ray. . . .

"But for God's sake. den'-, take any of this

personal or anything. It's not really serious

or anyfhing. Everybody has their off days.

People get, well, distracted."

"I knew it." Larry pointed at the page.

'just what I thought. Look

—

tundarum is

'closely allied to pambisileus.' That's what

it says—exactly as I suspected. The den-
tition was a dead giveaway."

Marty fumbled for a cigarette from his

shirt pocket, a Bic lighter from his slacks.

"Well," he said, and took a long drag from

his Kool. Then, after a moment, "You know,

Larry, Beatrice and I have always been in-

terested in this ecology stuff ourselves. You

should visit our cabin in Shasta sometime.

There's nothing like it—clean air, trees, pri-

vacy. We joined the Sierra Club just last

year. . . . But look, we've both got to get

back to work, right?"

Marty paused outside the cubicle. "We'll

get together and talk about it over lunch

sometime, okay? And maybe you could

drop the sales inventory by my office later"?

Before noon, maybe?"
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That night Larry returned home after the

dinner dishes had been washed. He
glanced in Caroline's room. She was
asleep. Stuffed wolves, cubs, and an in-

congruous unicorn lay toppled around her

on the bed like dominoes. He found Sher-

ryl in the master bedroom, applying Insta-

Curls to her hair and balancing a black

rectangular apparatus in her lap.

Larry sat on the edge of the bed,
glimpsed himself in the vanity mirror. He
had forgotten to shave that morning. His

eyes were dark, sunken, feral. (The lone

wolf lopes rhythmically across an empty
plain. Late afternoon, clear blue sky. The
pale crescent moon appears on the hori-

zon like a specter. Other wolves howl faint-

ly in the distance.)

Larry turned to his wife. "I went all the

way out to the UCLA research library, then

found out the school's between quarters.

The library closed at five."

"That's too bad, dear. Would you plug

that in for me?"
Sherryl pulled a plastic cap over her

head. Two coiled black wires attached (he

cap to the black rectangular box. Larry

connected the plug to the wall socket, and
the black box began to hum. Gradually the

plastic cap inflated. "Larry,
I wish 1 knew

how to phrase this a bit more delicately,

but I don't. It's been on my mind a lot lately."

Sherryl turned the pages of a K mart

Sweepstakes Sale brochure. "There are

actually people in this world who like to talk

about something besides wolves every

once in awhile."

Larry turned again to his reflection. He
had forgotten to finish Cabrillo's inventory.

Tomorrow, he assured himself. First thing.

"1 remember when we had decent con-

versations. We went out occasionally. We
went to movies, we went dancing. Do you

remember the last time we went out—

I

mean, just out of the house? It was that

horrid PTA meeting— last fall—and I

wouldn't consider that much of a night out."

Larry ran his hand lightly across the

humming black box. "Look, honey. I know
I get a little out of hand sometimes. ... I

know that." He placed his hand against his

forehead. He felt warm, a bit feverish. A
soft pressure increased inside his head like

the inflating plastic cap. "I've been forget-

ful ..
.
and I realize I seem a little nutty at

times." The wolves, he thought, hoping to

strengthen himself. The call of the pack,

the track of the moon, the hot quick pulse

of the blood. But abruptly the wolves
seemed very far away.

"I know you don't understand—but these

aren't just dreams. When I'm a wolf, I'm real.

The places I see, the feelings I feet—they're

real. As real as I am now talking to you. As
real as this bed." He grasped the king-size

silk comforter. "I'm not making all this

up. ... But still, I'll try to be a little more
thoughtful from now on. We'll go out to din-

ner this weekend, I promise. But trust me
for a while, okay? Give me a little credit,

that's all I'm asking. . .

."

Sherryl glanced up. She took the hum-

ming black box from his hand.

"I'm sorry, hon. Did you say something?"

She patted the plastic cap. "Hold on. I'll be
finished in a minute." She turned another

page of the brochure. Then, with a heavy
red felt marker, she circled the sale price

on Handi Wipes.

Larry walked into the bathroom and
brushed his gleaming white teeth.

"Last night I dreamed of the Pleisto-

cene."

"Where is that, Daddy?"
"It's not a place, honey. It's a time. A long

time ago."

"You mean dinosaurs, Daddy? Did you
dream you were a dinosaur?"

"No, darling. The dinosaurs were all gone
by then. I was Cams dims, I think. The tun-

dra was cold and desolate, the sky filled

with this weird, reddish glow, like the at-

mosphere of some alien planet. Ice was
everywhere. Only three of us remained in

the pack. My mate had died the previous

night beneath a shelf of ice, while the rest

of us huddled around to keep her warm.
Dominant, I led the others across the white

ice, my tail slightly erect. We were terribly

cold, tired, hungry.
, ,

,"

"Weren't there any mice there, Daddy?
Or any snails?"

"No. We'd traveled for days but hadn't

discovered any spoor. Except one."

"Was it a deer, Daddy? Did you kill the

deer and eat it?"

"No, it was man's spoor. We were seek-

ing an encampment of men." Larry turned.

Sherryl was beating eggs into a bowl and
watching David Hartman on the portable

television. "Sherryl, that was the strangest

part. I've read about it, you know; it's what
some anthropologists have suggested. A
prehistoric, communal bond between man
and wolf. We weren't afraid of men; we
sought shelter among them, companion-
ship, allies in the hunt."

Larry watched his wife. After a moment
she said, "That's nice, dear."

David Hartman said, "Later in this hour

we'll be meeting Lorna Backus to discuss

her new hit album, and then take an idyllic

trip up the coast to scenic New Hampshire,

the Granite State, as part of our states of

the Union series. Please stay with us."

"I've always wanted to live in New
Hampshire," Sherryl said.

Every day on his way home from work

Larry stopped at the Fairfax branch library.

He read Lopez's Of Wolves & Men, Fox's

The Soul of the Wolf, Mech's The Wolf: The
Ecology & Behavior of an Endangered
Species, Pimlott's The World of the Wolf,

Mowat's Never Cry Wolf, Ewer's The Car- .

nivores, and pertinent articles and sym-
posia in American Zoologist, American
Scientist, Journal of Zoology, Journal of

Mammalogy, and the Canadian Field Nat-

uralist. Sherryl pulled the blankets off the

bed, and three books came loose, thud-

ded onto the floor. "I would really appreci-

ate it, Larry, if you could start picking up
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ARTICLE

A group of American

entrepreneurs says its financial future is

100 miles up—and orbiting

BY BETH KARLIN

Entering
Edwards Air Force

Base, George Koopman
presses his foot to the

floor and accelerates his

bright red Sterling past the

legendary dry salt lakes. He
points lo the Dryden Flight

Research Facility, where
the space probe Voyager took

off, and then to a B-58 and
a B-52B abandoned at the

end Of the salt Mats.

Soon he drives up a hill in

the barren California desert

to a test site that is all his

own. In a bunker, the test crew
huddles around the sophisti-

cated electronics that will

soon ignite the latest version

of Koopman's rocket, one
he says is simpler and less

expensive than any in

existence today. With a

mixture of -giddy anticipation

and cautious reserve, rocket-

company personnel run

through the prefiring checklist.

Now it's 30 seconds and
counting. "Fire and able,"

announces the operations

manager. At the control panel,

an engineer clicks the mouse
of a Macintosh Plus to start

the chain of events that leads

to the engine burning, The
engine survives the 15-

second burn without a crack.

Cheers erupt from the

bunker, and a grin spreads
across Koopman's face.

What was once a childhood

fantasy is rapidly becoming
reality. Says Koopman, "I've

PHOTOGRAPHS BY
CHRIS SPRINGMANN

had a leaning to get off this

planet for a long time."

Koopman, president of the

American Rocket Company,
orAMROC, is one of a

new breed of entrepreneur

seeking to industrialize

space. These investors are

convinced that the

next major frontier for capital

investments will be more than

100 miles up—and orbiting.

Fledgling companies are

building the workhorses of the

space industry: rockets for

transporting food, materials,

and satellites to low Earth

orbit or to colonies on the

moon. They have begun to

develop no-frills orbiting -

laboratories, which will carry

out experiments for govern-

ment and industry. And they

are designing free-floating

manufacturing plants, which

will churn out incredibly

fast semiconductors and
revolutionary new drugs to

Ai ie'r Geoige Koopman of

AMROC after a successful test

flight of his rocket.



bFrom no-frills orbiting labs to

workhorse rockets to free-floating factories-,

American capitalism is

streamlining the business of space

3

treat cancer and other types

of dis- n just a few

decades, these entrepreneurs

say, commercial spaceports

will dot the earth and circle

the moon and Mars. Settlers

w'ljl live in rotating spheres,

mining the planets and aster-

oids for energy and minerals,

and orbiting lactones will

manufacture the full range of

goods we produce on Earth.

Before all this happens,

though, the first cobblestones

on the road to the high

frontier must be laid, and
extraterrestrial projects must

be made to pay. Koopman,
arguably the most radical and
easily the most flamboyant

of the new, visionary

commercializers of space, is

the only one really building

his own launcher. The other

leaders among young space-

launch companies have

opted to act more like general

contractors—not primary

manufacturers. They have '

elected to assemble unique

Clockwise from right: Paul and
Bruce Roth of Orbital Transport

Services; former.astronaut

Deke Slayton of Space Services,

Inc.; and David Thompson of

Orbital Sciences Corporation.
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configurations of tried-and-

true rocket hardware.

The three most established

of these newcomers to the

launch business are Space._

Services, Inc., in Houston, run

by former Mercury astronaut

Deke Slayton; NASA veteran

E. E Kadar's Maryland-



based Conatec; and Florida's E'Prime, with

B. G. Davis as president. Slayton is using

primarily Thiokol motors to make a launcher

dubbed the Conestoga. Kadar, a Scout

rocket launch veteran, will be assembling

and managing Scout-like suborbital

launchers for [hose interested in, for ex-

ample, microcravity experiments.

The first person to talk about the indus-

trialization of space, nearly 15 years ago,

was Princeton space scientist Gerard K.

O'Neill. O'Neill spun elaborate scenarios

that started with mining the moon for raw

materials necessary to produce energy tor

Earth and culminated in the idea of space

tigation stopped the government space ef-

fort dead in its tracks, a burgeoning group

of space entrepreneurs realized the coast

was finally clear.

This new, energetic group has already

garnered sigriiicant s.ippoM Congress, for

instance, has facilitated industry's move
into space by easing restrictions on private

commercial ventures. And Ronald Reagan
gave his personal blessing ic space entre-

preneurship with his 15-point commercial

space initiative in February. That pro-

nouncement ended the government's 30-

year monopoly on space platforms. Says

James T Rose, assistant administrator of

cost transport for smaller payloads, includ-

ing scientific experiments or satellites, there

is a need for the individual entrepreneur.

The big guys build fantastic Indy 500
race cars,'' Koopman says. "But they're

optimized for performance with very little

concern for price. It's one thing if on a cou-

ple of seconds notice yoti have to fly half-

way around the world to deliver warheads

to Russian missile silos. It's another if you

just want to send corned beef sand-
wiches. We are going to be a regular, reli-

able, and low-cost trucking company that

delivers packages to space."

Koopman's company is off to a flying

tractors, as well as developing instruc-

tional books that taught soldiers how to, say,

operate a range-finder system on a tank,

or tieldstrip an fvl-16 rifle. He also served
as an intelligence agent during the Viet-

nam War, was a special-effects wizard for

the movie The Blues Brothers, and pro-

duced a spiritual radio show.

Finally, in 1976, he and his friend Timo-

thy Leary organized a gathering that would

rekindle his dreams of space. Some 25
scientists and philosophers met at the In-

stitute for the Study of Consciousness in

Berkeley, California, to consider such cru-

cial subjects as quantum mechanics and

McKinney was convinced that AMROC's
best chance lor success was a relatively

simple "hybrid" rocket engine, in which liq-

uid oxygen is sprayed over solid tuel, with

the exact amount of thrust controlled by
regulating the flow ot oxygen. According
to Koopman, the hybrid should be safer

and less expensive to manufacture and
maintain than other rockets, which include

many more moving parts and can explode
when combustible fuels are mixed.

With his latest test a success. Koopman
says he expects AMROC to be a full-ser-

vice firm in five years. "We will offer launch-

and-recovery capability and provide

to launch payloads from the moon into

space. His design, proved in scaled-down
test versions at the Space Studies Institute,

calls tor electrical current to be pulsed
through coils of aluminum wire, generating

a magnetic field. The magnetic field then

accelerates a_ small bucket packed with a
sphere of material about the size and
weight of a baseball. The material leaves

the bucket and travels through space
toward its destination.

The technology, long a cornerstone of

O'Neill's grand plan for space settlement,

may now be used by the Roths. Growing
up in Flagstaff, Arizona, the two brothers

NOTHING ATTRACTS LIKE THE IMP ORTED TASTE OF BOMBAYGIN.
m if/CORIANDER SEEDS FROM MOROCCO ^ ANGELICA ROOT FROM SAXONY W 'JUNIPER BERRIES FROM IT, "CASSIA BARKFROM INDOCHINA ^pALMONDS FROM INDOCHINA jO LEMON PEEL FROM SPAIN V I ORRIS (IRIS ROOT) FROM ITALY fjH/ LICORICE FROM INDOCHINA

colonies with economies and societies of

their own. The most important thing about

O'Neill's scenarios was that they called for

scientists and businessmen— not govern-

ment—to pave the way.

When the space shuttle Challenger ex-

ploded on January 28, 1986, O'Neill's it"

began to hit home. The shuttle i"

demonstrated to many that it was a mis-

take for the government to monopolize

space. Like so many things in America,

critics declared; our system of private en-

terprise, run on principles of efficiency and

profit, might succeed where the bureau-

crats had failed. When the ensuing inves-
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NASAs Office of Commercial Space Pro-

grams, "The government recognizes that

space is a new frontier and, like the expan-

sion of (he American frontier last century,

private industry will play a major role."

Since the first step in developing the re-

sources of space is getting up there, rocket

companies are leading the way, Large

companies like General Dynamics, Martin

Marietta, and McDonnell Douglas have al-

ready begun redeveloping their Atlas-

Centaur, Titan, and Delta rockets for

launching heavy payloads, such as com-

munications satellites weighing two tons or

more. But when it comes to providing low-

starl. Driving northeast Irom Los Angeles

to Edwards, he relates the series of twists

and turns that led him to form AMROC in

1985. Born in Texas during World War II,

Koopman was the son of a navigation in-

structor in the Army Air Corps. He remem-

bers learning to read from navigation text-

books, and he fondly recalls his first

helicopter ride at age tour. As an adoles-

cent, he devoured books by Arthur C.

Clarke and Wernher von Braun.

But Koopman's first career smacked
more of the earth than it did of the sky. He
spent ten years producing videos for the

defense department, among other con-

the future of man. Enraptured by O'Neill's

vision of extraterrestrial colonies, Koop-
man decided it was time to start up a
space-related business.

Koopman immersed himself in space
technology and began searching for just

the right venture. In 1985 he hooked up
with partners Bevin McKinney and James
Bennett to form AMROC. McKinney, a na-

val architect who shifted his focus from the

seas to the stars, and Bennett, a re-

searcher who helped Congress draft laws

allowing commercial launches,' appear
somewhat more reserved than Koopman
but are equally driven.

transportation for all kinds of materials,

perhaps even people." he notes. "The tran-

sition from the early stages of commercial
space transportation will be something like

the transition from the pioneering days of

barnstorming to the routine of commercial
airline travel."

When space companies have become
as commonplace as the airlines, two other

entrepreneurs, Paul and Bruce Roth, may
be toting payloads upward as well. Like

Koopman, the Roth brothers were inspired

by O'Neill's ideas.

Back in the Seventies. O'Neill proposed
a space catapult known as the mass-driver

didn't have particularly heavenly aspira-

tions. Paul enlisted in the Marines and
served as a helicopter gunner and field-

communications specialist. Bruce fol-

lowed his brother to Vietnam, where he
spent two years in the Marines as a radio

operator. Both returned to Arizona to pur
sue different paths.

Paul went to work as a lineman for the

Bell System in Phoenix. Bruce retired to the

hinterlands of southeastern Arizona where,

in the small village of Bisbee. he lived in a
one-room adobe hut. He supported him-

self as a contractor, doing plumbing and
electrical jobs, and worried about the state
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4/\s / looked at our Earth and
saw the vastness of the universe extending

beyond imagination, t did not

question that there are other worids such

as ours.—Senator Jake Garn^

' Imagine shooting straight up in

a space shuttle: At first you see

your hometown fading, swallowed

by the shrinking image of the entire

country, which diminishes to aerial

views ol your continent. Then from

200 miles up all you see is the

blueness of the oceans and the

jagged terrain While orbiting, you

can track the 16 daily sunrises and

sunsets. Joseph Allen, an astro-

naut who Hew on the Discovery and

Challenger shuttles, recalls, "You

see clouds towering up, You see

their shadows on the sunlit plains.

It's like a stereoscopic view of na-

ture." Looking back at Planet Earth.

you behold a sacred totality that

keeps on turning— in spite of the rav-

ages of man—but perhaps a little

more tired now. Mother Earth re-

veals a frailty, a vulnerability, by ex-

posing her limited boundaries—

a

globe etched by the hand of God
and divided into parcels by man.

As you pull farther away. Earth

becomes atiny. living smear within

the cold darkness: a round speck

you can blot out with a finger. As
there is no wind in space, nothing

can deliver the sounds and smells

of home. The only noise comes
from within the craft and from within

yourself, Sight would provide a

sentimental familiarity, a single

connection with the planet. Drifting

through the land of night lights, you

can view the romantic skies as

Previous pages: Columbia shuttle.

These pages, clockwise from

far right: Donald Peterson spacewalks

at the end of a 50-foot tether;

the earth seen behind David Scott

during Apollo 9 mission; a si

1.200 miles north'of Hawaii; photo of

Earth from the Apollo 7 rr





'•America has always been
greatest when we dared to be great. . . . We

can follow our dreams to distant stars,

living and working for peaceful economic and
scientific gain—Ronald Reagan*

Melds for other living galaxies.

Heavenly bodies gently swirl along

unseen paths, guided by the Cre-

ator's hand. For some astronauts.

space travel can be a spiritual ex-

perience. While contemplating Ihe

earth on his way back from the

moon, astronaut Edgar Mitchell

had an "explosion of awareness, a

peak experience." For James Ir-

win, his epiphany came on the

moon: "The total power of God be-

came abundantly clear to me."
Senator John Glenn added, "The

God I believe in— I don't expect

Him to be small enough that I'd run

into Him in space."

If you were to place a small living

creature between your fingers, ad-

mire and enjoy it, and know that its

very life depended on you. could

you then hurt it? From space, Earth

can be perceived as this delicate

being. This concept may prompt
us to nuriure and heal our planet.

"The lifelessness ol the moon ver-

sus the place where life abounds,

the earth, makes you think deeply

about life in general." says Irwin.

The ideal of respect and care can
also prepare us for exploring and
building universal homes, to help

us become the gods of our galaxy.

We have infinite space to develop

so that we may give our children a
chance to live out our dreams in a

place without boundaries, without

limitations, without chains.DO

Previous pages: Edward H. While II

on first spacewalk. June 1965.

Clockwise from far left: The Apollo 9

module, command si

module, and lunar module; Apollo 11

photo of a receding slorm; view

from Apollo 7; first untethered space-

walk, by Bruce McCandless II



THE WOLF
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 49

after yourself. It's bad enough that I've got

to keep an eye on Caroline every minute.

And look—this one's almost a month over-

due." Larry returned it to the library that

night, checked out three more, and Xe-

roxed the "Canids" article in Grzimek's An-

imal Life Encyclopedia.

On the way out the door he noticed a

three-by tive-inch file card tacked to the

community billboard, spiritual counsel-

ing, ' DREAM ANALYSIS, BUDGET RATES, FREE

parking. Her name was Anita Louise. She

lived on the top floor of a faded Sunset

Boulevard brownstone and claimed to be

circultously related to Tina Louise, the for-

mer star of Gitligan's Island.

Her living room was furnished with tat-

tered green lawn chairs and orange-crate

bookshelves. She requested a personal

item; Larry handed her his watch. She

closed her eyes. "I can see the wolf now,"

she said. Her fingers smudged the watch's

crystal face, wound its stem, tested its flex-

ible metal band. "While he leads you

through the forest of life, he warns you of

the thorny paths. When the time comes he

will lead you into paradise."

"You've got it all wrong. The wolf doesn't

guide me; lam the wolf. Sometimes /'mthe

guide, the leader of my pack."

"The ways of the spirit world are often

baffling to those unlearned in its ways," Ani-

ta told him. "I take Visa and MasterCard."

Before he left, Larry reminded her about

his watch. -

"I don't know, Evelyn. I really just don't

know. I mean, I love Larry and all, but you

really can't imagine how difficult life's been

getting around here the last few months or

so." Sherryl held the telephone receiver with

her left hand, a cold coffee cup with her

right. After a few moments she said, "No,

Evelyn. I don't thinkyou understand. It's not

like Larry's collecting stamps or some-

thing. All he talks about anymore is wolves.

Wolves this and wolves that. Wolves at the

dinner table, wolves in bed. It starts to get

on my mind after a while. Wolves are

everywhere, he keeps saying—and hon-

estly, Evelyn, sometimes I start believing

him. I hear a dog bark, and I make sure the

door's bolted. ,
, . Evelyn, I'm trying to be

understanding. But you have to see it from

my perspective. If this wolf thing of Larry's

is starting to get to me, what about little

Caroline? How do you think she's reacting

to all this? I'm just worried she might de-

velop some sort of trauma or some-
thing.

—
" Sherryl heard the kitchen door

open behind her, turned. "Hold on a sec-

ond," she said.

Caroline blocked open the door with her

foot. "What are you talking about?" she

asked. Her hand gripped aplastic Pezdis- .

penser. Wile E. Coyote's head was propped

back by her thumb; a small pink lozenge

extruded from his throat.
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"It's your aunt Evelyn, dear. We're just

talking."

"Oh." -Caroline's lips were flushed and

purple; purple stains speckled her white

dress. She took the candy with her teeth

and chewed. Finally she said, "I think

somebody may have spilled grape juice

on one of Daddy's wolf books."

Larry read Guy Endore's The Werewoli

of Paris, Hesse's Steppenwolf, Rowland's

Animals With Human Faces, Summers's

The Werewolf, Pollard's Wolves and Were-

wolves, Lane's The Wild Boy of Aveyron,

Malson's Woli Children & the Problem of

Human Nature. Marty gave him the busi-

ness card of a Jungian in Topanga Canyon
who sat Larry in a plush chair, said "arche-

type" a few times, informed him that every-

body is fascinated with evil, sadism, pain,

and suffering ("It's perfectly natural, per-

fectly human"), recommended Robert Eis-

ler's Man Into Wolf, and offered him a Val-

ium prescription. "But when I'm a wolf I
don't

4He dreamed again

of the wolves, but this time

the dream was

brief, fragmentary. He viewed

the wotves from

far away. They moved into a

gully, and the

cubs splashed each other3

know evil," Larry said as he Was ushered

out the door by a blond receptionist. "When

I'm a wolf, I only know peace."

"I don't know, Larry. It just gives me the

creeps," Sherryl said one night after Car-

oline was in bed. "It's weird, that's what it

is. Bullying defenseless little mice and deer

that never hurt anybody. Talking about kill-

ing and blood and ice—at breakfast."

Larry remained awake until almost two

a.m. watching The Wolf Man on Channel

Five. Claude Rains said, "There's good and

evil in every man's soul. In this case, the

evil takes the shape of a wolf."

Wo, Larry thought, and read Freud's The

Case of the Wolf-Man, the first chapter of

Mack's Nightmares and Human Conflict.

No. Then he went to bed and dreamed of

the wolves.

. "The wolf spirit has always been consid-

ered very wakan," Hungry Bear said, his

leet propped on his desk. He crushed his

cigarette against the rim of the metal

wastebasket, then prepared to light an-

other. "Most tribes believe the wolf's howl

portends bad things. The Lakota say, The

man who dreams ol the wolf is not very

much on his guard, but the man haughtily

closes his eyes, for he is very much on his

guard.' I don't know what that means ex-

actly, but I read it somewhere." Hungry Bear

refilled his Dixie cup with vin rose. His thin

T-shirt was taut against his large stomach;

a band ot pale skin bordered his beit. He
wore a plaid Irish derby atop his braided

dark hair. "I try to do a good deal of read-

ing," he said, and fumbled in his dimin-

ished pack of Salems.

"So do I," Larry said. "Maybe you could

recommend—

"

"I don't think the wolf was ever recog-

nized as any sort of deity, but I might be

wrong." Hungry Bear watched smoke un-

ravel from his cigarette. "But, still, don't be

too worried. It's very common for animal

spirits to possess men. They use the man's

body while he's asleep. When he awakes,

he doesn't remember anything. ... Oh,

wait. That's not quite right, is it? You said

you remember your dreams. Well, again, I

could be wrong. I guess you could remem-
ber. Sure, I don't see why not," Hungry Bear

said, and poured more vin rose.

'7 inhabit the wolf's body," Larry said,

beginning to lose interest, and glanced

around the cluttered office. The Venetian

blinds were dusty and cracked, the floor

littered with tattered men's magazines,

empty vin rose bottles, and crumpled cig-

arette packs. He said, "I don't know what I

should call you. Mister Bear?"

"No, of course not." Hungry Bear dis-

missed the notion with a wave of his hand,

dispersing smoke. "Call me Jim. That's my
real name. Jim Prideux. I took the Hungry

Bear for business purposes. If you remem-

ber, Hungry Bear was the brand name of

a terrific canned chili. It was discontinued

after the war, though." He checked his shirt

pocket. "Do you see a pack of cigarettes

over there? Seems I'm running short."

"You're not Indian''" Larry asked.

"Sure. Of course I'm Indian. One-eighth

pure Shoshone. My great-grandmother was

a Shoshone princess. Well, maybe not a

princess, exactly. But her father was an

authentic medicine man. I've inherited the

gift." Jim Prideux rummaged among the

papers on his desk. "Are you sure you don't

see them? I just bought a pack less than

an hour ago."

"This is very nice," Sherryl said, and

swallowed her last bit of red snapper. She

touched her lips lightly with the napkin. "It's

so nice to get out of the house for a change.

You wouldn't know how much."

"Sure I would, doll," Andrew Prytowsky

said, and poured more Chenin Blanc.

"No, you wouldn't, Andy. Your wife, Dan-

ielle, is normal. You wouldn't have any idea

what it's like living with someone as . . . well,

as unstable as Larry's been lately."

"I'm sure it's been pretty difficult for you."

"Marty Cabrillo, Larry's boss at work, got

Larry in touch with a doctor, a good doctor.

Larry visits him once and then tells me he

isn't going anymore. I said to Larry, 'Don't

CONTINUED ON PAGE 96
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Hot rockets, top satellites, new flights . . .

an exclusive report reveals

who is soaring to new heights and who is

lost in the space race

MAKING THE GRADE
The Japanese digital-switch

technician swore, unchar-

acteristically. The assistant

watched as his boss failed

for the fourth time to.cdax a

satellite component to work
properly. "What else would

you expect?" he said. "It was
made in America!"
Does this accurately re-

flect the state of the U.S.

space program? With the

loss of Challenger and the

grounding of the nation's only

way to space, did we lose the

lead? The field is certainly

more crowded than ever be-

fore. Aboul 40 nations are

active in space exploration.

To determine how countries

compare, we looked only at

Ihose with a proven access
to space— that is, a tested

space launcher. This nar-

rows the field to a manage-
able six: the Uniied States,

the Soviet Union, the Euro-

pean Space Agency (ESA,

a consortium of 13 nations),

Japan, China, and India.

Because several members
of ESA have independent

space programs, though, we

BY JERRY GREY

included them as well. Com-
paring these programs
might help resolve the ques-
tion most irequently asked
about space these days:
"Who's ahead?" Here. then.

is Omni's space reporl card.m CANADA fol-

lowed both the

United Stales
and Ihe USSR into space:
The Canadian Alouette 1 was
launched in 1962. Moreover.

Canada pioneered com-
mercial space develop-.
ment: Its Anik A1, launched
in 1972, was the firsl to offer

domestic communications
via a geostalionary-orbil

satellite. That commercial
orientation remains; Privale

firms accounl for a bigger

portion of Canada's space
activity than in any other na-

tion, Canada divides half of

its national space budget
between satellite communi-
cations applications and Ihe

development of a robotic

servicing unit for the United

States' internalional space
station It devotes about 30

percent of the rest to Earth

observations and the re-

maining 20 percent to sci-

ence and other activities.

Canada's vast land area is

a natural lor satellite com-
munications services. (In-

deed. Canada pioneered
technology for communica-
tion with small moving vehi-

cles.) The country's wealth

of natural resources begs for

methods of detection and
cataloging—hence the big

investment in Earth-obser-

vation technology. Says
David Low of Canada's Min-

istry of Slale for Science and
Technology, "By getting our

industry active in space,
we've demonstrated a
unique ability to wring a lot

ol development from a very

small budget."

The country had a huge
success with the Canadarm
remote manipulator on the

U.S. shuttle and is develop-
ing a robot manipulator for

Ihe space station. Though
not a major player. Canada
gets a C minus lor effective-

ness and "space smarts."

PAINTING BY HITOSHI IKEMATSU



CHINA'S space effort didn't get

into gear until the Cultural Rev-

olution ended in the mid-Sev-

enties. By mid-1987 the Chinese had

launched 21 satellites—19 fully successful

and one partly so—and had an annual

space budget of about $550 million.

The rationale for China's space empha-

sis: education. Its large area, and minimal

telephone and television systems, underlie

the push toward the development of com-

munications satellites.

To get payloads into orbif—and not rely

on its former ally, Ihe USSR—China has

developed ifs own reliable launch vehi-

cles, called the Long March series of rock-

ets. Chinese technicians have also re-

covered payloads from space after they've

been launched into orbit—making China

the only country other than the United

States and Ihe Soviet Union with this ad-

vanced capability. The Chinese should an-

nounce a new space agenda in late 1989,

including plans for manned flights.

Although it is still very much a develop-

ing nation, China's current vigor and strong

motivation in space rate a C minus.

1 THE EUROPEAN SPACE
C esa AGENCY (ESA) was created ir

1975. Since that time, the ESA

FRANCE was the first country

to follow ihe United Slates and

the USSR in orbiting a satellite

with its own launcher. In '1965 the French

lofted a 38-kilogram capsule called Asterix

aboard its Diamant rocket.

This nation is the major player in Ariane

and by far the biggest coniractor of the

Hermes manned spaceplane. II domi-

nates Europe's Earth-observation activi-

ties and is a leader in both satellite com-

munications and science missions. The

French contributed five experiments on the

Soviet probe scheduled for launch this

month to Phobos, a Martian moon.

The country's main claim to space lead-

ership, however, rests with the cooperation

between government and industry. France

is even developing the first European mili-

tary reconnaissance satellites, using the

Spot satellite's remote Earth-sensing tech-

nology as a stepping-stone.

As for the future of France's program,

Washington-based space attache Louis

Laidet says, "Now our goal is to put a man
in space." For its pursuit of further space

development, France rates a B minus.

!

GERMANY'S rocket-weapon

development under Wernher

von Braun in World War II was

has dominated all European space activi-

ties, especially those of its 13 members

(France, West Germany, the United King-

dom, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, Sweden,

Denmark, Belgium, Ireland, Norway, Aus-

tria, and the Netherlands, as well as asso-

ciated member Canada).

The agency decided from the begin-

ning that its first priority should be to de-

velop its own launcher (the Ariane family

of rockets). A second thrust: developing

the Spacelab manned laboratory module

for use with the U.S. shuttle. The agency's

third goal: to catch up to the leaders with

an acceleraied program of science and

space applications, led by advanced sat-

ellite communications development.

ESA also' funds work on advanced
launchers such as Ariane 5 (able to boost

. 10,000 to 17,000 pounds info geostation-

ary orbit 22,300 miles above the earth). In

addition, the Europeans are creaiing the

Columbus manned module for the inter-

national space station and a tree-flying or-

bital experiment platform. Beyond these

lies the even more ambitious minishuttle/

spaceplane Hermes, which will ride atop

the mighty Ariane 5 and will service Co-

lumbus-type modules.

Under the ESA umbrella, support goes

to "mandatory" space science programs

(all members must contribute support],

advanced technology efforts such as

studies of a launcher for the HOTOL aero-

spaceplane (which can take olf and land

horizontally, like a regular airplane), and a

program that will eventually spearhead

profit-making communications and Earth-

observation satellites.

For its Ariane rockets and its research

and development efforts, ESA rates a C.
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responsible for getting both the U.S. and

the Soviet space programs o
£
f the ground.

In 1975 West Germany's space activity ac-

celerated; it was the principal contributor

to Spacelab and is the prime contractor for

the current Columbus space station proj-

ect (see the U.S. section). West Germany

also participates in satellite communica-

tions, Earth observations, science mis-

sions, and technology development.

Recently West Germany took the free

world lead in microgravity research—fore-

runner of a space processing and manu-

facturing industry—with its ambitious

sounding-rocket research program. This

was followed by a dedicated all-German

Spacelab flight, D-1, in November 1985.

Tomorrow? Besides panicipating in ESA
programs, West Germany lias proposed

its own aerospaceplane, Sanger.

West Germany's renowned technologi-

cal prowess will remain a major lactor in

Ihe world's space future; its space pro-

gram rates a C.

INDIA'S concerns in space re-

flect its problems in day-to-day

life; overpopulation, mass illit-

eracy, frequent natural disasters, and poor

use of natural resources.

India's focus, therefore, has been on the

use Of satellites to provide communica-

tions, weather and Earth-resource infor-

mation, and educational TV programs lo

help combat these pervasive national ills.

At present, India spends approximately

$200 million per year on space efforts.

The real springboard for the country's

space effort was the 1975-1976 Satellite

Instructional Television Experiment (SITE),

a joint, effort in which the U.S. Application

Technology Satellite, ATS-6, was moved to

an orbital position over India for a year to

broadcast educational programs.

India's first launch vehicle, a homebuili

four-stage rocket called, simply, Space

Launch Vehicle (SLV) succeeded in three

of its four flights, launching small experi-

mental satellites into low" orbits, The first

flight of its Augmented SLV (ASLV-1), in

1987, failed to orbit a larger satellite; but

India still plans to develop, by 1993, a Polar

SLV that will be technically competitive with

those of ihe space leaders.

As a model for the world's developing

nations, India is way ahead. Nearly 15,000

people are employed in its space pro-

gram. Their fledgling program gets a

passing mark, a D.

ITALY Since its space industry

reached "critical mass" in 1983,

Italy has managed to develop a

multifaceted program that places it a strong

third in Europe. Italy's space budget has

grown rapidly io a current level of more than

$200 million.

Italy's particular -strengths are in lead-

ing-edge technologies. Its domesiic sat-

ellite Italsat "is extremely advanced [simi-

lar to NASA's Advanced Communications

Technology Satellite (ACTS) program] and

could give Italy a leading role in this type

ot technology," says Andrea Marri of Se-

lenia Spazio, an Italian space corporation.

Italy is also a prime contractor for Ihe West-

ern European Olympus multipurpose, high-

capacity communications satellite; the

major subcontractor for Columbus space

station modules; and a leader in both mi-

crogravity research and the development

of ieihered research satellites.

Italy even has its own launch platform,

off Kenya in the Indian Ocean. It is devel-

oping with the U.S. firm LTV an advanced

version of NASAs Scout launcher for its own

use and, ultimately, for sale to others. For a

siate-of-the-art space program, this coun-

try earns a C minus.

~
I JAPAN'S workhorse launchers

m in the past decade have been

W. I the N-1 and N-2, built under li-

cense from McDonnell Douglas. But in

1986 it added a home-designed, very ad-

vanced upper stage, creating the H-1

launcher; and in 1992 it will fly ihe all-Jap-

anese H-2, in the same class as the Ariane

4 and the U.S. Atlas-Centaur.

Japan's real bid for technical independ-

ence, in communications satellites, will

come from its Experiment Technology Sat-

ellites ETS-5, launched in 1987, and

ETS-6, to launch in 1992. Both are far more

advanced than the Italian Italsat or the U.S.

ACTS. In Earth observations experimental

satellites MOS-I (1987) and ERS-1 (1991)

are pioneering new technologies.

One of Japan's newest but strongest

space efforts is in microgravity research,

which brings with it an active role in

manned spaceflight. The Japanese have

committed $2 billion toward a Japanese



Experiment Module lor the U.S.-led space

station and are designing their own ten-ton

spaceplane HOPE (H-2 Orbiting Plane) as

a forerunner to a manned shuttle.

Japan's Space Activities Commission

estimates government expenditures at 6

trillion yen for the rest of the century (about

$50 billion at current exchange rates) and

private space investment at 3 trillion yen

(about $25 billion) during the same period.

Clearly an economic force to be reck-

oned with in space, Japan is a nation whose

early efforts already rale a solid B.

I

SOVIET UNION. Even the

hawkish former defense secre-

tary Caspar Weinberger has

written, "The Soviets, arguably, have the

most extensive, robust, and dynamic space

program in the world today."

The Soviets have a clear lead in two im-

portant areas: assured access to space,

with their proven stable of active launch-

ers; and manned operations in orbiting

space stations that go all the way back to

1971. They have tlight-tested the world's

biggest rocket. Energiya, and have pub-

licly announced the most ambitious pro-

gram yet for exploring Mars. Perhaps most

important, though, the Soviets have made
a consistent commitment to their space

program ever since 1945, when they stated

their intent to launch an artificial satellite,

The results of that long-term commit-

ment become evident if one looks at the

recent Soviet launch rates. "Since 1980 two

new space stations were launched," says

Soviet space expert Nicholas Johnson. "Six

sophisticated probes were sent out into the

solar system. Through steady growth in the

1980's, the Soviets have deployed and now

operate the most comprehensive and ca-

pable remote-sensing system in the world."

As a direct result ol their growing confi-

dence, the Soviets in 1985 created the

marketing organization Glavkosrnos, which

put Soviet space launching services and

microgravity research facilities on sale.

They now sell their high-resolution satellite

photos (at least twice as good as those of

the French Spot and perhaps five or ten

times better lhan current U.S. offerings) and

have begun hawking Ihe services of Iheir

satellite communications at half the rates

of the free world's INTELSAT.

Their ambitious (but as yet largely un-

committed) plans for exploring Mars—be-
ginning this month with a launch to the

Martian moon Phobos and extending

through the Nineties, with Mars orbiters,

landers, roving robot explorers, and sam-

ple-return spacecraft—could compare

with the United Stales' Mariner Mars orbit-

ers and Viking landers more than a dec-

ade ago. And by the time the U.S.-led

manned space station is operational— at

least a decade away—Ihe Soviets will have

more than 25 years of almost continuous

occupancy of their Salyul and Mir space

stations. They have clearly stated, too, their

intent lo use iheir space s:a: ons and even

solar-powered satellites or large orbiting

mirrors to transmit energy to Earth.

Despite all this progress by the Soviets

while the United States flounders, the over-

all level of Soviet space technology—as

distinguished Irom space operations—re-

mains years behind. Says Johnson, "With-

out exception, Soviet launch-vehicle tech-

nology trails that of the United States by

ten to twenty years. Even the USSR's new

Energiya launch vehicle is little more than

a remake of the [20-year-old] U.S. Saturn

family of rockets."

For its steadfast progress, the USSR
rates an A.

gglKS UNITED KINGDOM, In the pre-! Sputnik era, it looked as if "Bri-

EBttfiS tannia rules the cosmos" might

replace England's once-proud maritime

slogan, Britisher Arthur C. Clarke con-

ceived the modern communications sat-

ellite: Val Cleaver at Rolls-Royce devel-

oped the free world's most powerful rocket

engine; and the British Interplanetary So-

ciety led in organizing the International As-

tronautical Federation in 1950.

But last fall, just as its British hosts were

opening the annual International Astro-

nautical Congress at Brighton, Prime Min-

ister Margaret Thatcher announced that

Britain would not allocate the pounds
needed to sustain ils role as one of (he

world's important space powers; she.

balked at any increase in'funding for ESA.

This reduced Britain's contribution to less

than that of Italy. Although Thatcher later

agreed to lend minimal British support to

ESA for the Hermes, Columbus, and Ari-

ane 5 projects, Britannia appears to have
relinquished any near-term claim io space
parity with the European leaders.

A second-class spacefaring nation, the

United Kingdom rates a C minus.

THE UNITED STATES has re-

covered from several previous

setbacks in space, although

perhaps none so serious as the present

one. Despite the impressive lead the So-

viets established by orbiting the world's first

artificial satellite (Sputnik), the first living

creature (a dog, Laika), and Ihe firsl hu-

man being (Yuri Gagarin), the United States

swiftly overtook the Soviets by landing

American astronauts on the moon and also

by almost single-handedly mapping the

solar system with robot spacecrafi.

The U.S. government and private indus-

try are now reestablishing a whole stable

of launch vehicles. No fewer than eight

separate classes wii f / aaair this year (the

shuttle, Titan 2. Titan 4, Titan 34D, Atlas-

Centaur, Delta. Delta 2, and Scout).

Past U.S. successes in exploring the

planets will be augmented when Galileo, a

craft designed to probe Jupiter's atmos-

phere, is launched next year and when
Voyager examines Neptune shortly there-

after. No other country has yet explored

Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, or Uranus.

The leading role this country still plays

in space aslronomy and astrophysics will

grow with the 1989 launch of the big Hub-
ble Space Telescope, expected to "see" to

the edge of the universe. It will be followed

by three more "grca: observatories," one
of which, the Gamma Ray Observatory, is

already under construction. Another, Ihe

Advanced X-Ray Astrophysical Facility, will

get underway in October. The third, not yet

committed, is the Space Infrared Tele-

scope Facility.

In space technology, the United States

will stretch its lead with the ongoing Civil

Space Technology Initiative and the new
Pathfinder program, to begin in October,

aimed at developing technologies needed
for human exploration of the solar system.

In space applications, almost every ma-
jor communications satellite project by
other countries, both current and under
construction, relies on satellites built by
Hughes, Ford, or General Electric, Com-
pletion of the ACTS demonstration pro-

gram by NASA will ensure retention of that

market. The United States pioneered Earth

observations with its Landsats, and al-

though weak federal policies almost scut-

tied that 20-year lead, recent actions by
the government will help the United States

reestablish leadership.

Finally, the United States' international

space station, although sadly delayed and
marred by government indecision, will

eventually reestablish Western technolog-

ical superiority. It will provide a unique test-

bed for microgravity research and orbital

operations as well as support for solar sys-

tem exploration and a platform for studies

of the earth. And the station will permit

servicing of both spacecraft and satellites.

In short, the United States bottomed out

after the 1986 string of failures; this year

will see it well on the road back to its former

preeminence. Says NASA administrator

James Fletcher, "The space shuttle's re-

turn to flight this yea' will signal the resurg-

ence of Ihe American space program and
the beginning of a new era of discovery

and commercial opportunity in space."

In spite of its recent setbacks, Ihe U.S.

program rates an A.

One proviso, however: U.S. recovery will

happen only if the next administration rec-

ognizes that economic survival, national

prestige, and national security require a

strong American presence in space. The
space report card shows that the United

States and the Soviet Union, on balance,

are neck and neck. With the necessary

federal commitment, the United States can

Forge ahead in the years lo come.DO



"When Franklin Chang-Diaz, the

Costa Rican astronaut, looked over our

country from space in 1986" says

the Nobel Peace Prize-winning president,

"he saw more desert than

he'll see the next time he goes back up"

iriJTERV/IEUU

In
front ol bewildered cooks, Oscar Arias Sanchez walked

from the main ballroom of the Camino Real Hotel in Guate-
mala City, through the kitchen to the service elevator. On either

side ot the president of Cosia Rica strode Guatemalan presi-

dent Mario Vinicio Cerezo and El Salvador's Jose Napoleon
Duarte. Back in the ballroom, musicians began playing "My
Way." A smile slowly spread across Arias's face.

In La Independencia, a small salon two floors below Ihe ball-

room, the three leaders, seated around a small table, were soon
joined by Jose Azcona, president of Honduras, and Nicara-

gua's Daniel Ortega. Three of Ortega's 12-man retinue carried

heavy suitcases, believed to be packed with machine guns.
Oscar Arias had worked long and hard toward what was later

to be called the Guatemala Accord. He had composed the first

draft of his peace plan on a napkin in a Washington, DC, hotel

PHOTOGRAPH BY MIKE MITCHELL

cafeteria in September 1985. five months before he was elected

president. He decided then and there to hammer out a position

to end the regional turmoil provoked mainly by the interminable

war between Nicaragua's Sandinista government and the con-
tras. There were two more drafts, but by the time Arias and the

four other Central American heads of state arrived in Guate-
mala City, the peace meeting had evolved into a full-fledged

summit—comploiowilh foreign ministers, diplomatic aides, su-

perpower observers, and international media. When the sec-
ond session ended in the afternoon of August 7, 1987, the situ-

ation looked bad. Speech after speech had dragged on without

agreements having been reached on anything; Ihe ministers

acted as if the walls were bugged. It seemed clear: The presi-

dents would get nowhere as long as their diplomats were pres-

ent. This was not a guestion for the "professionals." What Arias



wanted was unprecedented: He needed

a "night session."

So on the night of August 7, no one out-

side of their immediate entourages knew

these men were meeting in La Indepen-

dencia—neither the envoys of the great

powers who had come to observe the con-

ference, nor the journalists, who had com-

menced drinking at the bar downstairs. Yet

in less than three hours that night, the lead-

ers had resolved the problem the super-

powers, theContadora nations, the United

Nations, and the Organization of American

States had been unable to solve for eight

—

or was it 80?—years. Arias persuaded the

four other leaders to give peace a chance,

thus paving a way for the cease-fire be-

tween the conrras and the Sandinistas the

following March.

Oscar Arias Sanchez had been presi-

dent of Costa Rica only one year at that

time. A few months earlier he had pre-

sented a peace plan to the Latin American

leaders—and the world. Called "an im-

possible dream" by the press, the plan had

these goals: to stop the wars in Nicaragua,

El Salvador, and Guatemala; introduce to

the Central American countries freedom of

the press, religion, and assembly; and cre-

ate a Central American parliament. For his

visionary plan and for the Guatemala Ac-

cord, Arias was awarded the Nobel Peace

Prize in 1987.

I have met many outstanding leaders

over the course of my career. I was with

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman when he fought for

the independence of Bangladesh. In the

international labor movement I encoun-

tered such heroic figures as Willy Brandt

of West Germany, Francois Mitterrand of

France, Italy's Pietro Nenni, Harold Wilson

of Great Britain, and former chancellor of

Austria Bruno Kreisky.

Arias is the most amazing of them all.

When we first met he was still a student at

thirty-two, working on his doctoral disser-

tation, although he was also serving in his

government as minister of planning. It was

a bright spring day in 1974. I still remem-
ber the moment when he walked into my
office in London and said, "I am from Cosia

Rica. Tell me about the world."

What electrified me then was the way he

approached some of the greatest interna-

tional crises of thai time: the war in Viet-

nam, the eruption of racial wars in south-

ern Africa. To him these were problems that

could be solved. He was nol arrogant about

it; he just believed that he had the answers.

Arias grew up in an elegant home in San

Jose, Costa Rica's capital. Both of his par-

ents came from powerful and wealthy cof-

fee-growing families, and Arias enjoyed a

privileged upbringing. From childhood he

studiously prepared for the presidency, in-

fluenced by the family tradition of public

service: His grandfather served on two

presidential cabinets, and his father

headed the Central Bank. As a student he

talked- so much about his ambition that a

yearbook commented that he was "study-

ing to be president." His wife, Vassar-edu-

cated Margarita Penon, remembers that

before their wedding in 1973, friends

warned her about marrying "the lunatic who
wants to be president."

Arias entered Harvard in 1960 as a

premed student, but his" squeamishness

over dissecting frogs led him to other fields.

He earned degrees in law and economics

from the University of Costa Rica, went to

the London School of Economics, and re-

ceived a Ph.D. in political science from Es-

sex University. After three years of univer-

sity teaching in Costa Rica, Arias was

appointed minister of planning, Seven

years later, while serving as a congress-

man, he became secretary general of the

left-leaning National Liberation Party {Par-

tido Liberacidn Nacional). In 1977, when the

elders in his party told the thirty-five-year-

old Arias that he would have to wait many
years for his turn, he decided to make it to

the presidency in less than ten.

Nine years later the party leadership

again refused to nominate him for presi-

dent. This time, though the odds were

against him, he declared one morning at

the family breakfast table, "You can see me
now. But as of tomorrow you will not see

me for a whole year— until I
have won." He

took off on his maverick "Peace Cam-
paign." giving more than 1,000 speeches

and meeting some 300,000 Costa Ricans.

In 1986 he defeated his conservative op-

ponent by a narrow margin. At forty-four

he was the youngest president in Costa Ri-

can history.

Arias's first test with the great powers

came only days after he was inaugurated.

Arias ordered the shutdown of the small

airfield along the Costa Rican/Nicaraguan

border—built with funds provided by Oliver

North and friends to support the contras.

CIA director William Casey traveled se-

cretly to San Jose to protest, but Arias re-

fused to see him.

While Arias is a born peacemaker, he

stands firmly in the eye of the storm. His

whole bearing signals confidence, deter-

mination, and faith. Last October I saw him

in New York, outside the Intercontinental

Hotel, waiting for his limousine to take him

to the airport. Suddenly he said, "What

about the Nobel Peace Prize, Hans?"

"You'll get it, Oscar," I replied. "No ques-

tion about it."

"But when?" he asked.

"Well, next year, of course."

There was a pause. And then he whis-

pered, "But I need it now." Arias under-

stood the power of the prize lo help make
peace as well as to celebrate its winner.

Months later, after Arias had won the No-

bel prize, I sat with him in the study of his

house on the outskirts of San Jose. We
spoke for four hours, interrupted only once

when his seven-year-old son Felipe came
by to give him a kiss and tell him he loved

his daddy very much.—Hans Janitschek

Hans Janitschek, fifty-four, is an Aus-

trian-born journalist living in New York City.



A consultant in politics and public infor-

mation, he is the author of Oscar Arias—
Portrait of a Peacemaker, to be published

by Weidenfeld & Nicolson later this year.

Omni: Mr. President, what are your imme-

diate goals for Costa Rica?

Arias: We are very much interested in North

American technology; we're interested in

modernizing our economy. We have some
advantages because of the high produc-

tivity of the labor force and because our

education has been compulsory and free

for the last hundred twenty years. We have

mdre university students than any other

Latin American nation, so the challenge

now is not only quantitative education but

also quality in our education. That's why

our program to have computers in each

school is, for me, a top priority.

But we are much worried about the en-

vironment. That's why we have dedicated

eleven percent of our territory to national

parks. I don't think there's any other coun-

try in Latin America with so much land set

aside for national parks. That's the best

legacy we can leave to our children. I'm

sure when Franklin Chang-Diaz, the Costa

Rican astronaut, looked over our country

from outer space in 1986, he saw more

deserts and dry land than he will observe

the next time he goes back up into outer

space. He'll see a more green and fertile

Costa Rica because for us, conservation

of nature is a priority.

Omni: You seem to look upon your country

as a kind of workshop where the role of the

president is to make sure the model con-

tinues to develop and improve. There are

indications already that your initiatives have

fallen on fertile ground in other parts of the

world. Could your peace plan lor Central

America serve as a model lor resolution of

regional conflicts elsewhere?

Arias: Well, I'd say lhat each regional con-

flict has ifs own peculiar characteristics, so

what is applicable here might not be en-

tirely applicable in the Middle East, the

Persian Gulf, or southern Africa. But never-

theless, if we are able to achieve peace

here soon, it will be a catalyst for resolution

of other conflicts. It would be proof that ra-

tionality has a better chance than mad-

ness—that is, dialogue is rational, and vi-

olence is madness. That is the test here in

Central America—whether we can dem-
onstrate to the world that rationality should

prevail over war.

Omni: If Costa Rica is a testing ground,

what are the essential components that

make it the model it is today? What makes

you different at this time in history from the

rest of fhe world?

Arias: We're not that different. Let's not ex-

aggerate. We have the same defects as all

Latin American societies do—and a few

more riches. One important virtue is the

homogeneity of our population. We're very

fortunate in the sense that we don't have

the problems many nations in Latin Amer-

ica face with huge Indian populations. An-

other virtue: We've profited from the wis-
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dom of our ancestors who decided one

hundred twenty years ago that education

was the most important national project.

Since the mid-nineteenth century we've

brought many teachers from other parts of

the world to Costa Rica to educate our

youth. Third, a long time ago we built a wel-

fare state instead of a garrison state. That

allowed us to spend a lot of money to sat-

isfy basic needs. Today we are not only

exporting goods but also services, such

as health care. People come here from the

rest of Central America, as well as from the

United States, seeking medical help. Plas-

tic surgery, for instance, is done here at

one fifth its cost in the United States. The

whole population here is covered by na-

tional health service—you can have the

most sophisticated surgery in this country

totally free.

Fourth is the abolition of the army. That

has permitted us to spend money on really

important priorities. We had to choose be-

tween rifles and bread, machine guns and

4We remember
the saying that no one is

entitled to excess

luxury while others lack the

necessities. We
_ have tried to produce as

capitalists and
distribute as socialists.^1

secondary roads, tanks and schools and

hospitals. You know what our choice was,

and we feel so proud of that! It's why we
celebrate the abolition of the army every

first of December. It was a decree I signed

because I wanted every single child to re-

member that famous day when President

Jose Figueres, on the first of December in

1948, decided to abolish the army and

transform the garrison here of San Jose into

a national museum.
Omni: You have been fighting for peace in

Central America for more than two years.

Now drugs, too, are the enemy. How are

you fighting them?
Arias: There's no worse crime against the

youth of the world than drugs. We are de-

termined to approve one of the toughest

laws against drug trafficking. So we'll be if

not the first, one of the first countries to have

such a law. Just a few years ago Costa

Rica, a society without an army or a well-

trained police force, was being' used as a

bridge by the drug traffickers from Colom-

bia to cities in the United States. But now

we are no longer serving only as a bridge.

Our own youth is using drugs. I hope our

laws-against drugs will serve as an exam-

ple to other countries in the region as well

as the whole world. We've spent a lot of

time drafting this bill, and it was approved

by all parties without exception.

Omni: Your peace plan relies on regional

assistance to promote peace. Does the

new drug law insist on help from neighbors

to control the import and export of drugs?

Arias: No. It's a law only for Costa Rica. But

it's very broad, well thought out—and it's

Draconian. I think it's a good instrument in

the hands of authorities to fight drugs as

they've never been fought before.

Omni: It does not call for the death penalty,

which Costa Rica doesn't have. So when
you say Draconian, you're talking about

prison punishment.

Arias: Yes, they are long prison terms.

Omni: A number of other countries are ex-

tremely relaxed in their punishment of drug

traffic. One idea being discussed in the

United States, which has also been raised

in Colombia, is that the best way to fight

drugs might be to legalize them.

Arias: No. I cannot agree! Those tound

guilty of dealing drugs in any way will be

imprisoned and not released before their

term ends. There is no pardon, either, for

delinquents. No grace or pardon. It's a

good law.

Omni: Beyond General Manuel Noriega of

Panama, we've heard many stories about

drugs used to finance military or covert

operations. Is there a political aspect to

drugs as well in Costa Rica?

Arias: Yes. Although it's not the main pur-

pose of the legislation, we now know there's

a link between drug and arms traffick-

ing—they are connected. It is indeed very

sad to have found out that many people

were trafficking in drugs to supply the con-

tras with these arms. Fortunately, after I

came into government there was no longer

a contra front because I gave an ultimatum

to the contra leaders. They had to choose

between staying here and resigning the use

of military force to fight the Sandinistas or

leaving the country if they wanted to use

force to fight the government in Managua.

Omni: Your campaign for fhe presidency

three years ago was unusual because you

ran against the odds and because you in-

jected into your campaign the peace initia-

tive, which was not popular in your country

then. Elections are coming up in the United

States. If you were a candidate for the

presidency of the United States, what

would be your campaign cry?

Arias: Perhaps I would use the same slo-

gan I used here; economic growth, with

stability and social justice. My impression

is that it's unforgivable for such a powerful

nation as the United States of America to

have so much poverty. We all remember

the famous saying that no one is entitled to

luxury while 'others lack the necessities. In

my country we have tried to produce like

capitalists and distribute like socialists.

Perhaps we haven't succeeded com-
pletely, but at least we've tried.

I'm trying more now than ever through

the redistribution ol property, and
I
am very

CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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^Beckley is ready to

hit the newsstands with the initial

100,000 copies of

UFO Universe sometime soon

3

Not since UFO Report

folded in the winter of

1981 have saucer
buffs been able to buy

a magazine at their

corner drugstore de-

voted lo UFOs. Now
with two UFO maga-
zines racing toward
publication, the long

drought is about to

end. The underdogs
in the race to national

prominence appear to

be two freelance jour-

nalists from Los An-

geles, Vickt Cooper
and Sherie Stark,

coaditors and pub-
lishers of the shoe-
string-budgeted Cali-

fornia UFO, now called

simply UFO. "Califor-

nia was dropped from

the name last year,"

explains Cooper, "be-

cause we wanted to

appeal to a wider audience " The first issue, dated tall 1986,

enjoyed a press run o! 4,000 copies, distributed mainly in

Los Angeles and San Francisco Circulation is now up to

6,000, and Cooper says negotiations are in progress with a

mall bookstore chain, which might allow the 48-page bi-

monthly to increase national exposure "We anticipate a
quantum leap in circulation if that happens, but certainly we
can'l afford to do it on our own," she admits "Not when we're
living hand lo mouth, issue by issue."

Indeed, the race for first In the national sweepstakes may
have already been won by Timothy Green Beckley, enfani

terrible of UFO publishing, whose previous print forays have
sometimes been less than accurate (he once touted pic-

tures of a badly burned dead pilot as those of an alien)

Undaunted by such escapades, Beckley defends his

checkered past. "I've caught some llak, sure," he says, "be-

cause I don't necessarily believe or disbelieve anything I

look at myself as a recording historian. You have to under-

UFO UPOffTE

stand that no one
knows what's really

going on with UFOs."

Mow Beckley may
be making history.

Backed by a grub-
stake Irom New York-

based kung lu and
nmja publishing mag-
nate Al Weiss, who re-

portedly once saw a

UFO himseli. Beckley

says he II be ready
soon to hit newsstands
with the initial 100.000

copies of UFO .Uni-

verse. The premier is-

sue, to be distributed

by Kable News, fea-

tures a four-color

cover (reproduced as
a pullout centerfold)

and articles like John
Lennon's Close En-

counter" and "Can
ET's Cure Cancer
and AIDS''"

"We've got some good people, too." Beckley boasls, "like

Brad Steiger on abductions and John Keel on men in black.

"

The cover price of the magazine, scheduled to appear bi-

monthly, he says, will be either £2.50 or $2.95,

Beckley admits his own editorial budget is "embarrass-

ingly small" but thinks his chances for survival are good,
given the present public attitude toward UFOs. "If the first

three issues make it," he vows, "we'll do others. After that,

it's touch and go. But I'll tell you what— il it doesn't make it,

no other distributor is going to touch the subject with a ten-

foot pole. Not for some time to come."
Cooper and Stark, meanwhile, insist they're In it for the

long run, 'Any UFO magazine is going to open inroads into

a greater awareness of our situation in space," says Cooper.
"Right now we're really at a primitive stage whan you think

about it. I mean, what's a hundred thousand copies on a
plane! with five billion people who are jusl beginning to think

about extraterrestrial WW—DENNIS STACY



In 1976 and again in 1984.

15-Foot-long specimens of

a shark that was supposed to

have been extinct (or millions

ot years were accidentally

netted off the coasts of

Hawaii and California. Ac-

cording to (he International

Society of Cryptozoology's

Richard Greenwell, the

discovery of the creatures,

dubbed megamouths be-

cause of their scooplike jaws,

shows that there could be

other large unknown animals
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g Ihe oceans—includ-

ing sharks so huge they

would make the fictional Jaws

look wimpy.
Greenwell points out thai

while the official record for a

great while shark is approxi-

mately 20 feet, eyewitness

.
reports from around the

,
world point io the possible

!
existence of much larger

!
creatures For example, In the

Twenties author Zane Grey

insisted he had seen a yeliow-

and-green shark around 40

j

feet long in the South Pacific.

' "In 1977 some-fishermen

lined up their boats beside a

great white shark and were

able to estimate its length at

thirty-one feet," Greenwell

says. "Some of these eyewit-

ness sightings could be

authentic. Jusi as there are

humans who are over seven

feet tall, there's no reason

to believe there aren't also

some unusually large sharks.

Nature doesn't arbitrarily

decide a shark can't be over

twenty feet long."

In addition io king-size

versions of known sharks,

Greenwell thinks it is also

possible that giant prehistoric

sharks like the presumedly

extinct Carcharodon megalo-

don—at more lhan 100 feet

in length a kind of Tyranno-

sauius rex of the ocean-
could one day be found alive

and well,

"No one can Categorically

prove that these giant sharks

no longer exist." Greenwell

says. "After all, we know only

one tenth of the oceans'

environment."

Ichthyologist Jeffrey Siegel

of Ihe Los Angeles Museum
of Natural History agrees that

there probably are undiscov-

ered creatures in the sea.

"But we need proof, '
he

says, not luzzy photographs

or undocumented fisher-

men's findings."

—Sherry Baker

For years, archaeologists

thought that European ar-

chaeological features called

burnt mounds were simply

cooking areas Bui recently a

couple of British researchers

have concluded that the

mounds may have been ihe

forerunners of the present-

day sauna, complete with

cold plunges and perhaps
: even drugs.

"Burnl mounds were

assumed to have been cook-

, ing places because there

|

are historical references to

!
people using hot stones

to boil water for cooking,"

says Lawrence Bariield,

professor of European pre-
1 history at the University

: of Birmingham in England

! "We think, however, thai they

were in lac! swealhouses

or sauna baths."

From recent excavations



Barfield noted lhat the

mounds contained nb animal

bones as evidence ol cook-

ing, though they did contain

the remains of troughs that

could have held water for

steam Barfield also says his-

torical accounts show thai

such mind-altering plants as
Cannabis were in use at

the time. His discoveries have

led him to speculate that

the ancestors ct the Beautify!

People might have been
steaming and tripping out as
early as the first millennium

sc— RickBoling

physician George
Maoris of Palmer. Alaska

went to the grocery store re-

cently, he found a giant

lobster destined to be the

main attraction at an upcom-
ing dinner "I've been diving

for lobsters for years, and
I had never seen one like it."

says Macris. whose hobby is

marine bblogy, "It was over

a yard long, close to three

feet wide, and had claws the

size of a catcher's mitt,"

Dubbed Monster Mike the

lobster had been purchased
by a man who planned SO

stuff the creature's head and
tail in separate pots of boiling

water, since no single pot

could hold the entire arthro-

pod "The thing could have
been ninety years old.

'

Macns notes, "and he was a

perfect genetic specimen,
so it really seemed a shame
not to save him. I offered

to buy him." The lobster's

owner agreed.

Determined to liberate the

crustacean. Macris bought

Ine lobster a one-way airline

ticket to Maine (where it's

illegal to capture oversize

. and arranged for a
Marine Patrol officer to meet
it there Then he lowered
Monster Mike's core body
temperature with saline-

soaked rags and ice packs

—

to make it sluggish and
enable il to withstand [he

stressiul trip—and drove the

animal6u miles through an
ice storm'to the airport.

Although it missed a con-

nection m Chicago, the

well-traveled lobster finally

arrived 24 hours later at

the Portland International

Jetport. where it was met by
Marine Patrol lieutenant

. Joseph Fessenden.

, "We put him m 3 tank, and
1

alter he warmed up he was
I very lively. The next day,

I
I
dropped the lobster oil at

!
the mouth of Portland Har-

;

bor," Fessenden recalls.

1 "I feel sure he's alive and
!
well "—Sherry Baker

"Part of the secret to success
in. life is to eat what you like

: and lei ihe iood fight it out

inside."

1 —Mark Twain

jiilol n

sby

lot of spare heads around

nineteenth-century French

prisons—and in 188? a

scientist tried attaching some
0! them 10 the bodies of

dogs. Although the experi-

ment failed, engineer/attorney

Chet Fleming insists that

modern-day researchers. Will

evenlually bring severed
human heads back, to life.

Fleming, who discusses

how such a feat could be
possible in If We Can.Keep a

Severed Hkad Alive . . .

(Polinym Press), notes that

"during transplant experi-

ments conducted in 1971 m
Cleveland, severed monkey
heads regained conscious-

ness for thirty-six hours."

Last year Fleming received

I a patent for the idea of per-
1 tusmg an animal head to

keep il alive (US. patent

•1.666.425) "No one can use
the blood-processing system
I've claimed without my
permission," he says. "I want
to make sure scientists

'work on live, severed he;

with fun and careful regard
for the ethical legal, and
social issues involved,"

Science writer Carol Kahn,

who has written extensively

on cryonics. admits that

some scientists are actually

looking at the possibility

of preserving severed heads
lor future use. "Since the

technology for growing
cloned bodies should be
online by the time reversible

cryonics is possible." she
says, "a new body could sim-

ply be cloned tor Ihe frozen

head "—Sherry Baker

<«»,



The formula Is a secret,

but Weyerhaeuser in Wash-

ington State Is selling a line of

preserved plants and trees

that the company says will

stay green without water, in-

secticides, or fertilizer. Ac-

cording to one reporter, the

leaves of the mummified

plants feel and smell alive.

The new process involves

injecting the plants with

colorless, odorless, nontoxic

chemicals. It is net known
how long the preserved

plants will last, but European

experiments indicate that

plants treated In the late

Seventies continue to look

and feel fresh today;

"These plants and trees

require no watering, feeding,

sunlight, pruning, pest con-

trol, or any other care nor-

mally associated with living

plants," says Stephen Barger.

general manager ol Weyer-

haeuser's specialty plant

unit "All we recommend Is

an occasional light cleaning."

According to Barger, some
professional landscapes

have mistaken his plants for

live ones, and in one case

they were accidentally

watered—something the

company advises against.

The dead plants have

already been delivered to

some office buildings, and
interest in them is increasing.

Several hotels, as well as

florists, architects, natural

history museums, and even

mall-order houses have

asked about the plants.

Though convenient and

less expensive tn the long run

because they require no

maintenance, the embalmed
plants would not help their
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environment Dead plants,

however pretty and long

lasting, cannot "breathe" and

therefore cannot recycle

and clean indoor air as live

ones do.—Rick Boiing

"/ bet the worstpan of dying

is where your whole life

passes before you."

—Jane Wagner

Last Halloween a new
wave of teenage trick-or-

treaters roamed a Spiritualist

camp in Cassaflaga. Florida,

"They didn't come looking

for spooks." says Reverend

Phoebe Rose Bergen. 'They

wanted answers to real

spiritual question's."

The nearly 30 mediums

who live in Gassadaga kept

their porch lights burning

for the youngsters because,

according to Bergen, "young

people are vital in the cata-

strophic changes ot the

New Age"
Incorporated in 189.4 by

New Yorker George Colby

(who was drawn to the spot

by spirit guides), the South-

ern Spiritualist Camp Associ-

ation guards IB privacy.

Only mediums approved by

a board of directors can

lease land here; all cherish

the quiet and serenity

In recent years the media

have showcased Cassa-

daga—but only as a vintage

bit of occult Americana, a

TwilighfZone town hidden in

the palms where all the

kindly neighbors talk to invisi-

ble friends The mediums
inside the camp bridle at the

dated image, insisting that

ritualism—which is based

on the belief in life atter

death— has become a sen-

; resource far the search-

of the New Age.

"Some local people still

confuse whaf goes on here

ith Satanism and witchcraft."

Reverend Diane Davis.

a medium who has lived

in Gassadaga tor ten years

"Bui this is a period when
people are beginning fo

wiggle, to search, to want to

understand themselves

What I've seen in the past ten-

years is that more people

are willing to ialk about

spiritual experiences and life

after death"

According to Reverend
Boise Page, who has lived in

Gassadaga for more than

40 years, fewer and fewer

people come lo mediums to

contact deceased loved

ones. "There's a great deal

more interest in unfolding

spiritual potential," says Page

"People want to know how
to expand awareness.

"I was a forerunner of the

New Age movement," adds

the seventy-seven-year-

old Page "I was a student of

[Indian mystic] Yogananda
when I was twenty-six

"

—Tracy Cochran

"I guess I'm looking forward

to becoming senile because
I've been so close to is in

my life today I wouldn't mind
going over the edge to see

what it's really like-." —Prince

"The best ot all are those in

which some inner journey,

some advenlure m self, 'S the

real point"

—Salman Rushdie



CASTLES IN THE AIR
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mind was opening up, that I was looking

lor symbols of a new architecture. And I

wasn't even reading about architecture."

i, The assignment: Design a build-

ing whose site is the domain of the terres-

trial skies and whose function, or really

pseudofunction, is the investigation of some

atmospheric phenomenon.

The idea, says Woods, was to give the

students a project that would deal with all

the physical criteria of Earth—gravity and

weather—as well as conventions of habi-

tation, and then uproot it from the earth.

"Then they couldn't fall back on the usual

cliches, the easy solutions," says Woods.

The instructions Woods gave to the stu-

dents read: 'Accepted aerodynamic prin-

ciples of lifting, moving, and/or maintaining

masses in the air may be used in the de-

sign of your project. Or you may consider

new principles, presently unknown or un-

tested, if you are prepared to justify them

in terms of either existing or anticipated

knowledge." In a participatory effort, Woods

designed an aeroliving lab in the earth's

geomagnetic field—a cagelike structure

that seemed to flex and writhe as it rode

the whirlwind of the planetary force field.

'At the beginning I was really shocked

—

the bizarre proposals and everything," says

grad student Fernando Silva, a forty-year-

old professor of interior design at the Uni-

versity of Uberlandia in Brazil. "I was ready

to leave. But after five weeks I saw that my

NOUVELLE SCIENCE

Now journey to Higgins Hall at Pratt, your

point of departure to the skies. Even though

the white paint is peeling off its late-nine-

teenth-century Romanesque revival bricks,

the place has a castlelike charm—hardly
suggesting a bastion of twenty-first-cen-

tury design. The sun streams through the

arched windows and illuminates the

models and renderings of the students:

Think of a person loose in the air on a

cloud structure that functions as a rain

generator. This imaginary one wakes up in

the troposphere every morning, comes out

of the bedroom, and opens a door. There

are clouds, the sky, and he is 1 ,000 meters

above the earth—just walking through a

cloud space with no boundaries.

Envision a city floating above the Ama-

zon, a library of sorts, full of mythic chro-

mosomes and seeds of vanishing peo-

ples, plants, and animals.

Imagine a mighty Earth-circling living

ring, a high-energy particle accelerator, to

house the travelers and researchers mi-

grating from Earth. (Although often miles

in diameter, the high-energy particle ac-

celerator is the microscope of the physi-

cist. It produces a beam of energetic par-

ticles that is made to collide with a target.

In the collisions many new particles are

produced and observed.)

Contemplate the possibilities of an ozone

replenisher and laboratory, hanging like a

great airborne manta ray in the powerful

polar airstreams.

Consider the simple flute: It's also air-

borne, 1,000 feet long, with musicians liv-

ing in its modules, collecting lost noise and

making music—a big Walkman for Earth.

BLUEPRINTS AT AN EXHIBITION

A confrontation with danger seems im-

plicit in the designs of fvlasahiko Yendo,

known as Mas. Dressed in loose black

clothes, his shining hair pulled back starkly

from his face, Mas has the focus and bear-

ing of a young samurai. The son of two

Japanese architects, he originally had

planned on being an artist but turned to

architecture and last year graduated from

the Rhode Island School of Design. For his

fall project Mas designed a high-energy

particle accelerator to encircle the earth.

Woods told the group to just begin

drawing freely—without thinking about the

outcome. "That'c pretty difficult," Mas says.

"People who draw well do so because they

know what they're drawing. When a child

draws, on the other hand, the images are

more provocative, more inner. Woods
wanted us to reach deep inside to find the

images, tap into intuitive knowledge."

Mas began to draw
—

"almost like draw-

ing with your eyes closed " The results look

like the spongy interior of the mammalian

cortex. The drawings became the design

for the infrastructure of the ring: a dense

mesh of houses, farms, businesses, en-

ergy utilities, waste-management facili-

ties—everything necessary for human life,

organized in immense sections he calls

bricks. Each brick is wedge shaped and

points to the center so that the ring has

more surface area on the outer edge. The

wedge sections operate like corrugation in

cardboard, preventing the whole structure

from wobbling. Residential units are on the

outer skin and the wall of the infrastructure;

the mechanical parts and accelerator are

on the interior.

The building of the colossus would take

place in zero g. Mas decided that it would

be fabricated piece by piece in space, and

then the larger segments could be worked

down into the appropriate orbit at 50 miles

from Earth. "It is an enclosed system like a

nuclear sub that makes drinking water from

seawater, and all wastes are recycled and

processed," he comments.

The ring's energy comes from its parti-

cle accelerator. As the subatomic particles

collide, the energy from the nuclear

smashings is drawn to power the entire

ring. Perhaps physicists could even con-

struct the ring with superconductive ma-

terials to help determine if there is a sub-

structure in quarks and leptons; it might

even locate the predicted Higgs particle,

which could further refine unified field the-

ory by verifying the existence of electro-

weak interactions.

A drawing of the ring's rotational pat-



terns around the globe shows layers of

concentric spheres covering the earth in

orderly fashion. It reminds Mas of Ptole-

my's epicycles: circles within circles, pos-

tulated by the astronomer to bolster his idea

that the sun revolves around the earth (like

the orbits of electrons and protons around

an atom's nucleus). The ring cycle is ar-

chetypal, like the ancient astronomical in-

strument the astrolabe; developed before

the birth of Christ, the astrolabe is in effect

a kind of analog computer to simulate the

motion of the sun and stars. "The earliest

astronomers imagined how the universe

worked," Mas says. "Theirs was a mechan-

ical attitude, one we no longer believe. But

the images were on a human scale, based

not on physics but on imagination—a kind

of reflection of the human mind as that mind

would like the universe to be."

The earth, what of the earth from the

vantage point of the megaring in space?

"Treated as a jewel," Mas states, "maybe

something like the Galapagos Islands,

where today the human is the intruder. You

can't touch anything because you might

destroy or alter it; you can't pick a flower

from that place."

RAINMAKER ^__
Fernando Silva's cloud structure origi-

nated in the microcosm, the ice crystal. "1

started researching clouds, and the clouds

led me to ice crystals and then to the mi-

crophotography of ice and snow crystals,"

Silva says. The crystals gave Silva an idea

for a form and function.

"I thought about the dry and desiccated

areas of the world. Why not make biode-

gradable artificial particles or polymers to

absorb water? Then we could make them

shed water whenever we wanted, manu-

facture rain clouds." Composed of a po-

rous, helium-filled Mylar skin, from a dis-

tance the model seems engulfed in a halo

of sunlight. Or, humorously, it looks like a

Claes Oldenburg representation of a soft,

inflatable cathedral.

The helium medium, Silva admits, isn't

innovative; it is practical, however. The vol-

ume of helium lifts nearly four pounds per

cubic meter. The semirigid polycarbon

structure is extremely "strong against

storms." The transparent Mylar is already

used in solar-powered planes like Paul

MacCready's. "It's very beautiful the way

the light is diffused through the Mylar. The

sunlight penetrates, illuminating the entire

inner works," making it resemble an

amoeba under a microscope.

Inspired by the great German zeppelins

of the Thirties, this glistening, slow-moving

puff of water-soaked crystals is a labora-

tory for the study and making of rain: 670

feet long and 240 feel from top to bottom,

the helium bag itself has elevators and cor-

ridors crisscrossing it. "I took advantage of

the great size and dimensions of the ship

for people to walk and run," Silva says. In-

terior niches are for escape caves or pro-

tective wombs to shield researchers from

the vast openness of the sky.
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About 100 people will live here, a colony

of cloud producers and researchers of rain

and atmosphere. In other labs people will

study the psychological and physical con-

ditions of living in air. On top is an inflatable

dome for farming under a prismatic lens

that intensifies sunlight, promoting rapid

growth. Work spaces, set off from the liv-

ing spaces, purposely prolong distances,

crealing the impression of great area' and

discouraging claustrophobic behavior. The

slow-moving structure could be powered

by the sun or pulled slowly through the sky

by plane or airship.

A polymer-crystal processing unit is in-

side the skin. When the crystals are made,

they're pumped through the skin's capil-

lary network and shed into the air to act as

cloud nuclei. Once they're saturated with

water—what is known as reaching the adi-

abatic point—they can be induced to re-

lease the water. After the crystals have

formed wet clouds, the cloud machine runs

back through the clouds, seeding them

THE SHIP ARGO

il/Ve don't

give a damn about style

and stylization.

To.day even new buildings

are not really

new. We don't want our

students to be

stillborn when they leave us.9

lightly with salt. "Incredibly," Silva says, "you

need just a little salt to make a huge quan-

tity of rain. You could have several rain-

makers operating at the same time, if you

like, even in the same region,"

Silva's design is admirable; the organi-

zation, flawless. All the aspects of living and

working have been dealt with perfeclly.

"That was one of the criticisms—too neat,

too finished," he says. Silva has come to

believe the ideas should be vaguer, more

general, more experimental. "In reality we're

not here to figure out how this flies or if the

polymer production is going to work," Silva

says. "We're here to form a philosophy of

practice. I came back to school," he adds,

"because my architecture was becoming

boring to me. Right now we leel a chaos

throughout the world. Everything is chang-

ing, and maybe this is part of a new Ren-

aissance and these designs are proposals

for a new architecture." Architect and pro-

fessor Johansen concurs. While fitness and

economy of purpose are "beautiful," he

says, "I don't care what things look like

anymore. I don't like good taste. As tech-

nology changes, the rules change; beauty

is in- performance."

The shape of John Tsimbidaros's ozone-

replenishing machine evolved as much out

of his concern for how to keep it aloft as

from its function: to seal the hole in our at-

mosphere's ozone layer.."Some birds, when

they flap their wings, catch the wind like a

kite," says the twenty-three-year-old archi-

tectural student. "I tried to translate a com-

bination of bird and kite form into one unit."

The drawings of this regenerator of lost

matter evoke thoughts of Leonardo da Vinci

and the penetrating observations found in

his notebooks. Da Vinci was, perhaps, ob-

sessed with flying and with flying ma-

chines, and in his more than 500 sketches

he often transformed natural flying shapes

into mechanical ones. In Tsimbidaros's

ozone flier, one sees the mechanical off-

spring of a swimming thing—the cara-

pace and stiletto tail of the horseshoe crab,

whose ancestors first plied the Cambrian

seas nearly 600 million years ago. But un-

like that of the horseshoe crab, the 440-

foot-long machine's shell is flexible, con-

trolled by a series of underlying cables that

operate like muscles and tendons to open

and close the sail,

"The tail is a rudder, creating a foil and

wing section," he says. "It controls hover-

ing and some vertical movement. The

southeast winds of the polar regions are

constant, always holding the sail open." The

ozone maker can remain aloft indefinitely,

collecting energy from a surface coated

with solar panels. The machine is motor-

less, towed up by an airplane, glider style,

or perhaps picked up by some compli-

cated wind system utilizing valley drafts.

To manufacture ozone, Tsimbidaros

looked to nature's formula. Ozone (O a), a

triatomic molecule of oxygen, is created

when ultraviolet light strikes an 2 mole-

cule—the oxygen that we breathe. A pho-

ton divides the molecule into two highly re-

active oxygen atoms. These recombine

with nearby Os molecules to form 3 . The

newly minted ozone is repeatedly cleaved

by photons of ultraviolet or visible light but

quickly re-forms id soak up more light,

"My machine generates ozone through

the simple process of electrolysis," Tsim-

bidaros explains, "which breaks down hy-

drogen and oxygen the same way ultravi-

olet light does." Tsimbidaros anticipates that

his device will swoop down and skim water

from the lower levels of the troposphere with

the tail just like a dragonfly touching a pond

surface. As the structure rises on the wind,

it also siphons in Oa through a system of

louvers. "Then you close off the louvers,

and inside the sphere, through some kind

of fusion—which, to be honest, I'm not yet

sure of—it fuses the P to the O broken off

the water molecule, making 3
." The ozone

is released through another series of lou-

vers on the top of the sphere. "I would have

to descend close to Earth to collect the

water and oxygen," he says. "I want that

connection with the earth."

Tsimbidaros envisions a small research
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crew of no more than 16 to 20. The living,

research, and support systems hang sus-

pended within the overall structure, not rig-

idly attached to the sail. Made of an ultra-

light transparent aluminum used to

construct hypersonic jets, the funnel-

shaped human area acts as a gyro that

finds and maintains its own level.

When Michael Webb looks at projects

likeTsimbidaros's, he says, "I get worried.

I admire him for his drafting abilities, but,

my God. I get worried, How do I know if the

flying membrane is wide enough? Should

it be a half mile wide? This is a dream, John."

Webb wants to see the structure of the

ozone replenisher less clearly. "I should see

it full of vapors, have the sense that it is

disappearing. That," Webb asserts, "would

express its freedom."

JUNGLE BOOK

In Juan Garcia the revolutionary spirit is

incendiary, 'bursting into flame unpredict-

ably, spontaneously: 'Architecture is the

most impure ot art forms," says the thirty-

three-year-old Venezuelan. "So many
things have polluted the intention of the ar-

chitect. This will change." In a student-fac-

ulty discussion about the exhibit, Garcia

proclaimed, "I've come to seriously be-

lieve that an architect no longer necessar-

ily builds, as a painter paints: it may not be
necessary to test ourselves by actually

constructing something. Eventually con-

struct, yes, but it's not the primordial force

for imagination in architecture,"

Garcia read about the Amazon and saw
it as a raw model tor a piece of architecture

for his project. "I read about the river and
the native people's mythology, a primitive

philosophy. The Amazon is the great re-

cycler of everything—the balance of the

ecosystem and the interconnection among
animals, plants, and insects. I approached
the project in three phases. First I became
a native person and created objects based
on a mythology—works of art made of

wood and metals, and found things painted

bright South American colors." He calls

these objects seeds because they cap-

ture an Amazon belief, like where the first

drop of water came from.

"Then I became the archaeologist,

somebody who decodes these pieces to

find out what they really are." He made hy-

pothetical slices, or "sections," ot the rain

forest, like biopsies ot the living tissue of

the Amazon, to find the connection be-

tween the high canopy, the middle section,

and the forest floor. Then he made five

plates of these sections. Resembling sil-

very microscope slides, like organic
smears, they are abstract but suggest
leaves, insect wings, and delicate bones.

The slices, Garcia says, generate the cells,

or seeds. They are the chromosomes of

the seeds. He enlarged them over and over

again to get inside and see how they gen-
erate the ontological forms. "I call them Ions

of Stubborn Time."

In the third phase Garcia created the

floating archaeological station that houses
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the artifacts of the endangered Amazo-

nian kingdom, approximately 300 feet long.

"It just hovers over the Amazon, not con-

fined to a specific spot." The archaeologi-

cal station floats timelessly, mythologically.

A shifting bridgework of girders, rigging,

walkways, and mechanical observation

points fuses with something sensual and

religious like the body painting and tattoos

of the Amazonians.

Technically, the structure has dual po-

sitions—a flattened arrangement to utilize

the lift of the Amazonian thermals and a

vertical, bladelike position to offer less re-

sistance to the rains. "But this is an image

from down deep, and it's unfair to apply

specific kinds of technology to it yet," Gar-

cia says. "The mystical way in which the

project developed also has to use a tech-

nology of that mystical quality."

The term mystical, he explains, does not

refer to "fantasy" but can be embodied in

the way, for instance, certain plants bloom

and certain insects mate. "Some insects

go inside only one kind of fruit to mate.

Maybe there's a chemical in the fruit that is

the only substance in the entire ecosys-

tem, in the whole of the Amazon, that nour-

ishes their eggs. When they leave the fruit,

they trigger a mechanism within the fruit

that makes it ripen. Some monkeys come,

eat it, and spread the seeds around. That's

a very complex relationship between in-

sects, fruit, and monkeys. In the same way,

I have to find a natural way to lift this struc-

ture without it being, say, helium. That would

be too easy."

MAGNIFICAT

For pure lyricism Cheng-Chong Yao de-

signed a flute of the sky. Its sole purpose:

to compose music on wind and air. Yao

wondered how he could collect and reor-

ganize the direction of sound waves. "If I

can harness this energy," says the thirty-

year-old'architectfrom Taiwan, "then I can

create something close to music or maybe
even music." Yao began his design re-

search not with acoustics but with light the-

ory. The principles of optics, he says, are

similar to those of sound. "I started looking

at the telescope with concave and convex

lenses to distribute the waves; if you can

collect and focus the waves, you can in

some sense amplify them." Because a

sound wave is invisible and difficult to study,

light is used in most acoustic research. "I

know someone who used a laser light in

designing a model of a concert hall," Yao

says. "He could see where the light

bounced off corners and make adjust-

ments to control the path of the sound."

Yao also studied the shape and function

of musical instruments as if they were works

of architecture. On the gallery wall are

sketched cross sections of an oboe's

mouthpiece, with attention given to the

physical detail of the reed. "The musical

instrument is space. It is not so much the.

form but the space inside," he says. Yao

drew several families of instruments. Be-

side detailed drawings of horns, he wrote:
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"Horn: by turns heroic or rustic or savage

or exquisitely poetic—mysterious quali-

ties, consisting of a slender conical tube

with conical, cup-shaped mouthpiece and

large flaring bell." Observing the flute, Yao

quoted a fragment of poetry: "the solemn

space where the shadows bide."

Yao conceives the airborne flute as being

more than 1,000 feet long. Musicians live

in three modules, which are joined by ac-

cordionlike flexible connecting passage-

ways. In a fourth module a conductor will

sometimes lead the other musicians in a

symphony. But there wouldn't be many
people in a module because when it's

moving it needs a lot of open space.

"We have much noise pollution in the air

and on the ground—cars, planes, ma-

chines. But this noise is energy, too," Yao

says. "Can we collect this lost noise and

transform it? When you yell Arrrrgggghhhhl'

that is energy. If we reorganize lost noises,

maybe we can create music. It's a princi-

ple we could apply to passenger jets, too,"

Qn the project

the students had to deal with

all the physical

criteria of Earth—gravity
- and weather as well

as conventions of habitation—
and then uproot the

structure from the earth$

Yao muses. "We could attach a small ver-

sion of Ihe instrument to each plane, and

maybe it would generate a very simple

music, easy and calm. No more noises. The

other challenge is the air itself. It seems to

be a void; you cannot see the sound en-

ergy in it. But once you have the music,

you can make sense of it." Here Yao's Eng-

lish fades a bit. You mean the instrument

documents the atmosphere? "Yeah, the air

becomes meaningful."

Theo David looks at Yao's design and

wants to know the purpose of encouraging

the display of "something as improbable

as this flute in the sky that doesn't work."

Webb seems to know why. "If you're born

to be an architect," Webb says, "which ar-

chitects have to be, there's no way you can

forget the ability to invent. The engineer

gives us a ranch house," Webb continues.

"The architect is where Cezanne comes in."

THE VOYAGE HOME

By now you've grown accustomed to the

heights, wandering the skies on parapets

of science and art, hovering above the

Amazon, flying into the ozone hole, walk-

ing through a giant ring around the earth,

sleeping on clouds, sailing a magic flute.

The aeroliving labs—works of exceptional

architectural poetry and concern for the

planet—are ingenious geometries of space

and time, manifesting a powerful inclina-

tion to go beyond the limits of floors and

ceilings, doors and windows.

You've been there, in the sky, far away

from beaux arts buildings, postmodern

salons, and late-nineteenth-century Ro-

manesque castles. But you're coming

down, down—and you already know, you

know—there's this problem of rootedness,

the walls plunging down, the massive

structural piers pile driven deep into the

earth and locked in gravity's vise.

Why can't we fly? Why is nature so cruel,

so lawful? If you've been to the top of New
York's World Trade Center, do you recall

the initial shock of vertigo when you

stepped out on the observation deck? But

the fearful sense of the abyss was re-

placed by a languid, near-floating sensa-

tion. You wanted more of it—to just take off

and soar magic-carpet style for a while.

Where can you float free? Soaring, float-

ing, isn't the same as riding 747's—they're

too noisy, too enclosed. Space stations?

So rare and far-out, they're for other plea-

sures. Penthouses? The walls again, caged

spaces. Reluctantly you agree: Except for

Goodyear blimp pilots and long-distance

balloonists, few besides these renegade

designers have sailed on wind waves of

the atmospheric sea—as a way of life.

"I come from Japan," says Mas, "and

have traveled many different parts of the

world. And every year the world seems

to get smaller and smaller. It intrigued me
to think of everybody participating in a

migration to my megastructure, my parti-

cle accelerator. What a gesture of unity, as

well as an announcement that sentient life

forms live here."

When the students at Pratt are finished

with their courses, however, they will return

to jobs and offices where they'll design

structures meant for the earth. "If these

young architects are to be truly creative,"

Woods says, "they have to be somewhat

audacious, go beyond the conventional,

take the initiative rather than follow the di-

rection of some client who is usually con-

servative by nature." He believes we should

build our buildings and then discover how

to live and work in them. "We should let our

architecture tell us how to live," Woods says.

"To do it the other way around, to instruct

our architecture as to how we want to live,

results at best in material security." Ac-

cording to Woods, we control and limit our

future by designing what is already known;

we close out the quality of strangeness that

provokes discovery. "Is it not time," Woods
asks, "to extend the spirit and methods of

the very sciences and arts that have taken

us thus far into the making of our places of

living and working, the methods of exper-

imental living, of voyaging into unknown

regions of mind and experience, with every

prospect of great new discoveries and a

high adventure of the spirit?"DO



THE WOLF

you think he can help you?' And Larry said

no, he can't, he can't help him at all. He
said the doctor is stupid. Can you believe

that? I said to Larry, This man has a Ph.D.

I don't think you can just call him stupid.'

And then Larry said / didn't know what I'm

talking about either. Larry thinks he knows
more than a man with a Ph.D. That's what

Larry told me."

"Here. Why don't you finish it." Andrew
put down the empty bottle and flagged their

waiter with his upraised MasterCard.

"I'm sorry, Andy." Sherryl dabbed her

eyes with the nap-

kin. "It's just I'm so

shook up lately. All I

ever wanted was a

normal life. That's not

so much to ask, is

it? A nice home, a

normal husband.
Someone who can
give me a little help

and support now
and then. Is that so

much? Is it?"

"Of course not."

Andrew signed the

check, and after the

waiter left he said,

"I'm glad we were
able to do this."

Sherryl neatly fold-

ed her napkin and
replaced it on the

table. "I'm glad you
called. This was
really very nice."

"We'll doit again."

"Yes, we should."

Sherryl watched the

passing dessert tray.

"Gee, it all looks so

good," she said.

"You can't just keep moping around,

Larry Things'll gel better, just you wait and

,
see. I sense big improvements coming in

your life. But first you've got to start being

more careful around the office." Marty sat

on the edge of Larry's desk. He pulled a

string of magnetized paper clips in and out

of a clear plastic dispenser. "Did
I tell you

Henderson asked about you yesterday?

Asked about you by name. Wow, I'm not

trying to make you paranoid or anything,

but if Henderson asked about you, then

you can bet your socks the rest of the guys
in management have been tossing your

name around. And Henderson's not a bad
guy, Larry. But there's been a sincere , .

.

a sincere concern about your perform-

When the heat is on.
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Two weeks later

Larry returned home
from work to find the

letter on the kitchen

table. It said:

Dear Larry,

I know you're going to take this the wrong
way, and I only hope you realize Caroline

and I- still care about you. But I've thought

about this a lot and even sought profes-

sional counseling on one occasion, and I

think it's the only solution right now at this

moment in our lives. Especially Caroline,

who is at a very tender age right now.

Please don't try calling, because I told

my mother not to tell you where we are for

a while. Please realize I don't want to hurt

you, and this will probably be better for both

of us in the long run, and I hope you make
it through your difficulties, and I'll think good
thoughts for you often.

Love,

Sherryl
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ance around here lately. And don't think I

don't understand, Larry, because I do, I

really do. Beatrice and I came close to

breaking up a couple times ourselves—but

things eventually worked out for us, Larry,

and they'll work out for you, too. Just keep
your chin up, buddy. Plow straight ahead.
And remember—I'm on your side."

Larry sat at his desk and made careful,

persistent marks on a sheet of graph pa-

per. The frequency of dreams had in-

creased during the past weeks; the line on

the" graph swooped upward. Often three,

even four times a night he started awake
in bed, clicked on the reading lamp, and
reached for pen and notepad from the end
table, quickly jotting down terrain and sub-

species characteristics while aromas of

forest, desert, and tundra were gradually

displaced by the close, stale odor of grimy

bed sheets, leftover Swanson frozen din-

ner entrees, and the Johnson's chloro-

phyll-scented home deodorizer.

"I'm really sincere about this, Larry. Next

week I want you to start seeing Dave
Boudreau on the third floor. He's the em-
ployee stress counselor, Larry—but that's

not like a shrink or anything. I know how
you feel about them. He's just a regular guy
like you and- me who happens to have a lot

of experience dealing with these sorts of

problems. You and Sherryl, I mean. All right,

Larry? Does that sound fair to you?"

"Sure, Marty," Larry said, "1 appreciate

your help, I
really do,"

and peeled another

sheet from the Thrifty

pad. Abscissa, he

thought, realtime.

Ordinate: dream
time. At the top of the

page he scribbled

Pleistocene.

"I'm dreaming
now more than ever,"

Larry told Dave
Boudreau the fol-

lowing Thursday.
"Sometimes half a

dozen times each
night. Look, I've kept

a record
—

" Larry

opened a large red

loose-leaf binder,

flipped through a

sheaf of papers, and

undamped a sheet

of graph paper.

"There, that's last

Friday. Six times." He
held the graph pa-

per over the desk,

pointing at it. 'And

there, Sunday. Seven
times. And that's not

even the significant

part. I haven't even

got to that part yet."

Dave Boudreau
sat behind his desk

and rocked slightly

in a swivel chair. He glanced politely at the

statistical chart, Then his abstract gaze re-

turned to Tahitian surf in a framed travel

poster. He heard the binder clamp click

again. Larry pulled up his chair until the

armrests knocked Boudreau's desk. "In-

creasingly I dream of the Great Hunt, when
man and wolf hunted together, bound by
one pack, responsible to one community,

seeking their common prey across the cold

ice, beneath the cold sun. Is that one hell

of an archetype or what?"

Casually Boudreau opened the manila
folder on his desk.
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'And don't get me wrong. I'm just kid-

ding about that archetype stuff. That

doesn't even come close, that's not even

in the same ballpark. These aren't memo-
ries, for Christ's sake. When I dream of the

wolf, I am the wolf. I've been wolves in Mew
York, Montana, and Beirut. It's as if time

and space, dream and reality, have just

opened up, joining me with everything,

everything real. I'm living the one life, un-

derstand? The life of hunter and prey,

dream and world, blood and spirit. It's really

spectacular, isn't it? Have you ever heard

of anything like it in your life?"

In the space reserved for counselor's

comments, Boudreau scribbled "wolf nut"

and underlined it three times.

When Larry arrived at work the following

Monday, the security guard took his I.D.

card and, after consulting his log, asked

him to please wait a minute. The guard

picked up his phone and asked the oper-

ator for management. "This is station six.

Mr. Lawrence Chambers has just arrived."

The guard listened quietly to a voice on the

line. He snapped his pencil against the

desk in four-four time.

Finally, he put down the phone and said,

"I'm sorry I'll have to keep the card. Would

you please follow me?"

They walked down the hall to payroll.

Larry signed for his final paycheck and, in

a separate envelope, another check for

n employee compensation.

When Larry returned home it was barely

ten a.m. He cleared old newspapers from

the stoop, unbound and opened the whit-

est, most recent one. He read for a few

minutes, then refolded the paper and

placed it with the others next to the fire-

place. He picked up Harrington and Pa-

quet's Wolves ol the World and put it down
again. He got up and walked into the

kitchen. Dishes piled in the sink, four -full

bags of trash. The few dishes remaining in

the dishwasher were swirled with white

mineral deposits. In the refrigerator he

found a garlic bulb with long green shoots,

an empty bottle of Worcestershire sauce,

an egg. He drank stale apple juice from

the plastic green pitcher and continued

making his rounds. In the bathroom: tooth-

paste, toothbrush, eye drops, Mercuro-

chrome, Sherryl's pH-balanced Spring

Mountain shampoo, his electric razor. All

the clothes and toys were gone from Car-

oline's room. Over the bed the poster of a

wolf gazed down at him, its eyes sharp,

canny, primitively alert.

He tried to watch television. People won
sailboats and trash compactors on game
shows, cheated each other and plotted fi-

nancial coups on soap operas. After a while

he got up again and returned to the bath-

room, opened the medicine cabinet. High

on the top shelf he found Sherryl's Seconal

in .a childproof bottle. He took two. Then he

got into bed.

Sometime after dawn he dreamed again

of the wolves, but this time the dream was

brief, fragmentary, detached. He viewed

the wolves from very far away. From atop

a high bluff, perhaps, or hidden behind

some bushes, like Jane Goodall. The
wolves moved down into the gully and

paused before a small stream, drinking.

Two cubs splashed and" chased one an-

other through the puddles. The other

wolves observed them dispassionately. The

sun was going down. Larry woke up. It was

just past six a.m.

He stayed indoors during the day. In the

evening, he walked to the corner Liquor

Mart to cash a check and purchase milk,

scotch, Stouffer's frozen dinners. Some-

times, remembering Sherryl and Caroline,

he turned the television up louder. It wasn't

their physical presence he missed—in fact,

he could hardly recall their faces anymore.

What he missed was the noise: the clatter

of dishes, the constant whir and jingle of

mechanical toys.

Soundless, the air seemed thinner, stal-

er, somewhat oppressive, as if he were

sealed inside an airtight crystal vault. The

silence invested everything—walls, furni-

ture, a diminishing vial of Seconal, large

empty bedrooms, even the mindless chat-

ter of the Flintstones on television. He drank

his beer beside the front window and

watched the dust swirl soundlessly in the

soundless shafts of light, recalling the

wolves and the soundless expanse of white

ice where not only sound but even aroma

and texture seemed to be leaking from the

dream's landscape like atmosphere from

cracks in some domed underwater city. In

the mornings, he hardly recalled his

dreams at all anymore. Sporadic glimpses

of wolf, prey, sky, moon—spliced mean-

inglessly like the frames of some surrealist

montage. He smoked three packs of cig-

arettes a day, just to give his hands
something to do. He consumed scotch,

Seconal, Cheese Puffs, Cornnuts, Cracker

Jack. He listened to all-talk radio, watched

reruns of The Mod Squad, Mannix, Mis-

sion: Impossible. Eventually his dreams

disappeared entirely; sleep became a

damp, visionless place where nothing ever

happened. Formlessness, darkness, void.

Sleep came to signify only lapse, attenua-

tion, death; he began alternating scotch

with hot coffee, Seconal with Nodoz.

Whenever he felt the darkness surfacing

in him, its immense and irreproachable si-

lence, his heart quickened, he started up

in bed. He couldn't dream unless he slept;

he couldn't sleep unless he dreamed. He
lay in bed hour after hour watching the sky

beyond the bedroom curtains grow light,

dark, light again. Anxiety gripped his chest

sometimes; he could hardly breathe; his

heart palpitated disconcertingly. He tried

to remember the wolf's image and re-

membered only pictures in books. He tried

to taste the prey's warm blood and tasted

only yesterday's Chicken McNuggets. He
sought the sky's map and discovered

only the bedroom's close, humid walls. He
threw back the damp, heavy blankets, re-
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turned to the living room, drew open the

curtains. It was night again. In order to re-

gain the real, he must dispel the illusion:

newspapers, furniture, unswept carpets,

Sherryl's letter, easy liquidity, books. The

soiled beer mug trembled in his left hand;

he poured scotch with his right. Perhaps

he couldn't dispel the illusion, but he could

obscure it a little. He realized now that the

wolf wasn't evil, but rather man's dis-

avowal of it was. Violence wasn't in nature

but rather in the systematic repression of

nature. Madness isn't the dream but rather

a world deprived of the dream, Larry

thought, selected a stale pretzel from a

bowl, chewed, and gazed out the window

at dim, empty streets where occasional

streetlamps illuminated silent, unoccupied

cars parked along the curbs. The moon
made a faint impression against the high

screen of fog. Distant sirens wailed, dogs

barked loudly, and in their homes the pop-

ulation slept fitfully, often assisted by Sec-

onal and Dilantin, descending through soft,

penetrable layers of sleep, seeking that

fugitive half world in which they struggled

to dream beneath the repressive shadows

of the real.

The following Sunday Marty Cabrillo

drove to Ralph's in Fairfax, loaded four full

bags of groceries into his Toyota station

wagon, and drove to Larry's house on Clif*

ton Avenue. The front yard was brown and

overgrown; aluminum garbage "cans,
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streaked with orange rust, lay overturned

in the alley. Dormant snails studded the

front of the house, their slick, intricate trails

glistening in the sunlight. Marty knocked,

rang the bell a few times. The door was
slightly ajar, and he pushed it open.

A pyramid of bundled newspapers
blocked the door but permitted him to

squeeze through. In the living room, torn

magazines and moldy dishes lay strewn

across the sofa, chairs, and floor. The tele-

phone receiver was off the hook, wailing

faintly like a distant, premonitory siren. At

first the room seemed oddly dispropor-

tionate, as if the furniture had been rear-

ranged. Then he noticed Larry asleep on

the middle of the floor, his head propped

by a sofa cushion, his arm wrapped around

the leg of the coffee table. "He must've lost

eighty pounds," Marty told Beatrice later

that night. "His"" clothes stank, and he hadn't

shaved or washed in I don't know how long.

And all I could think while I was looking at

him was, This is my fault. I'm responsible.

Me, Marty Cabrillo."

Marty followed the ambulance to St.

John's Hospital, wishing they would run the

siren. "Dehydration," the doctor told him,

and Marty paid the deposit on a private

room. Larry lay in a stiff, geometric white

bed, a glucose bottle hanging beside him,

a white tube connected to his arm by white

adhesive tape. Every so often the glucose

bottle bubbled. "We'll bring him along slow,

have him eating solid tood in a couple of

days. I think he's going to be all right," the

doctor said, and handed Marty another

form to sign.

"It's all my fault," Marty said when Larry

regained consciousness the next morn-

ing. "Look. I brought you some books to

read. And the flowers are from Sherryl. Be-

atrice got In touch with, her this morning,

and she's on her way here right this minute.

The worst is over, pal; I promise. The worst

is all behind you."

Later Sherryl told him, "We missed you.

Caroline missed you. / missed you. Oh,

Larry. You just look so awful." Sherryl laid

her head in Larry's lap and cried, hugging

him. Silently Larry stroked her long blond

hair. Sherryl had been staying with her sis-

ter Evelyn in Burbank and worked as a

secretary at one of the studios. Her boss

was a flushed, obese man who put his

sweating hand on her knee while she took

dictation, or snuck up behind her every

once in a while and gave her a sharp pinch.

"Loosen up, relax; life's short," he told her.

Caroline hated her new nursery school and

cried every day. Sherryl's sister started

bringing home the classified pages and

pointing out to her the best bets on her own
apartment. Andy had promised to help out,

but every time Sherryl called his oftice, An-

dy's secretary said he was still out of town

on business. And then one of the Volvo's

tires went flat, and in all the rush of moving

she found she had misplaced her triple-A

card, and so she just started crying, right

there on the side of the freeway because it

seemed as if nothing, nothing ever went

right for her anymore.

"We need you, Larry," Sherryl said. "You

need us. I'm sorry what happened, but I

always loved you. It wasn't because I
didn't

love you. And Marty thinks he can get your

old job back—"
Marty leaned forward, whispered.

"He says he's certain, Larry. He's certain

he can get it back. Did you hear that,

honey? We're going to be happy again, un-

derstand? We're going to be happy again

just like before."

Sherryl brought Caroline home a few

weeks later.

"Is Daddy home?" Caroline asked.

"He's at work now, honey. But he'll be

back soon. He's missed you."

Caroline waited to be unbuckled and

climbed out of the car. The front yard was

green and delicate, the house repainted

yellow with blue trim. The place seemed
only dimly familiar, like the photograph

Mommy showed her once of where she

lived when she was born.

"All your toys are in your room, sweet-

heart. Be good and play for a while. Mom-
my'll fix dinner."

Caroline's room had been repainted, too.

Over her bed hung a bright new Yosemite

Sam poster. She opened her oak toy chest.

Inside, toys were boxed and neatly ar-

ranged, just like on shelves at the toy store.

She went into the bedroom and looked at

Daddy's bookcase. The large picture books



were gone, along with their photographs of

wolves and deer and rabbits and forests

and men with rifles, and hairy, misshapen

primitive men. Bent paperbacks had re-

placed them. Their covers depicted beau-

tiful men and women, Nazi insignia, secret

dossiers, demonic children, cowboys on

horses, murder weapons.

She heard the front door open.

"Hi, honey. Sorry I'm late. I
ran into Andy

Prytowsky on the bus—remember him?

Anyway, I told him I'd drop by his office

tomorrow. I figure it's time we started some

sort of college fund for Caroline. Andy

thinks he can work us a little tax break. Oh,

and look what else. I bought us some wine.

For later."

Caroline walked halfway down the hall.

Mommy and Daddy stood at the door,

kissing.

"There she is. There's my little girl"

Daddy lifted her high into the air. His face

seemed strange and unfamiliar, like the

front of the house.

"So how have you been, sweetheart?"

Daddy put her down.

"I'll finish dinner," Sherryl said.

"Come and sit down." Daddy led her to

the sofa. "Tell me what you've been up to.

Did you have fun at Aunt Evelyn's?"

Caroline picked a scab on her knee "I

guess so."

"What do you want to do? We might go

e later. Would you like that?"

Caroline clasped her hands. Here is the

church, here is the steeple. When you open

the doors you see all the people.

"What should we do right now? Do you

want to play a game? Do you want me to

read you one of your Dr. Seuss books?"

Caroline thought for a while. Daddy's

large, rough hand ran through her hair,

snagging it. Gently she pushed his hand

away. "I want to watch television," she said

after a while.

Three nights a week Larry and Marty

went to the YMCA together. Sherryl began

subscribing to Sunset magazine, and each

evening over dinner they discussed a new

home or at least improvements on their

present one. Finally Marty suggested they

buy into his Shasta property. "Betty and I

don't make it up there more than three or

four times a year. The rest of the time it'd

be all yours." Larry took out a second mort-

gage, paid Marty a lump sum, and began

sharing the monthly payments. The first few

months they drove up to Shasta nearly

every weekend. Then Larry received a

promotion, which required him to make
weekly trips to Bakersfield. "I'm really

bushed from all this driving," he told Sher-

ryl. "Let's try and make Shasta next week-

end instead." Caroline started grade school

in the fall. Sherryl joined an ERA support

group and went to meetings two nights

each week. Occasionally Larry spent the

night in Bakersfield and drove directly from

there to work the following morning.

'All I told Conklin was I've got a mer-

chandise deficit from his store three months

in a row. It wasn't like I called him a thief or

anything. I just wanted an explanation. I'm

entitled to that much, don't you think? It's

my job, right?"

"I'm sure he didn't mean it, Larry." Sher-

ryl sat on the sofa and smoked a cigarette.

"He was probably just upset."

"I'm sure he was upset. I'm sure he was."

Larry sat at the dining room table. The ta-

ble was covered with inventories, billing

statements, and large gray Accogrip bind-

ers. His briefcase sat open on the chair be-

side him. "And now I'm a little upsef, all

right? Is that all right with you?"

"I'm sure you are, Larry. I was just saying

maybe he didn't mean it, that's all. That's

all I said."

Larry put down his pencil. "No. I don't

think that's all you said."

Sherryl saw the TV Guide on the coffee

table, considered picking it up.

"What you said was I'm imagining things.

Isn't that what you said?"

Sherryl crushed out her cigarette. "Larry,

I
really wish you'd stop snapping at me

every time you're mad at somebody." She

got up and went to the end of the hall. "Car-

oline? Aren't you supposed to be in bed,

young lady?"
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Caroline's door squeaked shut. Sherry!

watched the parallelogram of light on the

hall floor diminish to a tine yellow line. 'And
turn off those lights, Caroline. And I mean
right this minute."

In high school Billy Mason had a crush
on me, Sherryl thought, but I wouldn't give

him the lime of day. Thai morning she had
seen Billy's picture on the cover of Soft-

ware World af'the supermarket.
"What

I mean, Larry, is that you're not the

only one who has a bad day some-
times

—

"

Sherryl was turning to face him again
when the telephone rang.

"Sometimes my day hasn't been that hoi

either," she said, and retreated to the tele-

phone, picked up the receiver. "Hello?"

"Hi. Hello," the voice said. "I was hoping
Mr. Chambers would be in. Mr. Lenny
Chambers? Is that right?"

"It's Larry Chambers, and this is his wife.

Who's this?"

"Oh, that's right. Of course. Larry."

"Who is it?" Larry asked.

Sherryl gazed expressionlessly over
Larry's head at the dining room window
and, beyond, the 7-Eleven marquee. The
voice on the other end of the telephone
filled her ears like radio static. "— I mean,
sorry, I just had the article here a moment
ago, let me see. .

. . Look, just tell him Hun-
gry Bear called, and by the time he's called

back I'll have found it again,
I promise—

oh, wait, in fact, this is it right here—no,

sorry, that's not it. Well, tell him Jim called.

That's Jim Prideux
—

"

Sherryl looked around at the kitchen. She
had forgotten to clean up after dinner. The
sink was filled with dirty dishes, the coun-
tertop littered with bread crumbs. Stray

Cheerios from the morning breakfast had
attached themselves like barnacles to the

Formica table. She pulled up a chair and
sat down, feeling suddenly very tired. She
had been looking forward to a television

movie all week, and now, by the time she
finished cleaning, the show would be
practically half over. She feit like saying to

hell with it, to hell with all of it—Larry, Car-
oline, dishes, vacuuming. And particularly

to hell with this stranger's voice buzzing in

her ear about wolves, Navaho deities, ir-

repressible dreams of wolves.
, , . It was

like they wouldn't leave you alone for one
minute, they wouldn't lei you forget. Mim-
eographed postal broadsides from the

North American Society for ihe Preserva-

tion of Wolves. PBS documentaries, com-
mon vernacular: wolf whistles, Wolfman
Jack, wolfing down food. And then these

incessant crackpots, dozens and dozens
of them, it seemed, calling every hour of

the day and night. Woives, wolves, wolves.

Wolves everywhere, she thought, and
strengthened her grip on the receiver. "Lis-

ten to me, Mr. Bear, or Mr. Prideux, or Mr.

Whoever You Are," she said. "Listen to me
for one minute, and I'll say this as nicely as
I can. Please don't call here anymore. Lar-

ry's not interested; I'm not interested.

Frankly, Mr. Bear, I just don't think any-
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body's interested. I don't think anybody's

interested at all."

In Sherryl's dream men and wolves loped

together across the white plain. Larry was

there, and Caroline and Andy and Evelyn

and Marty and Beatrice. Sherryl recog-

nized the mailman, newspaper boy, super-

market employees, former boyfriends and

lovers. Even her parents were keeping

pace with wolves under the cold moon-

light. Everybody was dressed as usual: The

men wore slacks, ties, cuff links, and

starched shirts; the women, skirts, blouses,

jewelry, and high heels. Caroline carried

one of her toys; Andy, his briefcase; Marty,

his racquetball racket; and Larry, one of

his largest gray Accogrip binders. Sherryl

carried a greasy spatula in her right hand,

a tarnished coffeepot in her left. "We forgot

to schedule Caroline's dental appoint-

ment," she told Larry. "When I was a child

you treated me as if I were stupid," she told

her father, "but I wasn't stupid." The sky is

filled with stars, she told Davey Stewart,

her high-school sweetheart. The Milky Way:

the Wolf's Trail. But nobody responded,

nobody even seemed to notice her. The

bright air was laced with the spoor of car-

ibou. She felt a sudden elbow in her back.

She turned and awoke in a dark room, a

stiff bed. I forgot the shopping today, she

thought. There isn't any milk in the house

or any coffee.

Beside her in bed the man moved slowly.

Sherryl sat up, her pupils gradually di-

lating. Eventually she discerned the motel

room's clean, uncluttered angles. The thin

and fragile dressing table, water glasses

wrapped in wax paper, hot plate, alumi-

num hot cocoa packets.

"What's the matter, baby?" Andrew sat

up beside her, his arm encircling herwaist.

"Nightmare? Tell me, sweetheart. You can

tell lover." He kissed her neck, stroked her

warm stomach.

"Please, Andy. Not now. Please." Sherryl

climbed out of bed. Her clothes lay folded

on a wooden chair,

"Sorry. Forget it." Andrew rolled over,

adjusted his pillow, and listened to the rus-

tle of Sherryl's clothing.

Sherryl" stood at the window, gazing

through the blinds. Stars and moon were

occluded by a high haze of lamplight She

heard the distant hissing of street sweep-

ers and pulled on her blouse. Then she

heard the rain begin. It drummed hollowly

against the thin plywood door.

Andrew took his watch from the end ta-

ble. The luminous dial said almost two a.m.

"I'll call you," he said.

"No," she said. "I'll call you this time. I

need to be alone for a few days. I need

time to think."

She opened the door and stepped into

the rain. They always do that, she thought.

They have to be the ones who call; they

have to decide-where you'll meet, where

you'll go. She pulled her coat collar up over

her new perm, gripped the iron banister,

and descended one step at a time on

darkling high heels. Puddles gathered on

warped cement stairs. "It's as if we don't

have any brains of our own," Sherryl imag-

ined herself telling Evelyn. "It's as if we have

to be told everything." By the time she

climbed into her Volvo, the rain had ab-

ruptly ceased. Her coat was soaked

through, and she laid it across the back-

seat to dry.

At this hour the streets were practically

deserted. She drove past a succession of

shops and restaurants: Bob's Big Boy, Li'l

Pickle Sandwiches, Al's Exotic Birds,

Ralph's Market. Inside Long's Drugs empty

aisles of hair supplies, petfood, household

appliances, and vitamin supplements were

illuminated by pale, watery fluorescents like

the inside of an aquarium. Suddenly Sher-

ryl recalled the overdue library book she

had discovered under the bed that morn-

ing. The book was entitled Lakota Myth and

Ritual, and opening it to a random page,

she had found a brief passage highlighted

with a yellow Magic Marker. "The man who

dreams of the wolf is not very much on his

guard," the book said. "But the man
haughtily closes his eyes, for he is very

much on his guard."

As she turned onto Beverly Glen, her

high beams, sweeping an alleyway, re-

flected off a pair of attentive red eyes. It's

like they can't let you forget, like they can't

let you forget for a minute, Sherryl thought,

and heard the wolves emerge from alleys,

abandoned buildings, underground park-

ing garages, their black, callused paws

pattering like rain against the damp streets.

They loped alongside her car for short dis-

tances, trailed off to gobble stray snails and

mice, paused to bite and scratch their fleas.

Sherryl refused to look, driving on

through the deserted city. She didn't need

to look; she knew they were everywhere.

Alternating traffic lights cast shifting pat-

terns and colors across glimmering as-

phalt like rotating spotlights on aluminum

Christmas trees. Wolves, men, lovers, cars,

streets, cities, worlds, stars. The real and

the unreal, the true and the untrue. Unless

you're careful it all starts looking like a

dream, it all seems pretty strange and im-

possible, she thought, while all across the

city the wolves began to howl.DO
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volume report devoted only one para-

graph to manned expeditions to other

planets. But in the early Eighties, bolstered

by the efforts of a grass-roots movement

called the Mars Underground and the de-

velopment of the Planetary Society's Mars

Institute and the subsequent conferences

on the issue, interest burgeoned.

Last summer, NASAs Leadership Initia-

tives study, chaired by former astronaut

Sally Ride, concluded that "exploring,

prospecting, and settling Mars" should be

the ultimate objectives of human explora-

tion. Also, NASA just recently organized an

Office of. Exploration for studying ad-

vanced robotic and human exploration of

Mars in detail. President Reagan directed

NASA this year with a budget of $100 mil-

lion to initiate a research-and-develop-

ment program that includes the study of

"safe and productive human missions to

the moon, Mars, and other planets." And

Soviet general secretary Mikhail Gor-

bachev endorsed human exploration of

Mars at joint U.S.-Soviet summit meetings

in the USSR and in Washington last No-

vember and December, respectively.

Resuscitating a dispirited NASA, still

reeling from massive budget cuts and the

Challenger disaster, is one of the goals ad-

vocated in the document. But more impor-

tantly, the declaration stresses that a mis-

sion to Mars' would provide long-sought-

after answers to questions about weather

formation and the causes of climatic

changes such as ice ages, which the earth

passes through periodically.

Exploration will also aid the search for

present and past life forms and the under-

standing of Martian landforms. And Mars

may offer a new purpose for the U.S. space

station—needed (or in-orbit assembly of

an interplanetary transfer vehicle or vehi-

cles and for the study of long-duration life

support for space travelers. The docu-

ment stresses, as well, that a mission to

Mars would be a realistic opportunity for

the United States and the Soviet Union to

collaborate on a project with other nations.

"The world needs a large project that

human beings as a whole can feel part of,"

says science-fiction writer Isaac Asimov.

"If the United States and the Soviet Union

were to combine in the exploration and

settlement of the solar system beginning

with a trip to Mars, it might well be that in

this great task, the petty differences on our

tiny planet will be forgotten, and we can

form a united world at last."

Asked why he signed the declaration

and supports the exploration of Mars, To-

night Show host Johnny Carson says sim-

ply, "It's too crowded in Malibu."DO

The full declaration and a list of slgnees can

be obtained by writing to the Planetary Six -

ety. Mars Campaign, 65 North Catalina Ave-

nue, Pasadena, CA 91106.
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of the world. 'As near as I could figure out,"

Bruce recalls, "we were failing to preserve

the earth's resources. And because of hu-

man greed and distribution problems, a lot

of people were lacking food and energy."

Then Bruce read O'Neill's classic book

The High Frontier, and it changed his life.

He was so impressed with O'Neill's outline

for a new economic and social frontier in

space that he passed the book along to

Paul. It changed Paul's life as well. Indeed

the Roth brothers underwent a spiritual re-

birth. "O'Neill aroused me from my dog-

matic slumber," says Bruce. "His writing

encouraged us to break away from our

planetary consciousness and to help build

new worlds in space." Since then, Paul, now

forty-one, and Bruce, thirty-nine, have

poured all their money and most of their

energy into their new company, Orbital

Transport Services, Inc.

For the Roths, the decision to devote their

lives to space came on April 18, 1985—the

day their father died. "Paul and I
were talk-

ing about how our father spent his whole

life doing things he hated," remembers

Bruce, who does most of the philosophiz-

ing for the two bearded brothers. 'And we

decided not to do the same thing."

In May 1986 they launched their new

company based on the mass-driver idea

conceived by O'Neill. These days the Roth

brothers spend their time taking on con-

tracting jobs, raising money by courting

private investors, and adapting their men-

tor's electromagnetic launch system to

shoot not packets of dirt but "cargo car-

riers" off the surface of the earth. The car-

riers themselves, coated with an icy shield

to prevent loss of velocity and mass in the

atmosphere, would be launched from the

side of a mountain. The payloads inside:

fuel, solar cells, and supplies, first directed

to NASAs space station and then to entre-

preneurial facilities dotting the skies.

Unlike AMROC and conventional mis-

sile companies, however, Orbital Transport

won't be launching its vehicles from mili-

tary basest Instead the Roths will have to

build their own facility with two key require-

ments in mind: They must find a mountain

that will accommodate the long, angled

tunnel necessary to ensure the proper

launch trajectory; and they must find a site

near the eguator, because being close to

the center of the earth's rotational spin will

make it easier for the cargo carriers to break

through the atmosphere.

The brothers are currently, looking at two

primary launch sites: Mauna Loa volcano

in Hawaii and the northern tip of the Yorke

Peninsula in Australia. Once they choose

a site, Paul and his wife will move there to

get things started. "I've sold my house and

am pretty much packed and ready to go,",

he says. Bruce will stay behind in Phoenix

to raise funds and run the company's day-

to-day operations. He hopes, for instance,
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to guarantee the company an ongoing in-

come by spinning off mass-driver technol-

ogy intaa powerful linear motor that could

replace traditional motors in everything

from cooling systems to manufacturing.

The Rolhs are optimistic about their proj-

ect. "Every study we've seen indicates it

can be done," says Bruce.

Most of the new low-cost rockefs aim to

take payloads to low Earth orbit. But Or-

bital Sciences Corporation, a company

founded by David Thompson and his part-

ners, intends to take the trip one step far-

ther—from low Earth orbit to high orbit,

where satellites can fly above the interfer-

ence of the atmosphere, and interplane-

tary craft can more easily escape Ine grav

itational pull of the earth. The rocket to

perform Ihis yeoman's duty, transporting

spacecraft from the shuttle or from Titan

rockels to higher orbits, has been dubbed

the Transfer Orbit Stage launch vehicle; or

TOS. TOS already has an assignment In

1992 it will put a scientific spacecraft—

^Converted

to gigantic free-floating

greenhouses,

ETCO Inc.'s shuttle fuel tanks

could provide

botanists with lab facilities

for germination

and rooting experiments^

NASAs Mars Observer— on an eleven-

month trajectory to Mars.

Thompson started his space career

back in 1972, when, as a Spartanburg,

South Carolina, high-school senior, he built

a rocket from off-the-shelf parts. Aided by

family, friends, and teachers, he launched

the six-foot-long missile from a peaceful

pasture near his home, The craft's lone

passenger for the half-mile trip through the

atmosphere: a monkey. Electronic sensors

monitored the animal's vital signs and re-

layed the information back lo Thompson at

his version of mission control. Afterward,

both rockei and monkey parachuted safely

back to Earth, and the flight was pro-

nounced a success.

Years later, while earning an MBA at

Harvard, Thompson was part ol a NASA-

funded research program to entice private

industry into space. If this country's space

effort was to succeed, Thompson's group

told NASA, we had to encourage entrepre-

neurs to enter the new frontier.

Today, in a modern, mirrored-glass

building in the wooded Virginia suburbs

near Washington, DC, he talks about his

firm's early success. Behind him is a framed

photo of his first experimental rocket—the

high-school science project. On the walls

are artists' renderings of his first real

rocket—TOS. Thanks in part to sales to

NASA, Orbital Sciences turned a profit in

1986 and has been increasing its earnings

annually. Moreover, NASA has abandoned

a similar program in whfbh it would have

manufactured aTOS-like rocket, and com-

mitted to using Orbital Sciences products

and services instead. "This is a major

breakthrough for the entrepreneurs,"

Thompson says. "We think we are pioneer-

ing a trail for businesspeople in space."

After developing the rockets to get into

space, entrepreneurs are now considering

moving research efforts up there as well.

The potential benefits of R&D in gravity-

free environments are immense. Scientists

say fhey can grow larger and better-gual-

ity crystals in space to create revolutionary

new pharmaceuticals and electronic ma-

terials. They can blend substances that

would normally separate in Earth's gravity,

creating pure new materials, including very

high performance semiconductors. AnO

they can test biological reactions to the rig-

ors of space-

Some of these applications had been

enthusiastically explored by government

researchers and companies that sent up

experiments on Ihe space shuttle before

the Challenger accident. But the ground-

ing of the shuttle also grounded commer-

cial experiments, creating a backlog of

customers and experiments waiting to go

up into space. Until the space station is

launched in approximately 1997, there will

be a research void.

And waiting to fill that gap are the entre-

preneurs. Robert Citron, an aerospace en-

gineer who helped establish and later

managed the Smithsonian Institution's Pre-

cision Optical Satellite Tracking Network,

for instance, has developed a pressurized

.
cabin for conducting scientific experi-

ments in space. Manufactured by

SPACEHAB, Inc.. the company founded by

Citron, the cabin takes the form of a pre-

fabricated module that fits perfectly into the

space shuttle's cargo bay, where it would

remain for the duration of the flight. Each

module is iitted with 72 lockers for experi-

ments and an additional 1,000 cubic feet

of work space. Sometimes referred to as

the "space can," the module would open

up a bigger area tor research and devel-

opment within the shuttle even as it pro-

vided more elbow room for astronauts

going about their daily routines.

Citron first hit oh the idea four years ago,

when he proposed using the cabin to fly

tourists. But NASA nixed the tourism idea

and Citron conceived the R&D alternative.

Citron's brainchild seems a likely success.

When President Reagan announced his

commercial space initiative, he specifi-

cally cited SPACEHAB as a promising new

venture, instructing NASA to make room

for the module on a space-available basis.

The first SPACEHAB lab will ily on a sched-

uled June 1991 shuttle mission, and two



more are scheduled over ihe following two

years. Citron hopes that by the mid-Nine-

ties, SPACEHAB will be flying on three to

four shuttle trips a year.

And SPACEHAB may not be alone. If the

federal government has its way, a larger,

free-flying laboratory could get off the

ground by 1992. Near term, a cheap, no-

frills minilab could provide additional re-

search facilities in space. Longer term,

such a "space shack" could be expanded

in increments to become a twenty-first-

century orbiting industrial park.

The concept is so attractive, in fact, that

the White House has even said it would

spend $700 million to lease quarters on

such a private space lab. Front-runners for

the federal business: Joseph P Allen, the

space shuttle astronaut; Maxime Faget,

considered the Henry Ford of space vehi-

cle design; and James D. Calaway, a thirty-

one-year-old Oxford University philosophy

graduate and space nut. Their company,

Space Industries Inc., is currently devel-

oping a space lab the size of a bus.

Space Industries started seven years

ago when Calaway, then twenty-four, was

brunching.with a couple of friends. The

three decided io enter an industry that

didn't even exist by building their own

space station. The determined philosophy

student, in need of credibility (his studies

on the "verfical migration of man" weren't

appealing to investors), approached Faget,

who had worked on the Mercury, Gemini,

Apollo, and space shuttle craft. A! sixty-

six, Fagetwas drawn by Calaway's energy.

He, in turn, recruited Allen, who, as a crew

member of the shuttle Columbia in 1982

and the Discovery in 1984, was on the first

mission that took satellites to orbit and the

firsl that brought them back.

Today, wilh all the pieces in place, it looks

as if the Space Industries lab—dubbed the

Industrial Space Facility—will be a go. 'The

facility won't be pretty," Allen admits, "but

it will be efficient," Because of its simplicity

and compact size, the lab carries a bar-

gain price tag of $500 million to $700 mil-

lion, compared with up to $25 billion for the

NASA space station "The country sure

could use a rent-a-platform like ours as it

gets its space act together," Allen remarks.

"Besides, it would be pretty dumb fo put

all our eggs in the space station basket.

That's what we did with Ihe space shuttle,

and look what happened."

The technology is not complicated. The

35-foot-long by 14.5-foot-wide pressurized

vessel would include racks and lockers for

research projects. Energy for the experi-

ments would be supplied by a 200-foot-

long array of solar panels producing 10,800

watts of electricify.

Since the canister has no life-support

system, astronauts would check on ihe ex-

periments two or three times a year when

the facility docks with the shuttle. At other

times', most of the research would be car-

ried out by robots. Ultimately the lab could

be expanded sixfold to accommodate in-

creased R&D applications.

As the chain of units grows larger, the

experiments will become more sophisti-

cated as well. And, Space Industries

hopes, successful research projects will

ultimately pave the way to full-scale man-

ufacturing of unique drugs, semi-conduc-

tors, and compounds in space.

One day soon, entrepreneurs will mar-

ket tanks many times larger than Allen's

bus-size shack. In fact, Thomas F Rogers

and his company External Tanks Corpo-

ration, or ETCO Inc. , want to transform used

shuttle fuel tanks into orbiting habitats

where people could dwell. The 15-story

tanks are normally used just to carry most

of the fuel for the shuttle's three main en-

gines and are jettisoned minutes into the

flight. The tanks burn to cinders as they

tumble through the atmosphere into the sea.

Rogers wants to recover the tanks in or-

bif before they fall to Earth, and convert

them into pressurized, habitable space

"condos," laboratories, or whatever any-

body happens to need. Converted to giant.

QJames Kuhl and

his company, Celestis Group

Inc., want to send

the ashes of the deceased

into orbit The

remains would be loaded

into capsules

and placed atop a rocket.^

free-floating greenhouses, for instance, the

tanks could provide botanists with facilities

lor germination and rooting experiments.

Or several tanks could be linked together

to create massive industrial parks. "We are

in the real-estate business," declares Rog-

ers, a physicist and electronics engineer

who helped found MIT's Lincoln Labora-

tory and later served as deputy director of

defense research and engineering for Ihe

defense secretary and as an advisor to

NASA. "We intend to open up space to the

public at larger

If his claim sounds grandiose, the bot-

tom-line economics make sense. Each of

the tanks costs $30 million to build. And it

would cost at least an additional $300 mil-

lion just to carry an equivalent structure into

space. So each tank recovered in orbii and

turned into some kind of practical facility

would save the one third of a billion dollars

it would cost just fo gel a similar-size ves-

sel info space.

"All we want to do is preserve these for

the future," explains Rogers, who speaks

with the fervor of a preacher. "We can store

them high enough up so that when we need

them; they're there.

"It's inevitable that space will be devel-

oped," adds Rogers. 'And the United Stales

can play a truly unique role by making sure

as many of our people get involved in

space as possible."

Indeed, as space opens up to the Amer-

ican entrepreneur, the multiplicity of ven-

tures will be vast. The travel industry, for

instance, is already represented by T C.

Swartz's Space Expeditions Inc. of Seattle,

which has begun signing up travelers for

the first package tour to leave the earth.

For a mere $50,000. plus a $2,000 training

fee, travelers will be treated to an eight- to

12-hour flight and six days of orientation

and debriefing. "We continue to receive

new bookings," says Swartz. About 200

adventurers have paid deposits of $200 to

reserve a space on the first flights, sched-

uled for the mid-Nineties.

And if space buffs don't gel to travel into

the heavens while thay are alive, they can

rest there eternally after they are dead.

James Kuhl and his company Celestis

Group Inc. of Melbourne, Florida, want to

send the ashes of the deceased into orbit.

Individuals can sign up in advance fo send

their earthly remains to Ihe stars. Or rela-

tives could pay $3,900 to deliver their loved

one's remains into eternity. "We would

probably send up about 10,000 at a lime,"

says Kuhl, who has been in the cemetery

business for years. "We've been contacted

by a lot of people eager to do this before

they die." The cremated remains would be

loaded into aluminum capsules and placed

atop a rocket.

With all this traffic, commercial space-

ports will eventually be everywhere—on

the earth and circling the moon and Mars.

They will service space travelers and pro-

vide launch facilities, fuel slaiions, and

storage depots. By the year 2000, space

commerce and income from supporling

ground sysiems will total more than $1 1 bil-

lion and possibly as much as $19 billion (in

today's dollars), according Io CSP Asso-

ciates, Inc. in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Politicians in Florida, Hawaii, and Australia

are so eager to gel a piece of the action

lhat they may offer subsidies to build launch

sites in their areas.

As entrepreneurs build up the space in-

frastructure, bona tide colonization will be-

gin. "Expect to see the start-up of such

businesses as the Celestial Food Supply

Company and the Orbital Power and Light

Company," predicts Peter E. Glaser, vice

president of Arlhur D. Little Inc., another

Cambridge markei research firm.

Ultimately a new breed of pioneer will

colonize space, just as last century's pi-

oneers settled on the western frontier of

this country. Once the rockets are flying,

the labs are orbiting, and the external tanks

are converted into habitable environ-

ments,' workers who can't find jobs on Earth

will relocate to space, where industry will

be as rich and multifarious as industry on

Earth. "The next billionaires will be made

in space," says Amroc's Koopman. "The

skies are paved with gold."DQ
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satisfied because I'm sure in ihese four

years, I'm going to create more new prop-

erty owners than have been created in the

last twenty years. Eighty thousand houses

in four years. I'm sure that Costa Rica will

be the first Western society in Latin Amer-

ica. I have it in mind to provide not only

houses but also the means of production.

Many Costa Ricans can see an improve-

ment in their standard of living, not neces-

sarily through a raise in wages bui by ob-

taining dividends from stocks, becoming

new shareholders, li I
accomplish this huge

reform during these four years, I'll be totally

realized because I think a more egalitarian

society and a better distribution of wealth

is the best antidote to communism—and

exotic ideologies in general.

Omni: Supposing once more that you were

president of the United States, what would

be your priorities in foreign policy?

Arias: To be more consistent with whatever

policies were decided upon. In U.S. policy

toward Latin America, for example, thedis-

course is. "We are in favor of democracy,

and democracy is for us our most precious

value." But if you look back at recent his-

tory, you'll find that the United States has

not always cared about democracy in this

subcontinent. The United States was not

worried about the Trujillos, Somozas, or

Batistas. So I would be more consistent in

what I preached and what
I
did.

Omni: What is the human condition going

to be like two generations from today? Do

you see aworld culture emerging?

Arias: I see more diversification. The gap

between the rich and the poor is increas-

ing. I don't see solidarity prevailing over

selfishness. I don't see that the rich of the

North, both capitalists and socialists,' are

really concerned about the developing

southern world. The meeting at Cancun in

1981 was a failure.

Omni: What about the so-called humani-

tarian aid to the contras?

Arias: I think in the United States there's a

sense of moral responsibility for the con-

tras—that they shouldn't be abandoned.

Well, we'll see what happens. My impres-

sion is thai this humanitarian aid might be

used by the Sandinistas as one more ex-

cuse [not to uphold the cease-fire]. But if

the cease-fire continues, there will be no

need for even humanitarian aid to the con-

tras. Bui I hope peace will be maintained

in Central America because this is one of

the last opportunities. If the current presi-

dents don't maintain a settlement, it is going

to be very difficult for our successors. They

might be less committed to peace than we

are. Those who did not sign Ihe Guatemala

Accord might nol feel committed to com-

ply with that accord. So we might have a

long, long, long war here in the region. This

would be sad indeed; it might be like such

parts of the world as the Middle East or the

Persian Gull, where there's been war for

more than a thousand years.

One important step now is talking to the

Cubans and Soviets. We know that as long

as Ihey continue supporting the guerrillas

in Guatemala and El Salvador, we won't

have peace in the region. They also have

to assume responsibility if we want to pac-

ify the region. I don't know what I'll do yet,

but I
might visit [Castro in] Havana or [Gor-

bachev in] Moscow.

Omni: You've said of Nicaragua that it's the

first time a Marxist regime has tried to

evolve from a dictatorship into a democ-

racy. There are indications that Gorbachev

may have embarked on a similar course.

What is your vision of the possibility of de-

mocracy in the Soviet Union?

Arias: First of all, let's remember that all

dictators need an enemy In the case of

Nicaragua, certainly, the enemy is the con-

tras. That's why I've tried to convince all

those people who support the contras that

we should get rid of the excuse—which

has been exploited by the Sandinistas with

a lot of very convincing publicity—that they

can't comply with the Guatemala Accord

because of the military threat of the con-

tras. When I'm asked if I
trust the Sandinis-

tas when they promise to democratize Nic-

aragua, my usual reply is that they

committed themselves to the democrati-

zation of Nicaragua reluctantly—very much

.against their will— because they were put

up against the wall.

Daniel o'rtega has had to risk his

power—not only risk his power but give up

his power. This is the difference between

Ortega and all the other communist lead-

ers since 1917. No one before Ortega was

put against the wall and consequently

committed himself to democracy—-from

Lenin to Fidel. Nicaragua is the unique ex-

ception, and the greatness of the Guate-

mala Accord is that it speaks to that ex-

ception. That's why we should give it a

chance without providing more excuses to

Ortega so that he won't have to comply

with his commitments.

Now, about Gorbachev. Well, of course

[ read his book Perestroika. It doesn't im-

press me as much as it seems to have im-

pressed many people. He is recommend-

ing obvious suggestions for a more efficient

government or society. But it's obvious he's

not reneging on his Marxist ideology; he's

not admitting they failed as a one-party

system; he's not recommending that Marx-

ism be replaced by another ideology. He's

just admitting that it's not very efficient and

that a more efficient political system in the

Soviet Union can be achieved through de-

centralization. But that is the essence of

democracy. What Gorbachev is admitting

is that they've had the power concentrated

in a few hands, and it is a totalitarian gov-

ernment, And after seventy years of gov-

ernment they've realized it's inefficient. Let

us not be misunderstood. The Soviets have

realized they cannot cope with the aspira-

tions of a new generation who want and



deserve a better quality of life. They've also

realized they must reach an agreement with

the other superpowers so more of their own

money will be channeled to the satisfaction

of basic needs, instead of to building more

nuclear arms. Still, to Gorbachev the sys-

tem of elections is like a horse race with a

single horse. He is not prepared to accept

a pluralistic society. Ortega did. And if you

read the chapter on democratization in the

Guatemala Accord, what we had in mind

—

and Ortega knew perfectly well what he

was signing—was Western-style democ-

racy with free elections.

Now, returning to your question about the

future of Marxism: I have a very categori-

cal answer—Marxism is a failure. It's been

a failure in Cuba; it's going to be a failure

in Angola and in Mozambique. It's going to

be a total failure in Nicaragua. You can hide,

in a way, the failure of Marxism in Eastern

Europe because those countries were very

rich before becoming communistic. But in

poor, underdeveloped countries commu-

nism is not the answer. Costa Rica can

prove to the world that it's quite possible to

build a more egalitarian society and satisfy

basic needs under a democratic govern-

ment. If you compare Costa Rica with Cuba

in terms of education, housing, and na-

tional health, we have accomplished as

much as Fidel Castro has in the same

twenty-nine years that he has been in

power. The same things but without the

bloodshed. There is not one opponent of

my government in political exile, not one in

jail or buried because of his disagreement

with the ideology of the government.

How can the Nicaraguans understand

the price they're paying in the name of a

new ideology when they look at Costa Rica

and see that without bloodshed we've ac-

complished what they will not accomplish

in the next one hundred years? Average

Nicaraguans have the standard of living

they had in the early Thirties. In order to

recoup the standard of 1979, when So-

moza was ousted, the Nicaraguans will

have to wait sixty or seventy years. It's to-

tally ridiculous, ironic, and incomprehen-

sible. Marxism is simply not the best way

to create and distribute wealth in the most

effective and egalitarian way.

Omni: The world's population is now grow-

ing at the rate of eighty million a year. It will

reach ten billion by the year 2100. Most of

this population growth is taking place in

the Southern Hemisphere. Costa Rica,

however, has the lowest birthrate of all Latin

America. How do you account for this7

Arias: Well, perhaps Costa Rica is a good

example of how, if you implement the right

programs, you can easily cope with the

challenge of population growth. And Costa

Rica is a country that only twenty-five years

ago had one of the highest rates of popu-

lation growth in Latin America—almost four

percent. Now it's 2.4 percent, and we hope

this is going to decrease much more in the

near future. We now have a life expectancy

of seventy-five years, as high as that of any

industrialized country in Western Europe,
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Japan, or the United States. Our infant

mortality rate is one of the lowest in the

developing world.

The key, again, is to create more jobs.

We don't want to be a banana republic

anymore, and our children do not want to

work on banana plantations. That's why I've

introduced computers in every school. We
can prove to the rest of Latin America .that

we can become the most industrialized

nation in the region even though we're a

very small country in population and terri-

tory. I am optimistic that we can achieve

this because now that I've received the

Nobel Peace Prize, the people of the world

know who we are and the values we share.

The main challenge to population growth

is the distribution of wealth. Concerning

food, for instance— I am not afraid about

people starving in different parts of the

world because of lack of food. There is

plenty of food. But it is simply not distrib-

uted in a fair way. This is our main chal-

lenge to solve in the near future. That is

why it is so crucial for the Soviet Union and

the United States to talk. They've wasted

many years not talking to each other. It's

great to have achieved this agreement on

strategic weapons. But that is not enough

because it's really one of the great mad-

nesses of modern times that these two su-

perpowers continue to spend money on

nuclear arms.

We should do whatever is necessary to

decrease the growth of population. But

even now we have the resources and the

technology to satisfy the basic needs of

the population. But we are not channeling

our resources and technology toward that.

And the moment basic needs are satis-

fied, population growth will decline.

Omni: There is a religious aspect to birth

control because the idea of the family is

sacred to all religions. How do you see the

role of the family in the future?

Arias: In the last two thousand years many

people have been saying that marriage,

family life, and so on is going to disappear.

Nevertheless, today it is as strong as it was

two thousand years ago. So my impres-

sion is that it will survive; there's no better

organization to replace it. And concerning

birth control, I don't think religion is going

to be an obstacle in the future.

Omni: You will be fifty years old in the year

2000, in the prime of your life,

Arias: Fifty-eight.

Omni: Oh, right. Where do you see your-

self when the new millennium starts?

Arias: What a difficult question! I would love

to have more time to spend with my wife,

children, relatives, and friends. I'd like very

much to teach. I've been offered jobs by

many different-universities in the States as

well as in Europe. But I
love Costa Rica

very much, and so I would not like to live

in another country tor very long. I hope to

do some good through the foundation I've

just created with the money from the Nobel

prize, the Arias Foundation for Peace and

Human Progress. I think we have quite a

challenge in Central America.DO
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recognizing the worth and potentiality of

everyone on Earth."

One result of her collaborations has often

been lifelong friendships. Einstein, for one,

expressed his respect by saying her

"splendid idea" would help "make the fu-

ture come sooner." Anshen and atomic

physicist Isidor Isaac Rabi developed a

"cherished friendship" when he contrib-

uted one of the volumes in her Perspec-

tives in Humanism series. It was the only

book he ever wrote,

Rabi was "like the Archimedean center

of the universe," Anshen says. "There was

a patriarchal, biblical, prophetic quality in

his voice. Held together before him, in al-

most an attitude of prayer, his hands

seemed to bless us with his wisdom and

devotion to truth." It was Rabi, she adds,

who convinced her that "in great things,

the effort alone is sufficient even though

one may fail."

Einstein, on the other hand, "seemed to

be a bit of a vagabond, with one sock off

and one on," she says. "He was a great

shaggy creature, oblivious to rain and the

other elements. There was an almost pe-

destrian character to his personality, but

when he spoke I felt sudden illumination. I

felt the most profound gratitude for his will-

ingness to discuss the moral and spiritual

aspects of science."

Unlike her disciples, Anshen says, "the

contemporary scientist says merely [for

example] that he deals with silicon and all

these computer miniatuhzations of data.

There is analysis without synthesis." In An-

shen's opinion, there is a "dangerous de-

terminism" in using the brain and mind to

program the machine. "Eventually, there will

be no possible avenue left to us but pro-

gramming the machine." The conse-

quence, she says, will be a "fact-based,

materialistic world perilously devoid of eth-

ics and values."

Such a threadbare world, Anshen be-

lieves, is already developing. "We are sac-

rificing quality for quantity and plunging into

an omnivorous and rapacious greed," she

says. "It was precisely this quantitative em-

phasis on progress that led to the destruc-

tion of Europe. Just as Prometheus was

devoured by the vulture, we are being de-

voured by the mediocritization of the spirit."

Anshen has devoted her career to work-

ing against "our devolving into featherless

bipeds fighting each other," and she be-

lieves that an established elite—"not an

elite of social position and wealth but of

courage, integrity, responsibility, and ethi-

cal values"—can counterbalance the

overwhelming proliferation of facts. 'Al-

though we may have lost faith, we still have

hope that we can emerge from the abyss

into which we have been staring," she says.

"Now is the time, and an idea whose time

has come is stronger than all the armies

and all the technologies in the world."Da
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ACCESSING THE FUTURE

FUTURE CARS

At this year's New York

Automobile Shew, where
all the big carmakers

FITS LIKE A GLOVE

ette belongs to the

Dodge Intrepid, a twa-

THREE-WHEELER

Volkswagen's vision of

the future rides on three

wheels, and it's called

the Scooter. The tear-

drop-shaped <

l-wing doors and fi-

berglass skin is de-
signed to fill Hie void

between a high-

The Chevrolet Corvette
Indy sports car (above)
has four-wheel drive

and four-wheel steering.

ers and conventional

springs. Taking a mare
practical approach to the

roadistheHFXGhla
Aerostar (below). The
Ford concept van fea-

tures liquid crystal win-
dows that can be
switched from clear to

dark. A sonar system
alerts the driver to adja-

cent vehicles.

A CAR THAT
REMEMBERS

Toyota's FXV-II (above),

with its low-drag oero-

trapezoid farm, features

door locks and an igni-

tion that are controlled

by a card containing

the driver's personal I.D.

on memory circuits. The
computer system also

automatically adjusts the

to the driver's prepro-



The other side of Webster's:

Plankton, quantum, and other redefinitions

in Omni's Fractured Dictionary

By Scot Morris

The word picador means a

contestant's task on the

TV game show Lei's Mate a

Deal. Quarterback is what

you get when a dialed phone

number is busy; refined: a

second offense; and sherbet:

a wager that can't lose.

Such dafiy definitions were

among the most common en-

tries in Competition #44:

Fractured Definitions (for

words beginning with the let-

ters P Q, R, and S).

An exceptionally heavy

response made judging the

competition difficult but

rewarding. Some clever en-

tries had to be eliminated

because they were submitted

by more than one reader.

Besides those mentioned

above, others include para-

digms: 20 cents; program-

mer: advocate of the metric

system; quest Elmer Fudd's

toothpaste; quadrant: a

four-sided argument; rubber

check: condom inspection;

repulse: a function of CPR;

senile: item on an Egyptian

tour itinerary; and shamrock:

cubiczirconia.

After narrowing down the

entries, the winners selected

were the most original and

creative. A Franklin Computer

Spelling Ace and $250 go

to the grand prize-winner.

Eight runners-up each re-

ceive £25. Each winner also

receives a one-year sub-

scription to Omni.

GRAND PRIZE-WINNER

Paternity test; Pop quiz

Question mark: Counterfeit

German coin

Regale;.Second wind

Subordinate" Claus: Santa's

helper

—Chris Doyle

Burke, VA
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Match the words (1-26) with their definitions (A-Zj An-

swers, and the creators' names, are on the next page.

1. Prince Charming

2. Spot remover

3. Pedicurist

4. Seersucker

5. Scarcity

6. Scabby
7. Quintessence

8. Sarcasm
9. Rampage

10. Polarize

1 1

.

Skinny-dip

12. Sinister

13. Savoirlaire

14. Scampi

15. Plankton

16. Quantum
17. Rapscallion

18. Pacifist

19. Spanking

20. Soda cracker

21- Pigpen

22. Partisan

23. Surfer

24. Spokesperson

25. Rheostat

26. Presence of mind

A. Bicycle mechanic

B. Stylus

C. Strikebreaking taxi driver

D. Quiplash

E. A believer in fortune-tellers

F. Chive-talkin' soul man
G. Low-calorie. party snack

H. Man overboard

I. Dogcatcher

J. A cold stare

K. Errant evangelist

L. Extra-strength antacid

M. Brazilian pncLocopv

N. Cliptoemaniac

0. Japanese bon vivant

P Vellum

Q. Bottle opener

R. Ghost town

S. Microfiche

T. 3.14 card monte

U. Bum rap

V T ne Thoughts thai coun:

W. Cannibals C.rnerreque.-:!

X. Chanel No. 5

Z. The Last Supper

RUNNERS-UP

Prism: Where white-color

criminals are sent until Ihey

bend their rays

Quark: A fission boat

—R. Thomas
Syracuse, NY

QWERTY: Pecking order

Superconductivity: Plight of

the ohmless
—David Mi-bevg

Burlington, VT
Require: Change of shift at

[he Mormon Tabernacle

Silicon: Inmate with a sense

of humor
—Patricia M. Reed
Colorado Springs

Pursuit: The cat's pajamas

—Mary Marlines

Medford, NY

Reincarnation: Perennial

flower

— Irene K. Nestor

Long Beach, CA
Qualms: Charity bestowed

with hesitation

—Michelle Rymond
Lewisburg, PA

Plutocrat: Top dog at Disney

Studios

Run-on sentence; Consecu-

tive life terms

Suit of armor: Knight gown
—Herb Martinson

Wheaton, MD
Quasar; President of the

longshoremen's union

Repossession: Consequence

of being in arrears to an

exorcist

—John Huotari

Zimmerman, MN

HONORABLE MENTION

Polyglot: Too many parrots

—John McLean
Bloomfield, NJ

Sexual: Proposition from a

Southern prostitute

—Prem Lall

Saugus, CA
Ozone: Designated parking

for universal donors
—Dorothy Woxell

Ventura, CA
Radioactive dating: Plutonic

relationship

—Pat Portfilio

Huntington Beach, CA
Polyester: A parrot that quotes

Werner Erhard

—Neal Gomberg
New York City

Sermon: Jamaican respectful

form of address
—Rick Taylor

Las Vegas

Preamble: A warm-up exer-

cise at the Senior Olympics

—Teh Townsend

Daytona Beach, FL

Shamrock: Pat Boone singing

"Tutti Frutti"

—Wayne Hodges
Mansfield, TX

Rococo: Hot chocolate

flavored with caviar

—John Shapiro

Washington, DC
Paradise: What Adam and

Eve gambled with

—Don Killough

Coquitlam, British Columbia

Rambunctious: Kowtowing tc

Sylvester Stallone

—Saundra Braitman

Pittsford, NY
Pampas: What newborn

Argentine cowboys wear

—Adrienne Gusoff

New York City

Pundit: What Omni contribu-

tors did to Webster's

—Kerry Kirspel

Shreveport, LA



AS THE WORLD TURNS

We were all taught that [he

earth rotates counterclock-

wise on its axis and that

it also orbits the sun taking a
counterclockwise path.

That seems to be the case,

however, only when viewed
from the North Pole, at "the

top of the world."

The earth, you see, is just

a sphere spinning in space
and has no objective "top"

side. We think of the North

Pole as being at the top

of the world, because the first

mapmakers drew it that

way. You could just as easily

observe the movement
from the South Pole and ar- .

gue thai ihe planet is traveling

in a clockwise direction.

Published in Australia,

McArthur's Universal Correc-

tive Map of the World dem-
onstrates how we might think

of our planet had Ihe first

cartographers livecKin

Adelaide rather than

Athens. In the seemingly

upside-down map—as in our

interpretation here—Australia

is the central focus, and
most other landmasses are

"down under." Italy becomes
a high-kicking boot, and
Florida juts out from the

northwest corner of the

United States. The twin spires

of Africa and South America
crown the design, and the

unbroken Pacific basin

dominates -the scene.

For more information on
McArthur's Universal Correc-

tive Map, write to Rex Publi-

cations, 413 Pacific Highway,
Artarmon 2064, Australia.

DEFINITIVE ANSWERS

1-Y (Ellen Radish, Silver

Spring, MD). 2-I (Douglas
Wulf. Evanston, IL),3-N

(Louise Jackson. Fall River,

MA). 4-E (Jan Krueger, Chino
Valley, AZ). 5-R (Chris Clark,

Cedar Glen, CA). 6-C (Gail

Desmoulin, Thunder Bay,

Ontario). 7-X (Alan Koch,
Burlington, VT). 8-D (Starla

Smith, Klamath Falls. OR).
9-P (Kevin Lauderdale,
Pasadena, CA). 10-J (David

Cardinali, Colorado Springs).

11-G (Frank Manis, Golis,

CA)'. 12-K (Marge Deibel,

Mount Pleasant, Ml). 13-Z
(Larry Schinell, Brookville,

NY). 14-T (Melissa Nirenberg.

New Haven, CT). 15-S
(Jason Elbaum, Silver Spring,

MDJ.16-L (Susan Hikida,

Carson, CA). 17-F (Kathehne
3c'ier. Milwaukee). 18-W
(Tony Reader, Silver Spring,

MD). 19-U (Allen Mauney,
Olympia, WA). 20-Q (Lynette

Berndt, Coon Rapids, MN).

21-B (Linda Giordano, Flor-

ence, AL). 22-0 (Robert

V1ov:aer, Fort Lauderdale.

FL). 23-H(MarkSmedy,
Martinez, CA). 24-A (Ellen

Stickell. Tampa). 25-M (Sheila

Robinson, Rochester, NY).

26-V (Joshua Waxman, New
York City).DO



LAST
UUORD

.; -6y Joe Foaor

<mRandy, a rhesus

monkey, quit his job attesting

over-the-counter cough

syrups-. "After a particularly .

bad night of drinking,

"-./ took a look at myself in the

i mirror and thought

This can't be good for me.9

"Lamy ." a white ml who wo^s a: the

>j:i!fO: in Atlanta, ia

testing a new vaccrte for ihe government.

Or the surface he iife !oo:ts pietfy good,

l-lo has hi;-; owi cage a nice big water

bottle, and a!; :he tooe he wants. But tor

Larry, something seems to be missing. "I

guess I'm just losing in;eros: in my job',"

ho says. "There's so minch mors I'd rather

be doing, than gelting injected with new

viruses every week."'

Larry is not alone in his feelings.. Once

a week he goes to a support group Vo

nice: with olbe-- diss 1

1 hey a
:

" have one thing in common:
They're thinking about quitting the animal-

exp' ri- enlali'
i

:

; !b
i
rd> el

their identities, we have given them

pseudonyms, rfcud s mouse, is a typical

case: "When I firs: got into lab work I

thought. Wow, what a great job—no

(j >bi-g Oa 'V"d

poison or .natm-p; my /as: supper in a

mousst'sp " He taxes a crag on his

c:gare;te and stubs i: out. Robert Is testing

the ettoets o' smoking. '
Bi.it after trie

irsl yea r
i go! to thinking. You knew, my

life expediency is on!'/ about a year and a

hail Do l :ca:iy wan! io be 3.'? (xperirrieni

for the rest Qi rryy !ite?"

Kaien. a shy piiimeyed alone guinea

oig. Kpeans up: "be the same story Lt

me. I was really hopeful when first started

out. I
thought it wo'.ki be good experi-

ence kv when i went to medical school —

I wanted io be a veterinarian. The doctors

a; hie abcai-ory said. 'Sure, it'li ;ook great

or your resume-.' sc I
took the job. but

t

turned ou! to be so boring. All I do is sit in

my cage and eai househok'. cleaners all

day. - know it's important work, but .

Her voice irails off.

The effects 0' iab-anma; burnout are

navng a ircimeneuus Impao: on many o
;

the top-rated research facilities. Dr.

Norman Perry ;heor\xes about why today's

lab ammais may bo quirting their jobs

"They re too soft these days; in many

cases hey ire I ffn sixth generat.o'i, an:.!

they think. "they own the place. So when

we want to smear mascara in their eyes

iriey start naving second thoughts. We
suspect many o

;
tliem are faking

symptoms because ihoy |us* don't cars

about their iebs anymore. It's a shame,

especially when you think oi a.i the

unemployed wild animals out thete who

would give anything lor a chance to get

steady employment.
1

Lanv the wniie rat explains. "What Dr

Perry Byys has a let of 'ruth to it, but

wo dort allot test resuks. It's against union

rules. Tha'0
:

s nothing in i: ""or us; if the

resulis ate ofi, the doctors wit oniy perfonn

trie less again. And anyway, it's an n-on-or

ioi us to heip preserve file neath oi the

human species."

Most oi the ammais agree, except for

Skippy, a Oeagie who stud es the effects of

outlets for the U.S military. 'Basically, I

was roboed When ' joined up. trie Army

recruiter asked which fieio i was irtie"-

antcd to be a police

doc or an airport :uggage sniffer. I wen!

through basic training anc was assignee to

Wounds Research. All "hey go is shoo!

d'fforent types of ammunition into me and

study the resulting wounds. I was

seriously considering getting an honorable

discharge, but the beneLts are so good
mat I might i.usf stick It out.'

:

The animal dropoui rate Is staggering.

On average they last a few years on

the lob, but some walk ou! within a few

alary,

many of these critters nave no way ol

uniing to

drugs and cume. Randy, a rhesus monkey,

:s a iypica : example: "i ieft my job in ihe

summer of '86. I'd been working on over-

the-counter cough syrups. One morning,

after a parilouiariy bad 'rent of bnnkmg
:

I

looked in the mirror of my cage and

thought, i'b:s enn: be good for me I

handed In my r u .,,i .>
i

. mtlocicrs

Later that cc

from the cough syrup, anc tried io find

work. I wen! to an employment agency but

as my only work experience had beef:

guzzling cough syup. i was toid it would
-

-. me ;!! gel 'voi

as an organ -grlnae's monkey.

I bummod around Ihe country after

that, working for a time m a flea-bitten

There
'

mas trouble late one night after work, a

knife was pulled when a drug oca: went

sour, and the police arrested me because

j was 'he only one there with a history of

narcotics use"

Randy's ease went Io ina :

.
Although he

never tiki admit to having kilted the two

m:en in ihe car nival booth, fie refused'

to implicate anyone else, mo Is currently

serving two consecutive Ute terms in

a 'o-e'e-a! penitentiary.

Not every animal 'hat leaves 'he secuie

world of animal experimentation suffers

the same fate as Ranoy Wayne, a rabbit,

emit his job aiic-r two yoais o f testing

food coloring He now runs a consulting

;erv :'os tor other an

"Once the animals see oeyond Lie

er bottle, arid aH tne

i:eo -ooo, they begin to :ong for a more

substantial existence: a career in the arts,

perhaps or something .n
; ho last-growing

service industry.''

Wayne looks out of his mldtown office

rk City

and sighs, "There is little I can do to help

except listen to their stones, give them

tne occasional iotfuce ieal. and trv to get

thorn work with the pos: office not a

ve-y glamorous profession, but IS beats

oeng shotat.'DG ,

JO'i Foaor ir, ;,' ''
'i '

' '1

k'^oKcj >nv sacci-'ariii habit He .-»«' vv.'.'-ier

.m.'.'.-io,- ircrn hi:, cnge in Madison, IWs ; ;;./.'.
O':-


